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The Costs of Silence
Not too many years ago, I found myself in a restaurant at lunchtime, tired,
hungry and late for a meeting. I stood waiting to place my order, zoned out with
thoughts of what I ought to be doing. I was so out of it I barely heard an
exchange between the customer in front of me and the woman behind the
counter. It concerned an earring, found in a booth two men had previously occupied, and before I knew it, the conversation had degenerated into a discussion
of "those faggots."
Since then I've asked myself a thousand times why I said nothing to those
people. I could fall back on the obvious reasons, but I have had to face the less
obvious, more honest one. I was afraid—afraid to get into an argument, afraid
they'd decide to silence me by calling me a nigger, just plain afraid. I've never
forgotten my moment of silence in which I exhibited
behavior I have no respect for in others, and I've vowed
never to repeat it.
This month Jan Goodwin's heartbreaking and
enraging article about the genocidal rape of Rwandan
women, for example, reveals the shameful silence of a

There is
much in the
world that
us to speak,
to break the
silence,
to defend

^ ^ a t n a s kft t ' i e s e w o m e n twice abandoned.
Former congresswoman and lifelong activist Elizabeth
Holtzman makes a passionate case for why women
must break their silence to reverse the tide of cynicism
that grips us. And in a special section we examine the
ways in which women use—and don't use—the power
of the vote to express themselves and their politics.
There is much in the world that calls us to speak,
to break the silence, to defend ourselves and others, hi
our high-tech and hyped-up world, we are bombarded
with the notion that our individual voices do not matter, that what we say or do makes no real difference. It
dflU is a lie that we as progressive women and men should
resist with all our strength. It is our resigned silence
that creates the breeding ground for bigotry and hopelessness, that allows the forces of regression and
repression to thrive. It is our raised voices—and our
willingness to support our talk with action—that hold out the hope and the
promise of change.
We at On The Issues are great believers in change, both big and small. A
few months ago, we asked you to look out for a few changes close to home. You
hold one such change in your hands—a crisper, more contemporary look for the
magazine. Our fabulous redesign is a fitting introduction to our new art director, Sharon Lee Ryder, whose broad-based art and editorial experience is a
delightful addition to OTI. Finally, what looks like a change—the absence of our
publisher Merle Hoffman's regular column—is only a temporary sabbatical.
Merle will be back with us in the next issue. We hope you'll be here, too.
Rosemary L. Bray

others.
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Goddess Knows

Judaism, Christianity and Mam by reinterpreting their ancient texts
I was delighted with Judith Antonelli's critique of the
from a feminist viewpoint. But the fact remains that these religions
usual feminist reading of the Bible ["Beyond Nostalgia: Rethinking the
oppress women. The ancient Goddess religions were not perfect, though
Goddess," Summer 1997]. To begin with, there is no historical warrant
certainly not as bad as Antonelli would have us believe. Today, however,
for believing that the world was or would be a kinder, gentler place with
Goddess religions are empowering womentobreak free from the molds
female deities. One has onlytolook at India, where wife burning is still
in which the Big Three—Judaism, Christianity and Islam—have cast
practiced.
them. That is the important point. No matter the origins and history of
The feminist notion that the Bible invented patriarchy is fatuous,
Goddess worship, Goddess religions are freeing and empowering
as any anthropologist knows. Patriarchy is and has been a dominant
women!
social institution in 90 percent of civilizations and tribes, from the Stone
Nadine J. Daugherty
Age to Greek and Roman civilizations, during prebiblical times and
Columbus, OH
among people who never heard of the Bible. Judith Plaskow complained
of such unhistorical reading of ancient history and misreading of the
In "Beyond Nostalgia: Rethinking the Goddess," the author justly claims
Bible as long ago as 1978 in her article "Christian Feminism and Antithat male supremacy and militarism did not start with the Hebrews
Judaism" (published in Cross Currents, Fall 1978):
Her research is incomplete, however, and she is just as inaccurate about
"There is a new myth developing in Christian feminist circles. It is
her claims against the Goddess myth. She simply did not go back far
a myth which tells us that the ancient Hebrews invented patriarchy:
enough in ancient history; thus in defense of the Jewish story, Antonelli
that before them the Goddess reigned in matriarchal glory, and that after
did a disservicetoher feminist sisters.
them Jesus triedtorestore egalitarianism but was
Antonelli buys into the beginning of male
3LIT1CS - RELATIONSHIPS ' ANAL/SI
foiled by the persistence of Jewish attitudes withdominance with the Hebrews as she builds her
in the Christian tradition
The consequence of
case for a matriarchal society (more accurately,
this myth is that feminism is turned into another
matrilineal, in which men and women were
weapon in the Christian-anti-Judaic arsenal."
partners, and women were revered for their lifegiving powers). She needs to go back much furAn antidote to blatant feminist misconcepMolly Haskell
on Wild Women at
ther to see the progressionfromthefirstintrudtions about some points in the Bible is Phyllis
The Movies
ers into "the Utopia"in 4500 B.C.E., in waves up to
Trible's "Eve and Adam: Genesis 2-3 Reread" (pubSouth Africa's
2800 B.C.E. Here she'll see the strengthening of
Feminist Frontier
lished in Womanspirit Rising), in which she points
kingship, the introduction of weapons and war
out that the word used for Eve, ezer, which means
Chronic Fatigue:
The Plague Years
machinery, the repression of women, the begin"helper," is the same word that characterizes God
ning of human sacrifice, the change in mytholoin several passages, and that Genesis is the only
gy and introduction of the pagan templa She
early account of the creation of woman as a disGreat About
:
may notice the demeaning of women in these
tinct creature in her own right.
the Goddess?
new institutions—where women became propRoberta Kalechofsky
erty, were used as slaves and concubines and
Marbkhead, MA
forced into prostitution—and recognize that it was in this way that men
held back the power of the Goddess and women.
I must take exception with Judith Antonelli's article "Beyond Nostalgia:

U1EISB

Rethinking the Goddess." It contains many historical inaccuracies, and
some ofher sources are questionable. As a religious historian, I could correct the falsehoods but I won't, only because it really doesn't matter. It
doesn't matter how religions started or what was intended in their holy
writings before they were corrupted by male interpretation (as Antonelli
says, "the distinction... between what the Bible says and what men say
the Bible says.") The Bible, the Torah and the Koran—all contain passages that improved women's status at the time they were written.
What does matter is that these holy texts have been used to oppress
women for generations.
Antonelli and others spend much time and effort tryingtoredeem

Jacques French
Beaverton, OR
Judith Antonelli's apologia for Judaism and condemnation of Goddess
worship is informative and enlightening, a worthy piece on that basis
alone. But I must write in defense of my feminist sisters' newly emergent spiritual renaissance.
Religions are not spun out of thin air or divinely chiseled into stone
tablets. In addition to their role as institutionalized expressions of transcendence, they are gradual processes that evolve in response to previous cultural inadequacies and abuses as well as social constructions

continued on page 58
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women's emotions, beating
woman tries to leave. These

J

Animals
Escaping Domestic
Violence

ust six weeks into
their marriage, Tamara Barnes's husPatricia A.
band began drinking
heavily, shouting at
her for no reason and
abusing her cats. He broke one cat's leg and
burned its paws. One day he wrapped up
one of the cats with duct tape.
"He was taped up like a football,"
Barnes says. "I was completelyfreakedout.
I told him I was going to call the police. He
said, 'Go ahead and call them. HI kill this
cat if I want to, and I can kill you, too.'"
After her husband struck her, Barnes
sought help at Womenspace, a women's
shelter in Eugene, Oregon, where she lives.
"I found there was no community network
to help me care for my pets," she says. "I was
constantly worried about them, knowing
my abuser would not hesitate to hurt them
to hurt me." As a result, Barnes stayed in
her abusive situation much longer than was
safe for her or her pets. "No matter how
afraid I was," she says, "I would not leave
them behind. Giving them up was more
than I could accept."
When a woman is ready to leave a batterer, she's pretty much on her own in finding a place to shelter her pet. But Barnes's
experience was the catalyst for an innovative program that does just that. Last year
the city of Eugene, along with Spokane and
Boston, received a three-year cooperative
agreement from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta.
The three cities will evaluate a coordinated
community response to what they call inti-
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mate partner violence.
Lessons learnedfromthe
projects will be used to
Murphy
replicate similar programs across the country.
"I thought this was a
perfect opportunity to see if emergency pet
care could be made part of the model," says
Barnes, who works for the Sacred Heart
Foundation, one of the organizations that
receives grant money. She contacted
KimbaU Lewis, the executive director of the
Greenhill Humane Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) in
Eugene. Six months later, in February 1997,
the Domestic Violence Assistance Program
(DVAP) began. The DVAP supplies—at no
charge—foster homes or "safe houses" for
the pets of abused women, until the victims
can accommodate their pets' safety.
Within five months, Greenhill has
helped more than 20 women and their pets.
One woman, escaping an abuser in
California,fledto Eugene with her children
and three horses, and found out about
Greenhill's program from a local health
clinic. Unlike other humane societies offering foster homes, Greenhill offers unlimited
care for all animals.
"If we have a woman whose daughter
or son has a steer as a 4-H project," says
Lewis, Veil find a home for it." (Lewis estimates the program costs Greenhill about
$10,000 a year, yet the shelter itself gets no
moneyfromthe CDC grant.)
Programs such as this can change the
ending to what women's advocates and
police say is an all too familiar story.

Abusive menfrequentlyuse pets to manipulate women's emotions, beating, shooting,
disemboweling, strangling or drowning an
animal if the woman tries to leave. These
abusers make women watch as they kill the
animal, sometimes even forcing them to
have sex with a pet, saying, in effect, "This
is what I can do, and there is nothing you
can do to stop me. You may be next."
Joan Quaempts, community educator
at Womenspace, notes that a pet could be
the only source of emotional support or
unconditional love a battered woman gets.
"It's very traumatic to lose that," she says.
Although there's a great deal of anecdotal evidence linking animal abuse and
the abuse of women, little scientific documentation exists. In one study conducted at
a Utah women's shelter, however, 71 percent of the women with pets reported that
their male partner had threatened to hurt
or kill one or more of their pets; actual harm
or killing was reported by 57 percent.
Angela Browne, author of When Battered
Women Kill, interviewed a number of
women who had killed their husbands in
self-defense. Many reported that their
mates had killed family pets. "To the
women, these incidents often seemed to
represent their own death," observed
Browne.
Eugene, Oregon, is not the only municipality attempting to shelter the pets of battered women, though such programs are
still rare. The Department of Animal Care
and Control in Loudoun County, Virginia,
provides temporary shelter for ten days;
women are unable to visit the animals for

Abusive men frequently use pets to manipulate
shooting, disemboweling, strangling or drowning an animal if the
abusers make women watch...
reasons of confidentiality. Besides providing

was imprisoned for mutilating and killing

Her husband hung a pet rabbit in the

pet shelters, Colorado Springs is one of the

17 men, impaled the skulls of small animals

garage, then summoned her. When she

first jurisdictions in the country to include

in his yard when he was a boy.)

walked in with the baby on her shoulder, he

animal enforcers in domestic-violence situ-

The trial of Peggy Sue Brown—acquit-

began skinning the rabbit alive. He held the

ations. The Domestic Violence Enhance

ted of murdering her husband, Bradley

boy next to the screaming animal, saying,

Team (DVERT) begun in May 1996 by the

Brown—provides one example of the con-

"See how easy it would be?"

police department, may involve up to 15

fluence of spouse battering, child abuse and

Animal abuse can portend violence

agencies. 'In the past," says Donna Straub

cruelty to animals. She testified that he had

against humans, and may be an indicator of

of the Humane Society of the Pike's Peak

beaten their children; he had also beaten

a family in trouble as well. As Barnes says,

Region, "there could be 20 investigations in

and raped her and locked her in a closet

"Animal abuse is domestic violence."

the animal-welfare agency and 20 investi-

without food or water for days. The level of

gations in the social-services files. But they

terror he instilled was illustrated by anoth-

Patricia A Murphy writes frequently on

wouldn't share information. Now they do, so

er incident she described during the trial:

health and environmental issues.

the judges see every bit of information,"
says Straub, which impresses upon judges
the seriousness of domestic violence. Straub
is also working on a manual for veterinarians to play a role in reporting abuse.
This pooling of resources can be especially valuable in light of growing evidence
of the link between animal abuse and child
abuse. For example, one study involved 57
families being treated for incidents of child

I

placed the purple box

Wonder(ing)
Woman

adorned with lightning bolts

"You collect these?" A
friend asked this question in a

abuse by New Jersey's Division of Youth

on my bookshelf and breathed

and Family Services. Researchers found

a sigh of triumph. There she

that in 88 percent of these families, animals

stands, forever encased in a clear plastic

in the home had also been abused by the

bubble, her weapons in a little plastic bag

"Sure," I answered, and in anticipation of

parent. A British study by the Royal SPCA

by her feet and her staff always out of her

her inquiry about my reasoning I contin-

found that of 23 families in an English com-

reach: the Blood Queen, a character from

ued with an explanation.

munity with a history of animal abuse, 83

Todd McFarlane's Spawn comic book. She

"These characters are strong

percent had been identified by social-ser-

is a plastic replica of a superheroine—tall

women. They're intelligent. They're war-

vice agencies as having children at risk of

and elegant, beautiful and strong, she

riors and peacekeepers. They lead battal-

abuse or neglect.

can really ruin someone's day if she's

ions, are presidents or matriarchs of their

Other studies indicate that many

crossed. By being an incredible woman,

societies and are widely respected. The

criminals who have been violent toward

she has lived 1,500 years. And she cost

characters these figures represent,

people share a common history of brutal

me only eight dollars. But as far as I am

though fantastic, have ideals I find attrac-

parental punishment and cruelty to ani-

concerned, she is a priceless addition to

tive in women as human beings.

mals. (For instance, Jeffrey Dahmer, who

my collection of women action figures.

Furthermore, I am encouraged by the toy

Davina C. Lopez

manner that was both
accusatory and embarrassing,

as if I had an assemblage of dead bodies.
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I found to be strength and representation of how dive
struggle inherent in my toy's little plastic existence.
verbatim, I have no desire to memorize

industry's willingness to produce these

some of these women are! She quickly

things for children to play with."

and effortlessly reduced my identification

volumes of feminist thought. I have always

with one kind of strong woman to an

thought it more empowering for me to

collection to her, a young woman who, as

endorsement of systematic oppression.

attempt to live the ideals outside the

I do, believes in empowerment. Our moth-

Her weapon of choice was a carelessly

classroom, for I believe that as a human

ers taught us that we were all equal in

orchestrated, verbally plagiarized string of

being, and especially as a woman, I am

every arena of life, that we shouldn't set-

ideas from authors we had read together

not at all separate from the situational

tle for less, that we should make

in our college women's-studies classes.

oppression and gender inequity described

informed choices and take responsibility

Nadine Strossen, Andrea Dworkin, Naomi

in those books. Besides, such texts are

for those choices. As little girls, however,

Wolf, radicalesbians, bell hooks, Kim

not rigid feminist guidelines for all women

we had toys that were hardly egalitarian

Chernin and other authors poured out of

to follow to the letter, rather they are tes-

and seemed to determine for us what we

her mouth with alarming speed and very

tament to individual women's experiences

were to do later in life: Girls always got

little soul, as if their very words flatly indi-

that can serve as a call to read, find com-

to iron or cook, and boys always got to

cated a checklist called "How to be a

mon ground with and take action, no mat-

be the superheroes. In light of that

Good, Righteous Young Feminist."

ter how small.

past, the appearance and

According to my friend, I had very obvi-

I found it odd to have to explain my

It is, therefore, important to exercise

recent predominance of

ously violated a credo of which I was not

the challenge of putting feminism to work

women superheroes in

even aware!

for us. Doing feminism and being feminist

comic books and their

I was now wondering not how to

consists of more than studying books and

plastic incarnations on

rehabilitate my damaged reputation as an

then applying their rhetoric with little or no

toy-store shelves

impure feminist but whether or not my

personal effort. The hard part comes when

appears to be proof posi-

friend and I had actually taken the same

we have to place the pieces of knowledge

tive that women are

classes, read the same material or shared

within the context of our own experiences

making grand strides
in the real world, and I

any similar sentiments. For me, finding the authors she had quoted

feminism is working in a

represented a literary gold

small, but tangible, man-

nine; I read them greedily.

ner. This, I think every
time I go to the toy store,

I have digested, reflected
|

as individuals and as members of a community. Feminist thinking and action take
place not only between the covers of textbooks or in the library; a large portion of a
feminist life includes making meaning out

and cried with joy over

of everyday activities, objects and informa-

the insight, informa-

tion. Such valuable tools as women's texts

is exciting stuff.

tion and inspiration

My friend was not eager to

put forth by such

accept this notion. "You're not a
feminist like I thought you were,"

talented women

was her retort. She proceeded to

cholars, crit-

provide a lens through which we can filter
ideas and philosophies to inform and
enrich our lives. Each of us makes the
choices that result in feminism directly

point out that the small waists

ics and

affecting us or affecting the course of fem-

and relatively large breasts

I activists. In

inism as a human-oriented movement.

addition

prominent on some of my figures

to my

are evidence of discrimination. The
idea that any female character

inability

would commit an act of violence is

to
recite paragraphs

absurd, and how scantily clad
ANNEMARIE POYO © EMORY UNIVERSITY
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Each woman who does feminism does so
in her own way.
I looked once again at the Blood
Queen, peering at us, looming in the muscled, powerful aura of her seven-inch-tall

Just as my friend found it impossible to see past theory and recognize what
rse we women really are, I thought it hard not to see some glimmer of feminist

glory. Just as my friend found it impossible

any way diminish my feminist identity. I fill

to see past theory and recognize what I

in the nooks and crannies of my life with

found to be strength and representation of

what is symbolic, to me, of strong woman-

how diverse we women really are, I

hood. I am proud to do feminism in this

thought it hard not to see some glimmer

way.

of feminist struggle inherent in my toy's
little plastic existence. I can accept that

Davina C. Lopez is currently pursuing her

some people may have negative feelings

master of arts at Union Theological

about her improbable physique or the fact

Seminary in New York City. This essay orig-

that her character carries a weapon, but

inally appeared in Women's News and

to me she is special nonetheless, and my

Narratives: The Newsletter of the Emory

possession of such an object does not in

Women's Center, Fall 1996.

Take No Prisoners: jazz. I would go to the mall
f I had not had an aborMy Right to Legal for entertainment. I
tion in December 1983,
Abortion
when I was a 17-yearold
would watch soap operas
senior in high school, today
and talk shows.
Kristin
Bair
I would have a 13-year-old
I would have had no
son or daughter. I would be
time to heal from the viounhappily married to the
lent, chaotic household I
father of that child. I would not love him. His
grew up in. I would have had no timetoforgive
ambition, creativity, intellect and work ethic
my parents, to learn to love them. In 1983 if
would have taken him in a direction opposite
abortion had been illegal and unavailable to
my own. We would live in a low-income suburb
me, I would have borne that child and passed
of Pittsburgh—the city where I grew up—in a
on my incredible anger and sadness, as readithree-bedroom ranch-style home with secondly as my mother passed on her anger to me, as
hand furniture and a pile of overdue bills from
readily as my grandmother passed on her
Sears and JCPenney. He would drive a used
anger to my mother.
car. We would borrow moneyfromour parents.
I would have hit my child.
We would spend five dollars a day on the lotThese truths I tell are not politically cortery We would not take vacations. I would
rect. When I read them out loud, I wonder
smoke cigarettes. My husband would hit me. I
what others will think of me. I must tell them,
would hit him back.
anyway.
In 19831 was 17 and confused and hopeI would still smoke marijuana. I would
lessly sad. I connected love with anger, and in
not have a master's degree, or for that matter,
a desperate attempt to escape the house I
a bachelor's degree. I would have given up
despised
and feared, I soon equated love and
reading books. I would never have attended
anger with sex. I chose a young man whose
the ballet or the theater. I would not listen to

I

own family background was precarious, but he
paid attention to me; that was all that m a t
tered.
Looking back, I realize I should have
stayed out ofthe backseat ofhis 1973 Chevelle.
I should have kept my skirt pulled tight over
my thighs, and I should not have had sex with
him. But nothing ever happens the way it
should, If it did, I would have had calm, peaceful parents. I would have never witnessed my
mother being beaten by my father. My parents
would not have hit me and my sisters. They
would have talked to me about sex, and I
would have been able to turn to them when I
was in trouble.
When I first suspected I was pregnant, I
pretended it wasn't so. I went dancing with my
friends, had sex twice a day, studied for physics
and calculus exams and wrote stories. The one
thing I always knew was that I was smart. I
was a nerd, a brain. Other kids at school copied
my homework and my test answers. For years
I had been counting the days until I could
escape to college. I was going to graduate thirty-second out of 586 students. Pregnancy
seemed impossible, but no matter how many
times a day I checked the crotch of my underwear for signs of my period, it never came.
My body became an ever-inflating balloon. I remember lying on my bed before school
one morning, trying to tug on the jeans that
had been skintight even before the pregnancy
The zipper was spread across my belly in a
deep, widemouthed V. I suffered from morning
sickness, my skin broke out and I cried every
day On one hand, it is hard to believe that no
one in my family noticed. On the other, it
makes complete sense.
My memories of that time are like most
memories of bad things. Some moments are
clear and crisp, precise; others are fuzzy and
blurred. On the first Saturday of December
1983, the morning of the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, I sat in a classroom at our high school
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-talking feminist

be....Her kindness and generosity of soul, especially to otfar

with myfirst-of-the-morning'surine sealed in
an emptied Dippity-Do jar that was packed in
ice inside my vinyl purse. Midway through the
test, the ice melted and a thin stream of water
ran across thefloor.I do not know what the
students around me thought. I did not meet
anyone's eye. I was mortified. I could not concentrate and instead of matching my older sister's almost perfect score, I achieved a mark
several hundred points lower than I had
expected.
After the SAT, my boyfriend picked me
up and we drove to a downtown clinic for a
pregnancy test. When the man behind the
counter ran my urine through the machine, he
stared at me and asked, "Why did you wait so
long?'
Even now, I can see myselfin the waiting
area of the abortion clinic, a stale, stuffy room
filled with women and girls. Fm wearing a
white sweatshirt with a Brown University
logo. I sit in a corner holding my breath, entering the state of mind I experience when I am
petrified and numb with fear but know I have
to accomplish a task. I t i s a s i f l a m i n a long
tunnel, built so close around me that I cannot
turn around. As I move forward, the space
behind me collapses. I cannot turn back.
I see myself in a tiny room being counseled by a white-coated woman. I He about how
old I am and about how pregnant I am. I say
three months, but it is close to four. No one in
the clinic cares. I see myself in the examining
room, feet in stirrups. A nurse holds my hand.
Her fingers are cold and thin, the skin loose
around the knuckles. Someone has pasted colorful daisies on the ceiling. The doctor's voice
floats up between my legs, filters through the
sheet. I don't know if he knows what he is
doing. It is an assembly line; I am just another
piece of machinery
Before I leave, the nurse warns me to contact a doctor if I pass blood dots larger than a
quarter. She holds up her hand and makes a

Most important, I am much less angry,
much less sad, than I was 14 years ago, and
I have beguntoheaL On most days I have forgiven my parents. I love them desperately,
despite their flaws. In 1983 as much as I
wanted to be different, I would have repeated
their mistakes. Li 1997 as I move closertothe
time when I will choose to have a child, I
know this: I will not hit my child; I will be
patient, thoughtful, kind; I will communicate
openly, I will talk to my child about sex; I will
encourage my child to come to me in time of
need. I will make mistakes, but I will not
repeat the past.
Kristin Bair teaches fiction writing at
Columbia College in Chicago.

Farewell, Patience
and Sarah

A

lma Routsong, novelist

....

..

,.

,

„,

flourished because of her

Linda Clarke

and short-story writer,
died last October in upstate
New York. She was 72 years
old. Perhaps the most compelling legacy Alma left us
was her remarkable scorn for one of society's longest-running hatreds: the social
hatred of lesbians. In such an inhospitable
and uncaring world, the women in
Routsong's tales did surprisingly well. They
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writingtocollege students and inner-city children in Chicago. I have well-defined muscles.
I am proud of my body I am working on a
novel. I am painting a series of self-portraits.
I listentojazz, read books, meditate, eat Thai
food, wear sexy dresses. I quote William
Carlos Williams. My curly hair dips below my
shoulder blades. I do not smoke anything.

circle with herfingerstoindicate the size I nod
and squeeze my legstogether,gripping the bag
of extra-large maxipads in my hand. I lie down
in the waiting room until my boyfriend comes
for me. He smells of beer and says the football
game went into overtime. As I watch his lips
move, the tunnel behind me collapses. I know
that after he drops me off at home, I will never
see him again.
For the next few weeks, I pass blood clots
much larger than a quarter. They are larger
than a half-dollar, sometimes the size of a
plum. I do not call a doctor. Instead, when the
clots begin their excruciating trek, tearing
awayfromthe wall ofmy uterus, I breathe and
talk to myself in my head, always keeping a
straight face. I am proud of being strong
enough to go it alone.
Having had some years for reflection and
recovery, I know now I would never want a
daughter ofminetogo through this experience
alone, but it was the only survival technique I
had been taught.
Today I have no children. I am 31. Single.
I hold bachelor's and master's degrees. I teach

simple belief that women
could be happy together and
have a good, decent, loving
life together. This premise
underscored her best writing

and, particularly in Patience and Sarah (published in 1969 as A Place for Us under the
pseudonym Isabel Miller), made us see what
our society never admits: that lesbian couples can have a future, that two women mak-

Routsong was always looking for her perfect self, a way of becoming as good as she co
women artists, was as evident as her wisdom.

ing a home together is just another way of

Alma and Julie, were able to take care of

found a primitive painting that inspired her

being human, that a lesbian home, with or

themselves, who learned how to do this on

most popular and perhaps revolutionary

without children, can be as productive, civil,

their own, who found it natural in them-

book, Patience and Sarah, the story of two

moral and engaged as any other kind of

selves to be accomplished in life. Routsong

women living happily on a farm in the early

home, perhaps even more so as it instinc-

was proud of her writing and thought it

1800s.

tively tries to make up for the deficiency of

would last, but she was also proud that she

this mainly masculine world.

had learned how to hang a bookshelf. One

The bottom line for Alma Routsong was

Her books, like August Wilson's plays,
define the different decades of this century.

of her great fears was that we would all for-

The Love of Good Women takes place in the

home, sharing a home with another woman

get how basic things worked, like electricity

wartime period of the 1940s. Side by Side

where life is peaceful, ordinary and full of

and plumbing.

tells the story of women's liberation in the

creative work, good food, conversation and

Once or twice a week, writing most of

friends. Her books reflected her life. For the

the night, Routsong gave lesbian women a

the 1970s and describes the personal free-

last 18 and a half years, Routsong had made

new perspective on their reality. She threw

doms that came about because of the

a home with Julie Weber, multimedia artist,

off centuries of oppressive social ideology

women's movement.

musician and teacher, in a big old house in

as if it were a puff from one of her ciga-

1960s. Laurel, her last book, takes place in

Routsong was always looking for her

Poughkeepsie, New York. Their house was a

rettes when she dared to envision lesbians

perfect self, a way of becoming as good as

work in progress. When Routsong was not

as intelligent, compassionate, resourceful,

she could be. She pioneered consciousness-

writing, she refinished furniture laboriously

interesting and well-educated women—per-

raising groups in the early seventies. Her

and beautifully. She was a prolific carpenter;

haps because these were the women she

kindness and generosity of soul, especially

knew, her friends and colleagues.

to other women artists, was as evident as

her last major job was reworking the front
porch. She fixed windows and sashes,

She read Mark Twain over and over,

her wisdom. In her later years she became

stripped frames and doors. In the evenings

studied his humor, his use of language. As

interested in Rajneesh because she was

she would read Julie to sleep. Together they

Twain had done, she often used the vernac-

drawn to some of his meditation techniques.

read biographies of women, the Bible, May

ular and colloquialisms of older times. She

But perhaps her perfect self was right under

Swenson, Edward Field, Robert Frost and

wanted very much to amuse, perhaps

her nose, the self that was able to see

The Illustrated Science and Invention

because, like Twain, her intense awareness

through layers of frightening social false-

Encyclopedia.

of human corruption could reflect such a

hood, lies and intimidation, the self that was

terrible vision. Twain had the issue of slav-

determined to rescue from depression and

grown during a season. In the fall they

ery; Routsong had homophobia. And like

desolation the members of an entire popula-

cooked apple slump, an apple puree with

Twain, Routsong was interested in people

tion and tell them there was nothing wrong

dumplings and vanilla ice cream (the last

who go off and search for Utopia. She her-

with their heart's desire, that they had a

recipe Routsong planned to cook before she

self had divorced her husband and left her

right to be happy.

got sick). In the summer they mashed straw-

family so that she could make a home with

berries and made a meal of strawberry short-

a woman.

They liked to eat whatever was being

cake the Michigan way, with biscuits and

One of her joys was prowling around

One more thing. For anybody curious
enough to ask: "What do lesbians do in bed,
anyway?" Routsong, like all great lovers,

butter (no cream). August supper would be

pioneer houses and restored villages,

had the answer. Women make love to other

tomato sandwiches.

smelling the dried herbs, touching old wood,

women tenderly and passionately, with con-

seeing how people of a different time had

sideration, wit and great joy.

Dozens of small portraits of women of
achievement lined the walls of this h o m e -

lived. Recalling the past released great

women who were lesbians, or could have

inspiration in her. Thus, while visiting a folk-

Linda Clarke teaches philosophy at Mount St.

been, or might have been; women who, like

art museum in Cooperstown, New York, she

Mary College in Newburgh, New York.
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WAILING AT THE WALL
P H Y L L I S

C H E S L E R

According to those who slander them, women cannot be
counted as Jews in a prayer quorum. Women are separate and unequal. Simultaneously, women
are routinely idealized as superior, as long as they confine themselves to their proper, subordinate places—away from the Kotel.

I

n 1989, for a period of nearly eight months, a group of Jewish women peacefully praying at the Kotel (or Western Wall) in
Israel were verbally and physically attacked by ultra-Orthodox extremist men. The police and the border patrol refused to
intervene, except once when they used tear gas to disperse both the rioters and the women at prayer.
Women of the Wall (WOW) and the International Committee for Women of the Wall (ICWOW) sued the state and the
Ministry of Religion in the Israeli Supreme Court for their religious and civil rights. They asked that the Israeli police maintain law and order in public places—just as they do at holy sites shared by Muslims and Jews elsewhere, as well as in disputes among different denominations of Jewry. The Court prohibited the women from praying in their fashion until the matter was resolved, either judicially or politically. If WOW disobeyed this order, they were informed they would be fined and
arrested. The case has been to the Supreme Court three times and has been the subject of a "six-month" government-commissioned study—a study that has now lasted for over three years.
Although WOWs mode of prayer was in strict accordance with an Orthodox interpretation of Jewish law (halacha), the
women—who prayed only with each other in the women's section—were still called "whores," "witches," "unnatural," and
"tainted by women's lib," both on the ground and in the press. According to those who slander them, women cannot be counted as Jews in a prayer quorum. Women are separate and unequal. Simultaneously, women are routinely idealized as superior, as long as they confine themselves to their proper, subordinate places—away from the Kotel.
Israel has increasingly been plagued by fundamentalist terrorism—both Jewish and Muslim. Following the assassination of Israeli prime minister Yitzhak Rabin by a right-wing religious Israeli Jew, his successor Benjamin Netenyahu's government has increasingly yielded to right-wing influence. As a result, bills are currently pending in the Israeli Parliament to
turn the Kotel, which since it was liberated in 1967 has been a national shrine, into an ultra-Orthodox religious site. Lawsuits
are pending in the High Court to strengthen the Orthodox stranglehold over conversions. Recently, the state-run bus service
consented to a religious neighborhood's demand that women be forced to sit separately from men at the back of the bus.
On June 10 and 11,1997, during the sacred days of Shavuot, a group of Israeli Conservative and Reform Jews gathered
to pray at the Kotel. They did not know that on June 2, the government had secretly enacted "Decision #14," based on an alsosecret report by the Israeli police. In the report, the police claimed they could not protect the petitioners (WOW) at the Kotel.
As a result, the government declared in Decision #14 that the petitioner's prayer at the Kotel would "constitute a danger to
public order."
The following are some eyewitness accounts of what happened to the group of Jews, both men and women, who came to
the Kotel to pray.
fall 1997 -10

Rabbi Andrew Sacks

before as a member of another
"On Shavuot in Jerusalem,
group, the Women of the Wall..."
tens of thousands gather at
the Kotel, at sunrise, to pray.
David Fine
There are literally a hundred,
"The crowd of hundreds had now
or more, minyanim [prayer
become thousands, with crowds
quorums] from which one
of people from the roofs of the
may choose. Some one hunJewish Quarter homes cheering
dred Jews, mostly Conserthem on and pointing out where
vative, gathered at the Kotel
we were: 'Because of you six milPlaza for an egalitarian
lion Jews died'; 'Go back to
minyan. This is not the norm
Germany!' Some of our prayer
at the Kotel, so in an effort to
shawls were being torn off our
minimize the sense of provobacks and stomped on. . .The
cation, we gathered way off to
mob was accusing the police of
the side and in the rear of the
being Nazis for defending us.
Kotel Plaza.. .By the start of
"After they started to push
the Torah reading, several
past
the police I saw two officers
Members of the ICWOW reading from the Torah at the dedication of a Torah to
hundred Haredim had aban- the women of Jerusalem from the women In the diaspora, In 1989. Although the start charging towards the
doned their own prayers to woman are observant of Orthodox customs, the sight of women reading from crowd. But their commander
come and push, shove, and the Torah Incites ultra-Orthodox men to violence. Photo Joan Roth.
called them back. They didn't
taunt. To their credit the
have tear gas or shields or clubs.
police and the border patrol were quick to react. They did everyThe government never sent reinforcements for our protection. The
thing in their power to keep the now-growing and very angry
Wall belongs to those who exiled us."
mob at bay. As we made it through the reading of the Ten
Commandments, the police were close to losing control. They
Jacob Ner-David
beseeched us to leave, for they were no longer able to protect us.
"In 1989, I protested the presence of a Carmelite Convent at
We were now surrounded by close to a thousand young men
Auschwitz and suffered physical abuse at the hands of local Poles.
pushing, spitting, calling us Nazis and throwing stones water
Until yesterday, I thought I would never again feel hatred comparable to what we felt in Poland as Jews. Yesterday was much worse.
and fecal matter were being tossed upon us and upon the Torah
The hatred etched into the faces and voices of the Haredim attackscroll. I, and not a few others, were hit. My tallith was stained. I
ing yesterday surpassed the worst anti-Semitism I ever experiwent immediately to the police where Ifileda criminal complaint
enced. .. Over the course of an hour, we experienced a pogrom comfor the attack. We finished our prayers in a secluded garden. As
mitted by Jews against Jews. Haredi faces contorted in hatred—
tears streamed down the cheeks of many, we concluded our
toward us, the police, the soldiers, anyone not exactly like them."
prayers with Hatikvah [the Israeli national anthem]."
Haviva Ner-David

Debby Weisman and Elliot Cohen

"My complacency was shattered.. .It was when they saw women
readingfromthe Torah that they really went wild. Women reading Torah with or without men is desecrating the Torah in their
eyes... Hundreds of young men in black had surrounded us and
were yelling.. .they began to push and shove and kick and spit
and I immediately asked some people around me to help me
shield my baby, who was sitting in his stroller. The police's solution was to ask us to leave... .1 had experienced this same hatred

"We are observant Jews of the Orthodox movement who vigorously condemn the shameful incident that occurred on the morning of
Shavuot at the Kotel. A group of Jews who call themselves
Haredim—pious and God-fearing—attacked Conservative worshipers with cruelty and vulgarity. We see in their violent act a desecration of God's name. Even if we have a disagreement with the
Conservative movement, we must conduct it peacefully and with
respect for other human beings."

Dr. Phyllis Chester is a director of the board of ICWOW. Tax-exempt donations to this ongoing struggle can be mailed to Rabbi Helene
Ferris, 215 Hessian Hills Rd., Croton, NY 10520. Make checks payable to ICWOW.
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HOW WOMEN VOTE, RUN AND WIN

W

e, the people of the United States, talk a good game about the blessings of liberty. But when it comes to the
ways in which we utilize one of those blessings—the right to vote—thefiguresare nothing short of scandalous. The national voter turnout in the 1996 federal elections was 96,456,345, according to the Federal
Election Commission. That number represents 49.08 percent of the country's voting-age population. The percentage
was even lower for the 1994 federal elections, a dismal 38.78 percent. It was that fateful election that brought a radical right-wing Republican Congress into power, and triggered a spate of laws openly hostile to the interests of
women, children, people ofcolor and the poor. What better reason for us to be diligent about expressing our core belie
at the voting booth? Yet too many of us don't.
Could it be that voter apathy has gripped our nation because some people are overrepresented in our legislatures while others are underrepresented? What would it mean if citizens felt more fully and fairly represented? To
find out, we take a look at the theory, and the practice, ofproportional representation. Two political scientists surve
the alternative voting methods that would give women their rightful place in the country's deciswn-making bodies.
And we offer a report from Great Britain that highlights not only the stunning victory of the Labour party, but also
the equally stunning increase in the number of women now seated in the House of Commons—and whether their
numbers will matter.
Finally, we add a biting commentary from one exasperated woman, dissatisfied with our recent presidentia
choices and with those feminists who insisted she had no choice. It's true we need to concentrate on increasing the num
bers of women in public office at every level. But it's just as important to remember that not every elected woman wor
in our best interests. Getting the right kind of women—thoughtful, committed, progressive—remains our great ch
lenge. The 1998 congressional elections are more than a year away; it's never too early to get busy. —The Editors
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UNITED KINGDOM
t five o'clock A.M. on May 2,
newly elected British Prime

New Labour, New Women

western Europe and Scandinavia

by Kelly Candaele

tended to vote Socialist or Social-

Minister Tony Blair climbed atop a

Democratic, hi Britain, Short sug-

stage to face the glistening Thames River, a phalanx of television cam-

gested, women exhibited a "political time lag" related to the absence

eras and several thousand weary but excited supporters. Blair paused

of large numbers of women in the workplace.

briefly, letting the blasting music of a popular rock band subside before

hi an interview three weeks after the election, Short said,

uttering the cliche everyone had been waiting for: 'It's a new dawn in

"Historically, when women were confined to the home once they had

Britain."
Just hours earlier, British voters had given Blair's "new" Labour

children, they tended to be small conservatives in their personal values and large conservatives in their voting. When they move into the

party a 179-seat majority in Parliament, its biggest victory since 1945,

labor market, which they have done in massive numbers here, their

and handed the Conservatives a humiliating defeat. After 18 years of

worldview changed profoundly. . .they develop more awareness of

Conservative rule, Prime Minister John Major and his fellow Tories

broader issues that impacts their politics. This is good news for pro-

were not just shown the door, they were booted out.

gressive parties everywhere."

Estelle Morris, a member of Parliament from Yardly, a middleclass suburb of Birmingham, did not join Blair on stage in the early

Closing Labour's Gender Gap

hours after the election. Morris was where she had been for the previ-

Women's votes historically have benefited the Conservative party.

ous six weeks of the campaign, celebrating with her supporters three

With a five-to-seven point gender gap, women gave Thatcher and

hours north of London. For Morris, Labour's "new dawn" is not just the

Major a larger share of their votes compared to men. Short, who was

opportunity to gently alter the direction of British politics after nearly

chair of the Labour party's women's committee in the 1980s, fought for

two decades of Margaret Thatcher and John Major; it represents a sea

years to bring women in the Labour party into leadership and candi-

change in the role of women in British politics. On May 1, 120

date roles. Short and others pushed for leadership training and

women—101 from the Labour party—were sent to Parliament by vot-

recruitment of women, equal representation on the party executive

ers, almost doubling the previous number. Incredibly, only 167 women

board and access to resources so more women could afford to enter

have been elected to Parliament in the history of British politics, a

political life. Drawing from the experience of Scandinavian Socialist

cruel indication of the third-class status of women in British political

parties, Short pushed for so-called all-women's short lists, a formula

life, despite the impact of Margaret Thatcher's 13 years as prime min-

for selecting candidates that would reserve a number of winnable par-

ister.

liamentary seats for women.
"We are not going to sit in the back of the room," Morris stated

In the United States, voters pick most candidates for office

shortly after her 5,000-vote victory. "We're going to change the culture

through an open-primary system. By contrast, in Britain, party mem-

of British politics."

bers select parliamentary candidates through caucuses and confer-

While Labour's victory was predicted long in advance—no poll

ences. [For more details on differing voting systems and their impact

during the two years of Blair's Labour party leadership showed less

on women's political power, see "Ain't I a Voter?" on page 16.] The all-

than a 15-point lead—no one predicted that women would emerge

women's short-list formula, passed by a Labour party conference in

from the election in such dramatic fashion. But the rise of women to

1993, simply mandated that half the candidates for safe Labour par-

positions of power within the Labour party did not happen by accident.

liamentary seats where an incumbent had retired would come from

Like most political transformations, it followed a process of struggle,

women-only lists, as would half the candidates for key targeted seats

creativity and individual leadership. Labour Member of Parliament

that Labour would attempt to take from the Conservatives in the next

(MP) Clare Short, now the newly appointed Secretary of State for

election.

International Development, realized years ago that women in most of

"We had to do something radical," reflected Jacqui Smith, Labour
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MPfromRedditch, looking back on thefightfor the women's candidate

were echoed by Women's

slots, "because the scale of the problem was so great." Smith, a former

Officer

Russell,

who

teacher, said the move toward parity exploded the primary myth per-

added that "polls showed

petuating male domination of leadership positions. "When we were

that women were con-

going through the first phase of bringing more women in [to leadership

cerned largely with the

positions], there was a fair amount of disenchantment within the party

same issues as men."

British history and their
particular were disillusio
at Parliament and see pe

It was a tired argument," she said. "All we heard was, "We would like to

But during the last week of the campaign, Blair and party

have more women MPs, but there are not enough women coming for-

strategists chose to focus on "education, education, education" as the

ward.' Now our politics is no longer the preserve of middle-aged men."

core theme of "New Labour," a tactical choice that was determined

Smith and several other candidates were also helped by the

with women in mind. Of the five modest proposals that Labour had

British branch of the U.S.-based Emily's list. The group provided

repeated throughout the campaign, three of them—smaller class

funds for child care, clothing, transportation and mailing costs—neces-

sizes, shorter waiting lists to see physicians at the National Health

sities for any serious campaigner.
Several male party members challenged the all-women's list in

Service and safer streets—were seen by observers as designed to
bring swing women voters into the Labour column.

1995, arguing that the new procedure deprived them of equal access

Bob Mullholand, a California political consultant who provided

to the political process. The tabloid press also vilified the women as

training for a number of British parliamentary candidates, saw New

emasculating avatars of all that was dangerous and destructive in the

Labour adopting the same demographic and political logic that ani-

modern world. Opponents of change took their case to court and won

mated U.S. President Bill Clinton. "Smaller class sizes, community

a repeal. The national court ruled that this modest experiment in gen-

safety and shorter waits for medical care—who do you think this is

der equality was illegal. But before the court's decision was imple-

aimed at?" he asked. "Men could have their arms fall off before they

mented, more than 35 women had been selected for seats that were

would think about going to the doctor. Clinton did exactly the same

either safe Labour constituencies or targeted as winnable seats in the

thing when he fought for education, the environment, gun control

1997 general election.
"By the time of the court's ruling," observed Meg Russell, the

and the minimum wage, and women provided Clinton his margin of
victory. Believe me, Blair and his staff were watching closely." BBC

Labour party's women's officer, "a lot of constituencies had chosen

exit polls indicated that for the first time since the 1940s, women split

their candidates and the party had a fair degree of success encourag-

their votes evenly between Labour and the Conservatives. The gen-

ing remaining constituencies to select women."

der gap favoring the Tories had disappeared.
What also disappeared was any semblance of left-wing radical-

Stealth Strategy

ism within the party, the belief strongly held by generations of

The new women in Parliament are conscious of their role in British

European Socialists and trade unionists that the values and workings

history and their potential impact on Britain's future. Morris believes

of the capitalist market could be fundamentally transformed. Blair

that "young women in particular were disillusioned about politics,

became leader of a party that was already rushing towards the polit-

feeling that it didn't speak to them. Now they will look at Parliament

ical center, having jettisoned the old Labour left of militant unions and

and see people who look like them."

socialist ideologues. After four crushing general-election defeats, the

During the campaign, Blair and other party leaders denied that

party membership was ready for anyone who could offer hope.

any special message or strategy was developed for or directed at

During the heat of the campaign, Blair insisted on calling him-

women. Fiona Gordon, Labour regional secretary for the West

self a radical centrist, someone who would create an economy that is

Midlands with campaign responsibility for a large number of con-

"modern and dynamic.. .where we apply new technologies creating

tested seats, gave the official party line, stating that "women have the

the type of environment in which business and industry can grow."

same interests as men, so we developed no special message to

This rhetoric assured the financial markets that he was not interest-

women. That's not how we chose to target voters." Her comments

ed in wealth distribution, class warfare or renationalization of priva-
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The new women in Parliament are conscious of their role in
potential impact on Britain's future. Morris believes that "young women in
ned about politics, feeling that it didn't speak to them. Now they will look
oplewho look like them."
tized industries. Echoing Clinton, Blair argued that in a new "stake-

of color in Britain. A recent report by the Policy Studies Institute, an

holder" society, "rights and responsibilities go together."

independent think tank, showed that more than 80 percent of

Speaking the Language of Women?

below half the national average. And there are dramatic disparities

Such rhetoric undoubtedly sounds familiar to American ears. During

between whites and Caribbean blacks in access to high-level jobs,

Clinton's first campaign in 1992, little Rock was inundated with

housing and safe communities. Half of Caribbean families with chil-

Labour party staff who came to listen and learn. They carried home

dren are headed by a single parent.

Pakistanis and Bangladeshis live in households whose income is

notebooks and reports that outlined how Clinton's policy shifts and

Issues of race and ethnicity were not prominent in the campaign,

campaign operation could be integrated into Labour's new look. It was

however. Out of a population in England, Wales and Scotland of more

not long before Blair was giving speeches about being "tough on crime"

than 52 million, ethnic minorities make up only a little more than

and "ending welfare [the dole] as we know it." Even the Labour party

three million, less than 6 percent of the population. Blacks, including

"war room" in Millbank Tower, an office building overlooking the

Africans and Caribbeans, are just over 800,000, while Indians,

Thames, was a replica of the Clinton headquarters, complete with

Pakistanis and Bangladeshis total close to 1.5 million.

"rapid-response teams" and daily spin-control meetings with the
media.

Only two women of color, both Labour, sit in the British
Parliament: Diane Abbot, who held a seat prior to the most recent elec-

Blair's new Labour party, like Clinton's new Democratic party,

tion, and newly elected Oona King, a leader in the Municipal

has replaced the themes of equality and justice with the political buzz-

Boilermakers' Union. Although Blair appointed five women as

word opportunity as the animating impulse of public policy. In Britain,

Cabinet Ministers, none are minorities. Mary-Ann Stephenson, press

the emergence of women in political life may be the only force that

officer of the Fawcett Society, a British feminist organization, suggest-

restrains a complete embrace of market values.
Jacqui Smith argues that "we can now talk the language of
women in the Parliament," but will Labour's moderate program move

ed the lack of attention given racial issues was strictly political.
"Getting more women MPs was a vote winner; getting more black
MPs was not. Ifs the next big hurdle of the Labour party."

beyond words toward practical solutions to the economic and social

Jenny Jones, a 49-year-old newly elected MP from

problems that are as critical in England as in the rest of the capitalist

Wolverhampton, believes that women will bring more passion into

West? Three days before the election, the Guardian newspaper noted

British politics. "Feminism is a real challenge to a lack of passion here.

that of all the countries in Europe, Britain had the highest percentage

Certainly there will be more action on things of specific concern to

of children in poverty—one in three.

women rather than long-winded debates from men. Women have to

Additionally, a United Nations report showed that Britain has

run homes and deal with day-to-day living." Jones also believes that

experienced the biggest jump in inequality of any industrialized coun-

eventually women will challenge the moderate policies of the Blair

try. Between 1979 and 1993, the top tenth of income earners in Britain

leadership team. "We will have to pressure the party from within to

saw their incomes rise by 61 percent in real terms, while the bottom

move forward on poverty and child care. There will be a lot of move-

tenth experienced an 18 percent decline. These are not the kinds of

ment from below in the next five years."

problems that will be resolved by Blair's commitment to "celebrating
enterprise," as he told Clinton during his visit to London in May.
Income disparity and poverty are particularly acute for women

Pressure will also come from a not-so-benign quarter, the
European Union. One of Blair's first moves as prime minister was his
agreement to sign the European Social Chapter, which guarantees
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minimal protections for workers, including a minimum wage. Major

hi Britain, the prime minister is chosen by members of

had refused to accept the Social Chapter, accommodating the anti-

Parliament, not the voters. Indeed, the only place that Blair's name

Europe faction in his own party.

appeared on an election-day ballot was in his own parliamentary

As Blair moves Britain closer to Europe and a single currency,

constituency in Northern England. This process places a greater

he will face pressure to further downsize the welfare state to meet the

emphasis on party discipline than in the United States. Parties here

strict economic requirements of the Maastricht Treaty, which calls for

seemingly exist to hold a convention and raise money. Unfettered by

lower budget deficits and reduced state spending. The international

a legislative branch, or by regional, ethnic or deep ideological splits,

financial establishment wants fiscal restraint from domestic govern-

Blair's agenda will have no trouble moving through Parliament.

ments, while a revived Labour rank and file and a group of activist

When you take power in Britain, there is no need to compromise with

women will sooner or later demand action on the economic and social

the "loyal opposition."
But Britain, like most of the democratic capitalist West, is in the

conflicts tearing at the fabric of British society.
Both radicals and feminists in the Labour party were thrilled by

midst of a political interregnum, haunted by the ghost of Margaret

the Socialists' victory in France on June 1. The French electorate

Thatcher yet straining for an alternative economic and social model.

repudiated conservative Jacques Chirac's attempt to impose on

It remains to be seen whether New Labour can clean up the wreck-

France what Margaret Thatcher had carried out in Britain. Chirac

age visited upon British society by almost two decades of Tory rule.

had misread the public's move toward privatization, high levels of

The size of Labour's victory will also embolden the more visionary

unemployment and a monetarist fiscal policy. Clare Short believes

thinkers within the party. At some point, Labour's rank-and-file

that Labour's campaign may have been shaped by a similar misun-

members of Parliament will get restless, no longer constrained by the

derstanding. "Clinton won but did not stand boldly on issues of jus-

immediacy of a political campaign. When they do, it is certain that

tice and inclusion. The Blair leadership followed Clinton, but the peo-

the new women of power will be among the voices trying to steer

ple of Britain moved profoundly and historically in a much bigger

Labour in a more progressive direction.

way than the positioning of the party [in preparation] for what they
thought would be a much closer campaign. I believe that on May 1,

Kelly Candaele is a writer living in Los Angeles and was recently elect-

the British people thoroughly repudiated the politics of inequality."

ed as a Trustee for the Los Angeles Community College District.

M;I

ore than 75 years ago, the

Nineteenth Amendment gave

American women the right to vote.

cent. According to United Nations
reports, the United States ranks

USA

Three quarters of a century later,

AIN'T I A VOTER?

women remain—by far—the most

Wilma Rule and Stephen Hill

underrepresented "minority" group in
the United States. Women are actually

twenty-fourth of 54 western democracies in terms of women's representation in national legislatures.
Something is woefully wrong.
The Year of the Woman has come and

the majority, comprising more than 50 percent of the population, yet

gone, and women are only marginally closer to a goal of political

they make up only 12 percent of the U.S. House of Representatives

equality. It is an outrage of scandalous proportions, yet it is rarely

and 9 percent of the U.S. Senate, hi state legislatures, women aver-

discussed at American dinner tables, nor is it reported on the night-

age one out of every five legislators, with some states as low as 4 per-

ly news or analyzed on editorial pages. No gavels pound to convene
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cies, Dr. Arend Lijphart, professor of political science and past president of the American Political Science Association, found that countries with proportional-representation voting systems—which gener-

The Nature of the Problem

ally elect a much higher percentage of women—have enacted more

The 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits gender discrimination and sex-

laws that benefit women and children than do such countries as the

ual harassment, but women are inadequately represented in our

United States, which use winner-take-all voting systems. [See "A

legislative bodies and scant attention has been given to under-

Guide for Representations," on page 19, for a look at different voting

standing why.

Ironically, even within racial minority groups, the dif-

systems.] In the United States, although congresswomen are out-

ferences in representation between women and men are enormous.

numbered by men 9 to 1, they have been successful in gaining legis-

The 1965 Voting Rights Act—which was passed to lessen bar-

lation overlooked by their male colleagues, including gender equity in

riers preventing racial minorities from being elected to serve as law-

education, child-support legislation and laws to prevent sexual

makers—has scarcely resolved the underrepresentation of women of

harassment and violence against women. It was women in Congress

color, though it has been successful in helping to elect more men of

who ensured that the offensive behavior of former U.S. Senators Bob

color. In fact, three scholars—R. Darcy, Charles Hadley and Jason

Packwood and Brock Adams was not swept under the good-ol'-boy

Kirksey—have demonstrated that the underrepresentation of

carpet.

African-Americans is largely an underrepresentation of black

Something tangible and significant is at stake in the gross

women. African-American women have only one third the represen-

underrepresentation of women, yet few seem to understand why the

tation of black men, who are actually overrepresented in the U.S.

inequity persists. Conventional wisdom holds that, regrettably, this

House of Representatives by 11 percent, in light of their share of the

circumstance is caused by intractable cultural sexism. While dis-

U.S. population. The story is the same for Latina women: In the U.S.

criminatory attitudes certainly play a large role, their existence can-

House of Representatives, Latina women are underrepresented by

not explain why two voting systems used in a country produce sig-

75 percent, but Latino men lack about 14 percent of the representa-

nificantly different results in the election of women, hi Germany,

tion one would expect, given their share of the population. Asian

Italy and New Zealand, both proportional representation and U.S.-

women have only 27 percent of the representation of Asian men;

style winner-take-all voting systems are used side by side for electing

white women only have 10 percent the representation of white men.

national legislative bodies. From 1987 to 1996,

the results in the pro-

White men, of course, win the Grossly Overrepresented Award, with

portional balloting compared with winner-take-all are consistent and

their 40 percent of the population hogging 78 percent of the repre-

revealing: hi these countries, three times more women legislators

sentation in the U.S.

were elected by proportional voting.

House and 90 percent in the U.S.

Senate.

The story is similar in state legislatures. In the 50 state sen-

Furthermore, countries that use proportional representation

ates—prestigious legislative seats that are stepping-stones to

exclusively elect many more women to their legislatures compared

Congress—Latino men outnumber Latina women 5 to 1; African-

with countries that use winner-take-all balloting exclusively, with

American men outnumber African-American women 4.5 to 1; and

countries such as Sweden (41% of their lawmakers are women),

white men outnumber white women by 5 to 1, for a total average

Finland (39%), Norway (36%), Denmark (33%), the Netherlands

ratio of 4.8 men to every woman.

(29%) and South Africa (25%) leading the way. Research shows that
the number-one predictor of women's success in national legislative

What's at Stake?

elections—when tested with other political and socioeconomic vari-

Electing more women to legislatures is not merely a matter of fair-

ables—is the presence of proportional-representation voting systems.

ness, wider representation and affirmative action. Practically speak-

Such comparative studies reveal that the U.S.-style winner-take-all

ing, the presence of women in legislatures makes a qualitative and

voting system is a great obstacle to the election of female candidates.

quantitative difference in the types of legislation proposed and

In addition, scholars documented in the 1980s that more

passed into law. hi a study comparing legislation in major democra-

American women were elected to state legislatures in those states

17 - on the issues
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or Senate judiciary committee consider
no choice but to find winner-take-all si
using multiseat districts (also known as at-large elections), or a
mixed system of multiseat and single-seat districts. In the early

head the civil-rights division of the Justice Department, law profes-

1990s it was further documented that African-American women

sor Lani Guinier has used the national spotlight to draw attention to

were more likely to be elected in multiseat districts than in single-

the profound crisis of representation in the United States, not only for

seat ones, as were white women. Although local-level research is

people of color but for most Americans. Guinier, along with the

sparse, the generalization seems to apply there as well. Prom the

Washington, D.C.-based Center for Voting and Democracy, proposed

1960s to the 1980s, most states that switched to single-seat districts

a cumulative voting plan to elect North Carolina's congressional del-

from multiseat ones experienced a decline in women legislators rela-

egation after the U.S. Supreme Court declared two majority-minori-

tive to the national average.

ty districts unconstitutional. Cumulative voting has been used suc-

What this adds up to is compelling evidence that single-seat

cessfully in the United States as a remedy in various local voting-

winner-take-all legislative districts present a significant electoral

rights cases, and it has resulted in women of all colors, as well as men

barrier to women of all races. A woman candidate has to be inoffen-

of color, being elected. It is currently in use in more than 200 locali-

sive enough to appeal to more than 50 percent of the voting public,

ties, including Peoria, Illinois; Alamogordo, New Mexico; and several

and then even a small number of discriminatory voters refusing to

counties in Alabama, Texas and South Dakota.

give their single vote to a woman can deny female candidates the

The list system—the most widely used proportional voting sys-

margin they need for election in a winner-take-all district. What's

tem—gives women and ethnic and racial minorities fair representa-

more, these single-seat districts have been the primary voting-rights

tion in national, regional and local legislatures. Representatives are

remedy used to correct for racial underrepresentation by drawing the

elected from multiseat districts in proportion to the number of votes

districts in a way that makes a minority group a majority within that

each political party receives. If there are ten legislative seats in one dis-

district. No wonder then, that women of color are underrepresented

trict and a party receives 40 percent of the popular vote, that party gets

compared with their male counterparts; voting-rights remedies have

40 percent—four—of the seats, 20 percent wins two seats, and so on.

relied on winner-take-all district elections that favor men of color over

The example of South Africa is instructive. Compared with the

women. In other words, the rules of the game are stacked against the

United States, the black-and-white racial demographics of South

representation of women of all races.

Africa are almost exactly reversed. The challenge of South Africa's
black majority was to share power with its white minority and other

Two Steps Forward, Two Steps Back

ethnic and racial minorities in a way that was fair and equitable.

The 1995 United Nations Beijing Conference on Women approved a

South Africa opted for the list form of proportional representation

platform plank urging all governments to "review the differential

rather than a winner-take-all system like that in the United States,

impact of electoral systems on the political representation of women

with its hodgepodge of gerrymandered districts. In South Africa's first

in elected bodies and consider, where appropriate, the adjustment or

election, the white minority and other minorities won their fair share

reform of those systems." Knowing what we know today, a blue-rib-

of seats without a single gerrymandered district, and women won 25

bon presidential commission or Senate judiciary committee consider-

percent of seats. Moreover, the main parties reached out to voters of

ing the stark underrepresentation of women in the United States

all races by running multiracial slates of candidates, because politi-

would have no choice but to find winner-take-all single-seat districts

cal parties and organizations have an incentive to place women and

discriminatory against women. To implement the UN. resolution,

minorities on their slates to broaden their appeal. Rather than polar-

election procedures would be needed that allow equal opportunity for

izing the nation along racial lines, the proportional election helped

women voters and candidates, as well as male minority voters and

unify a new and fragile democracy. No wonder proportional voting

candidates. Surveying the country and the world, it is rather obvious

systems are used by most established democracies in the world today.

that there would be little choice but to recommend multiseat districts
and proportional voting methods for electing our representatives.
Since her rejection as the Clinton administration's nominee to

fall 1997 -18

Toward the Future
Implementation of these alternative voting systems at local, state

Knowing what we know today, a blue-ribbon presidential commission
ing the stark underrepresentation of women in the United States would have
ngle-seat districts as discriminatory against women.
and federal levels does not require any revision to the U.S.

of both the Nineteenth and Fourteenth Amendments, giving equal

Constitution. Changes in applicable law will do. Congresswoman

rights for voting and election to women of all races. The evidence

Cynthia McKinney (D.-Georgia) will soon introduce a bill to modify

strongly suggests that the only way to do this, and be fair to majori-

a 1967 federal law mandating single-seat districts for the U.S. House.

ty and minority constituencies of all races, genders and political asso-

The modification will allow states to elect their House delegations

ciation, is to abandon the archaic 200-year-old winner-take-all voting

from multiseat districts via proportional representation. If passed,

system and convert to some variant of the more modern proportion-

McKinney's bill will permit states to give representation to racial

al-representation voting system.

minorities without having to resort to the pitfalls of race-conscious
districting, which has been declared unconstitutional by recent

Wilma Rule is adjunct professor at the University of Nevada-Reno

Supreme Court rulings. At the same time, the bill will give women

and coeditor with Dr. Joseph F. Zimmerman of United States

electoral opportunities unknown to them under winner-take-all elec-

Electoral Systems: Their Impact on Women and Minorities and

tions.

Electoral Systems in Comparative Perspective: Their Impact on

It is easy to envision that 75 years hence, without fundamental

Women

and

Minorities.

Stephen

Hill

is

a

journalist

change to our current voting system, women in the United States will

(http:l I www.igc.org I en VISION) and the West Coast director of the

still languish on the political margins. It is time to fulfill the promise

Center for Voting and Democracy.

A Guide to Representation
There are many varieties of proportional representation; it is aflexiblesystem that can be adapted to the legislative bodies of any
city, state or nation. Here are a few of the most common:
• list. By far, this is the most widely used form of proportional representation, and the best for women. The voter selects one party and its slate of candidates to represent that voter in multiseat districts. If there are ten seats in a district and a party gets 30 percent of the vote, diey receive 30 percent, or
three, of the seats. The top three names on the party slate fill the seats. Part}' slates can be either open or closed. Open slates allow voters to indicate a
preference for individual candidates. This method is ideal for large legislatures on state and national levels.
• Mixed-Member Proportional (MMP). This hybrid method elects half the legislature from single-seat "winner-take-all" districts and the other
half from the list system. The MMP system smoothly combines geographic, ideological and proportional representation. It is used in Germany, New
Zealand and other countries. Women do well in the list-system vote, and not so well in the winner-take-all districts.
• Preference Voting (PV). This system allows blocs of like-minded voters to winrepresentationin proportion to dieir voting strength. The voter simply ranks candidates in order of preference. Once a voter's first choice is elected or eliminated, excess votes are transferred to subsequent choices mini all
positions are filled. Voters can choose their favorite candidate, knowing mat if that candidate doesn't receive enough votes their vote will transfer to their
next choice. With the PV system, every vote counts and few are wasted. The system is ideal for nonpartisan elections, such as city councils. It is used in
Cambridge. Massachusetts. New York City community school-board elections, national elections in Ireland and Australia, and in the selection of finalists
for die Academy Awards.
• Cumulative Voting (CV). This is a semi] iroportional system in which even voter has die same number of votes as there are contested seats. Voters
can "spend" dieir votes any way they like—by putting all of their votes on one candidate, or giving three votes to one candidate, two to another, or some
other combination. Candidates with the most votes win. The CY system allows minority voters to express a strong preference for their favorite candidate.
It is being used in Peoria, Illinois; Alamorgordo, New Mexico; various comities in Alabama and Texas and elsewhere to resolve voting-rights lawsuits.
Legal scholar Lani Guinier brought diis system to die publics attention.
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in the military, supplemental security income for

n November 5,1996,1 did not vote for Bill C,
Ross P., Bob D. or any other Guy running for

president. Nor did I cast my ballot for the various
secondary parties at the bottom of the wannabe
list, parties also led by Guys trying to separate me

P O W E R

those with alcohol or drug dependence, food

USA

stamps, government-funded health clinics, domes-

Don't Blame Me, tic partnership, immigrant benefits. What used to
I Voted For Myself! be called entitlements, meant to aid the least priv-

from my conscience via the voting booth.

Judith K. Witherow

For more than 20 years, I have written about
and participated in numerous picket lines,

ileged of us, have become venomous curses meant
to incite those who have against those who never
will have.

protests and causes. The possibility of change has always burned

Where were the frontline feminists who asked me to give it my all

brightly within me, but this last presidential election shifted my think-

for the Democratic party? When the government cuts started affecting

ing. When feminist friends, as well as trusted feminist leaders, kept

everyone around me, I could no longer buy the movement rhetoric Fd

saying "We have to vote for the lesser of two evils," I knew my bottom

been hearing for years: "Just wait, Judith, your time will come."

line and my gag threshold were on a collision course. Perhaps others

Well, it hasn't. You know that glass ceiling everyone's been talking

could devalue their vote; mine would not be used to further the agen-

about? I find that after all I've done, I don't have enough of it to install

da of someone whose own party affiliation couldn't be determined. Here

even the smallest of skylights. Why is my view of the sky still blocked

stood a woman too broke to buy that concept.

by those who have claimed their class privilege and sold out poor

I had always voted the Democratic ticket in the past. Since child-

women so that they could compete with the big guys? Why can't they

hood, my impoverished family indoctrinated me with the belief that the

reach out to us, pulling us up until the swell from all the empowered

Democrats were for the people and for the poor while the Republicans

women will crash the thickest of glass barriers?

represented big business and the rich. Yet I could find no name on the

A number of feminists were offended by my decision to write

sample ballot worthy of the Democratic tag. Clinton lost his tag when

myself in. They told me I couldn't do it. I would answer, "Well, yeah, I

he signed the so-called welfare reform bill and the Defense of Marriage

can. I know how to spell 'Witherow.'" My answer appeared blasphe-

Act.

mous, to say the least. The horrific absurdity of what was going on in
The decision I had been agonizing over became clear: I would

the real world seemed to be of little relevance. Couldn't these wise

write in my own name. The choice interested and excited me; the cri-

women see and feel the terror and helplessness in my decision? Did

teria I used to judge other candidates I now applied to myself Was I

they honestly believe I could cause Clinton to lose? Excuse me, but if he

willing to make unpopular decisions that would benefit others, not just

was a loser, he was a loser on his own terms and lack of merit.

myself and the chosen few? Could I genuinely feel others' pain, or

Clinton's first shot at four years of Democrat leadership still rings

would I just squeeze out a tear for the sake of a photo opportunity?

round the progressive world. "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" sounds like a

Would donations to me be used for the purpose intended?

warmed-over version of Reagan's "Just Say No." Bill's support of the

Would I rethink my position on friendship and understand that
money could indeed buy me friends-nso many friends, in fact, that it

Defense of Marriage Act completed the negation of his "Some of my
best friends are..." promises of the 1992 campaign.

might take other countries to hold them all? Did I inhale? If so, did I

While I agree with Hillary that it takes a village to raise a child,

exhale? Would Sue, my partner of 20 years, make a presentable First

you'd better have a few elders around who sincerely care about its

Femme? Did I own a tuxedo? If not, was there a thrift store nearby?

inhabitants. We don't need those who are in it for the short run, nor the

I chose to run for president because I believed I was the best qualified candidate; the past year has borne this out. We have seen our

ones whose malnourished agenda have weakened us to the point of settling for the 'least of any evils."

country's past social and economic accomplishments unravel at a pace

While Bill and Hillary's first-term promises for universal access to

unequaled for decades. Welfare, child-care assistance, Medicaid, affir-

health care were left blowing in the wind, Bill's second-term budget

mative action, subsidized housing, energy assistance, gays and lesbians

made deep cuts in federal funding for health care. I live with systemic
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lupus, multiple sclerosis and other problems acquired from the dis-

To questions that I couldn't or didn't want to answer, I replied, 'Tm your

eases wallowing around in my gene pool. My body, poisoned by the

president, not your mother. Next question."

environmentally destroyed, strip-mined environs of my childhood,

To complement my campaign, I asked for input from trusted

requires 16 additional poisons daily—including chemotherapy and

experts. My sister Josie provided me statistics about the way things are

steroids—just to survive. I have fought and lost as my state tries to

from her perspective at the corner gas station. My son Mark alerted me

recover from diminished federal funding by turning over my health

to how the privileged live, which he learns from servicing their air-con-

care to a for-profit HMO system. Now, instead of celebrating universal

ditioning units. My friend Michael from West Virginia offered me this

access to health care without a Medicaid label, I fear that my doctors

tidbit: "The wealthiest 358 individuals in the world today possess as

will succumb to HMO incentives of more money for less treatment.

much combined wealth as the poorest two and a half billion people, hi

While we sweat the cuts Clinton laid on us in the budget-balanc-

fact, there is a greater gap between rich and poor in the U.S. than in

ing effort, military funding remains unscathed. My 48-year-old sister,

almost any other industrialized country. More than one in five

Josie, who works at a local gas station, supplied me with the statistics

American children today lives in poverty."

for the May 16,17 and 18 air show at Andrew's Air Force Base. (This is

And just what is the Democratic party doing about it? What are

the home of the president's plane.) The event was billed as the

feminist leaders (who urged me to support the Democrats) doing? I

Department of Defense Joint Services Open House. Haifa million peo-

want more than "feel-good feminism." Don't give me any more speech-

ple were invited to ogle war toys and war games. Whenever I hear the

es, books to buy, newspapers to subscribe to. Give me something I can

words open house I know something is being sold. Just because some-

share in. I've always been there—that is, until the last election, Ifthey

thing is being sold, do we really have to buy it? Josie said that cus-

lose me, Democrats and their supporters are in more trouble than could

tomers were bitchin' 5 to 1 about the cost, necessity and congested roads

ever be imagined.

in our area during this event.

Obviously, I didn't win. But none of us are winning. The remain-

True feminists and other progressives should have flocked to my

ing question is this: Do we allow frontline feminists to continue to sell

been-there-don'trneed-a-crystal-ball outlook for the future rather than

us out for a seat at the table? Or do we demand they practice the dogma

trying to shame me into voting for the lesser of the evils as they saw it.

they have always preached?

Granted, my campaign started a bit late—October, to be exact.

Remember this the next time you're driving down the road, and

While I agree with Hillary that it
takes a village to raise a child, you'd better have a few elders around
who sincerely care about its inhabitants.
And my energy level was probably not up to campaign standards

spot a bumper sticker on the vehicle in front of you that reads "Don't

because of my health. But, unlike other presidential candidates, I had

Blame Me—I Voted for Clinton/Gore." Remember that somewhere in

no problem revealing my limitations. Did the medications affect my

Maryland there's a woman with this sticker: 'Don't Blame Me—I Voted

mental outlook? Unfortunately, not in any way that distorted the ugly

for Myself"

truth.
My platform included a "tunnel to the future." I didn't mean the

Judith K Witherow is a Native American poet and essayist whose work

light at the end of the tunnel either—this campaign was to be totally

appeared in Sojourner, Sinister Wisdom and off our backs. She lives in

woman-identified. (If you have a psychoanalyst, ask her to explain it!)

Maryland.
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Debate about the authorship of the Shakespeare canon has entered the era of

t was not on the ramparts of Elsinore. It was not in the Queen's bedroom.
It was upstairs in my studio loft, infrontof my goddess altar. That was

postmodernism and electronic media, with mock trials, interactive seminars, where I encountered the ghost of Hamletfs father. An awesome apparition, it bore no resemblance to the stern military patriarch of the famous sixmoot-court hearings, caucusing at international conferences, Web sites and
PBS Frontline specials. Such questions, however, date back to 1728 when theteenth-century tragedy No, the ghost of Hamlets father, as he appeared this
issue was first raised in print by one Captain Goulding in his "Essay Againstspring in my loft, was witty, articulate and profane -^but his message was
the same as that of his dramatic predecessor "Kill the King." And to that
Too Much Beading." In the intervening centuries, many theories have been
put forward, and the roster ofpotential candidates for authorship includesend, I tell my story:
Sir Francis Bacon, Ben Jonson, the Sixth Earl of Derby, Christopher

It begins with Aunt Mary, the family eccentric. A large athletic

Marlowe, Sir Walter Raleigh, Thomas Nash, Robert Greene, Thomas Lodge,
woman, Mary had joined the "hut boys" of the Appalachian Mountain
the Earl ofRutland, Sir Edward Dyer, Queen Elizabeth and a "Learned Pig."Club in the 1920s to blaze trails and stock cabins in the White
The most recent controversy centers around Edward de Vere, the Mountains. A radical thinker, she had broken with her father's conserSeventeenth Earl of Oxford, whose name was first entered into the lists byvatism to take up the cause of labor in the 1930s. In 1964,

at the age of

British schoolmaster J. Thomas Looney in 1920, and whose claims have been55, she returned to Wellesley College to finish a degree program begun
most recently advanced by columnist Joseph Sobran in his book Alias 30 years earlier. After graduation she enrolled in a master's program at
Shakespeare: Solving the Greatest Literary Mystery ofAll Time (Free Press, Connecticut College, where she stubbornly devoted the next three years
1997). The "Oxfordians" build their case on the recent discovery ofde Vere's
to writing a thesis her advisors warned would never be approved. That
Bible, with annotations that correspond to various passages from the plays,
was my Aunt Mary, always quite contrary
and on similarities between de Vere's experiences and plot lines from certain We all knew about Mary's thesis, of course. It was like Cousin Bill's
of the plays, most notably Hamlet As with every authorship theory, thereships-in-a-bottle, or Aunt Laura's gardening or my mother's dachsexists a substantial body of scholarly refutations. lam obviously not in sym-hunds. To each her own. I had a copy of Mary's paper. We all did, because
pathy with the Oxfordians'cause, but, like many women authors before me— she had specified in her will that when she died, a collection of her writincluding Muriel Spark, Clare Booth Luce, Helen Keller and Daphne duings, including the infamous thesis, be published and distributed to
Maurier—I have come to question the traditional wisdom that attributes the members of the family. I placed my copy on the bookshelf as I would a
canon to William Shakespeare. I hope that my disputants will heed the cremation urn on a fireplace mantle—a memento of a loved one, but cerwords of him whom we have come to praise, not to bury, and "do as adver- tainly not a thing of any practical use to the living.
saries do in law /Strive mightily, but eat and drink as friends."
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It was there the thesis sat, gathering dust for years, until the evening

my research on a nineteenth-century lesbian performer drove me in
search of information about Shakespeare. That's when I remembered
the book.

initiative to run a busy theater—William Shakespeare, a man who

Mary's thesis had been titled "Reasonable Doubt and Shakespeare

traveled by astral projection, who learned by osmosis, who existed

So here was my role model for playwriting—the solitary genius with
the time and inclination to raise a family, the full-time writer with the

Authorship: An Appraisal of the Marlowe Theory." That night, in my

simultaneously in parallel universes and who channeled his plays

studio loft, I stayed up late and read it. And it was on that same night

through automatic handwriting.

that the ghost of Hamlet's father appeared to me. The ghost was
Christopher Marlowe. like the ghost in the play, Marlowe had returned

Plagued by Demons

in spirit to expose a crime perpetrated against him. He had come back

Virginia Woolf wrote of being hounded by the 'Victorian specter of an

to reveal how his kingdom—and such a kingdom!—had been usurped

"angel in the house," an unwanted alter ego who continually tried to cen-

by one not deserving of the title. The usurper, of course, was William

sor her unladylike writing. I, in my work as a feminist playwright, also

Shakespeare.

have been plagued by a demon-^his fiend of a bard from Avon. Where

William Shakespeare, that greatest of all dramatists in the English

Virginia Woolf chose to kill her tormentor, I have endeavored to compete

language, is thefigureagainst which Western playwrights measure our-

with mine: If Shakespeare had run his own theater company, then so

selves—and fall miserably short. The facts of his life are the stuff of leg-

would I. If Shakespeare had produced his own plays, then so would I. If

end. With no opportunity for education beyond the local grammar

Shakespeare had performed in and toured with his own productions,

school, he had somehow achieved a university-level proficiency in Greek,

then so would I. If Shakespeare had been able to meet the demands of

Latin and the classics. Even in an era of public libraries, this would be

family life, then so would I. And if Shakespeare could write one and a

an impressive feat, but for an author who lived at a time when there

half plays a year while holding down a full-time job and commuting,

weren't even any published dictionaries, it challenges credulity. The

could I, a writer of nonpoetic drama, be expected to produce any less?

texts for the classics were not in general circulation, and the books he

A

would had have to read were cloistered in the private libraries of very
rich men or chained to the desks at Cambridge and Oxford.
Then there is the fact that Shakespeare's first play sprang full-grown

ll my efforts to emulate my role model only demonstrated how
far short I fell of my ideal. My domestic life was a disaster; the
petty politicking within the theater company drove me crazy,

acting and directing and producing and touring and playwriting pro-

from his brain, like Athena from the head ofZeus. There were no records

duced a disorder akin to multiple-personality syndrome; and the pres-

of formative works, abortive efforts, juvenilia, embarrassingly bad plays,

sure to write even two plays a year was overwhelming. Finally, after

rejected drafts. Just^-boom!—Henry VI, Part I, a five-act drama in

years of this insanity, my body had enough sense to go on strike, and I

iambic pentameter, a work of genius. And then 36 more plays written at

collapsed.

an estimated clip of 1.38 per year over the next 26 years—sandwiched

In addition to the daunting record of achievement, there was anoth-

between spending time with his family (three children before he was

er angle to the long shadow cast by the Shakespeare legend. As a very

21); managing a large and rambunctious theater company; memorizing,

public lesbian-feminist playwright, I was forever in trouble: threats

rehearsing and performing numerous roles; buying and renovating the

from the local homophobes, shunning by straight women and closet les-

second-largest house in Stratford; investing in real estate; engaging in

bians, eviction and boycott by gay men, slander from lesbians in coali-

several lawsuits; and commuting regularly from Stratford to London, a

tion with all of the above, attacks from poverty-class lesbians for being

distance of 90 miles that required two days' travel each way

middle-class, neglect from middle-class lesbians for espousing working-

With a track record like this, it is hardly necessary to add that, with-

class causes, trashings in the press, systematic exclusion from produc-

out ever attending a university or socializing at court or living on the

tion and publication opportunities and—most painful of all—sabotage

streets, he had an intuitive understanding of the details, customs and

by the members of my own theater company. Why couldn't I be more

private scandals of all three worlds. There is no record that William

like the easygoing William Shakespeare, who apparently was respect

Shakespeare ever traveled outside of England, but more than half his

ed by his peers, accepted as an equal by the members ofhis theater com-

plays are set in other countries, especially in Italy.

pany, loved by his family, generously supported by his audiences and

Perhaps the most daunting aspect of the Shakespeare legend is his
reputation for writing the plays "with scarcely a blot": the manuscripts

patrons, and well thought of by his community? He had even scored a
coat of arms, the sixteenth-century symbol for having arrived.

delivered to the printer apparently contained no editing, rewrites or

The night Marlowe appeared to me in my loft, I discovered the secret

even minor corrections. It would appear that William Shakespeare lived

identity of the author of King Lear, Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet and

and breathed and had his being in perfect iambic pentameter.

Othello. The world's most famous playwright was not only rumored to
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"almost into every company he [Marlowe] cometh, he persuades men

death for his heresies. He had been arrested and incarcerated. Even

to atheism, willing them not to be afraid of bugbears and hobgoblins

after the news ofhis death, his name continued to be vilified in the press

and utterly scorning both God and ministers."

and from the pulpit. Kit Marlowe, man frere.

The document includes a list of accusations, including the following
statements attributed to Marlowe:

A Tale of Two Authors

T h a t the first beginning of Religion was only to keep men in awe."

So, whats the story? The subject couldfilla book, and, in fact, already

"That all Protestants are hypocritical asses."

has. hi brief, here's the synopsis:

"That if he [Marlowe] were to write a new religion, he would under-

Marlowe, born in 1564 (two months after the birth of the actor
William Shakespeare), was the son of a cobbler. He had been able to

take both a more excellent and admirable method, and that all the
New Testament is filthily written."

obtain scholarships first to a prep school and then to Cambridge, evi-

"That all they that love not Tobacco and boys were fools."

dence that his intellectual gifts had been recognized at an early age.

Baines's report to the Privy Council was received on May 29,1593.

During his years at Cambridge, Marlowe became involved in Her

The next day, Marlowe was "accidentally" killed.

Majesty's secret sendee. When the university attempted to withhold

Until the nineteenth century, Marlowe's death had been only a his-

his master's degree on the grounds of excessive absenteeism, the

torical rumor with no details as to the date, place or circumstance.

Queen herself intervened with a message from her Privy Council: 'It

Then in 1820, the burial record was found in Deptford. It read, "1st

was not her Majesty's pleasure that anyone employed as he [Marlowe]

June, 1593, Christopher Marlowe slain by Francis [sic] Prizer."

had been in matters touching the benefit of his country should be

It was to be another hundred years before the coroner's report sur-

defamed by those ignorant in the affairs he went about." Marlowe

faced. In 1925 Dr. Leslie Hotson discovered the original report of the

received his degree.

coroner's inquest, along with another interesting document; if these

Instead of taking the religious orders that might have been expect-

papers had come to light just a few centuries earlier, it is unlikely that

ed under the terms of his scholarships, Marlowe had gone to London,

the legend ofWilliam Shakespeare would have ever taken root.

where his first play, Tamburhine, had been a brilliant success. At this

A

time, his patron was Thomas Walsingham. Walsingham's cousin was
secretary of state, and both Thomas and his young protege moved
freely in court circles. Marlowe joined a group of heretical intellectuals

ccording to the official report, Christopher Marlowe had been
socializing all day in a rented room of a private residence (not a
tavern!) with three of his secretservice buddies, men who were

also in the employ of Thomas Walsingham, Marlowe's patron.

who gathered around Sir Walter Raleigh, and he was hailed as the

Allegedly, there had been an argument over the bill; Marlowe attacked

most gifted and original playwright of the age.

one of the men, Frizer, and the man reacted in self-defense, fatally

Then on May 12,1593, fellow dramatist Thomas Kyd was arrested.
When Kyd's room was searched, a pamphlet that argued against the

wounding Marlowe in the face with a dagger.
The inquest itself was unusual, in that it had not been conducted by

divinity of Jesus was discovered. Kyd, tortured on the rack, identified

the local coroner, but by the Queen's Coroner, who just happened to

the author of the pamphlet as Christopher Marlowe.

have been traveling in the neighborhood at the time ofthe murder. Was

Heresy was a serious charge, and heretics were still being burned at

this a second incidence of Her Majesty's intervention on behalf of the

the stake in England. A week later on May 20, Marlowe was arrested

young hothead? The second document discovered by Hotson was a per-

at Walsingham's estate, but his influential friends managed to arrange

sonal pardon by the Queen for the man who had murdered Marlowe,

for his bail—on the condition that, until the date of the hearing, he

a pardon issued in an unusually brief period of time. Frizer, the par-

report daily in person to the Privy Council. This would effectively pre-

doned murderer, was back in Walsingham's employ within weeks—a

vent Marlowe from leaving the country

seemingly odd indulgence on the part of Marlowe's dearest friend.

During this time a formal charge of heresy was entered against him

These are the facts of Marlowe's "murder," a murder that occurred

by one Richard Baines, a government informer. Baines claimed that

within days of his hearing before the Privy Council on charges of such
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a serious nature that even his wealthy patron would not have been able

Taming of the Shrew—both partners are actively engaged in subvert-

to save him from torture—and the possibility of his naming other

ing the heterosexual paradigm.)

"heretics"—and execution.

and if Marlowe had been allowed to escapefromEngland to live in exile,

T

this would certainly explain a number of things. It would explain why

plausible explanation for this phenomenon is that these academics

If the murder had been staged (as the circumstances would suggest)
by substituting a corpse with a mutilated face for the body of Marlowe,

he thesis that Marlowe lived to continue his playwriting solves
more problems than it raises, and one is left to marvel at the farfetched and incredible hypotheses of those who would still argue

in favor of William Shakespeare's authorship of the plays. The only

Shakespeare's first writings did not appear until the year of Marlowe's

are—as Shakespeare was—middle-class, bourgeois, Christian, hetero-

death. It would explain why the early Shakespeare plays are so similar

sexual, politically conservative, status-seeking organization men who,

to the late Marlowe plays, why the Shakespeare plays deal with so

in their zeal to have it all, have elevated the legend of William

many of the same themes, and why the Shakespeare plays borrow so

Shakespeare to a religious doctrine, one that holds for them a promise

many phrases—even whole passages—from the Marlowe plays.

of salvation and redemption. The legend of Shakespeare would prove

If Marlowe did escape, it would explain the familiarity with and

that any one of these men, at any moment, is capable of producing

interest in foreign settings for the plays. It would also explain why the

world-class literature. Such a myth demonstrates not only an innate

manuscripts received by the printers were letter perfect: A copyist

capacity for spontaneous, unrehearsed genius, but also a depth of spir-

would have been hired to transcribe all of them in order to prevent

it that has historically been associated only with individuals who have

Marlowe's handwriting from being recognized. It might also explain the

undergone tremendous loss and suffering through an ordeal by which

unusual and generous bequest to a copyist made by Thomas

they have carved out an identity separate from and at odds with the

Walsingham in his will.

norms of their society.

If Marlowe did escape, it would explain how the author of the plays

In 1930 my Aunt Mary had won a scholarship to study sculpting at

knew so much firsthand about working-class life, about the inside of

Yale. She chose insteadtogotoNew York, where she worked as a book-

jails, about court intrigue and customs, about Cambridge and about

keeper and as a secretary for 12 years—up until the time of her mar-

exile. It would explain the author's extensive knowledge of the classics.

riage. As a child, I remember discovering one of Mary's sculptures up

And if the author had been living in exile, away from his family and

in my grandmother's attic. It was a stunning female nude, and I had

friends, away from the theater, away from the country where his lan-

asked my mother why her sister never told me she was an artist. My

guage was spoken, it would explain how he acquired the solitude, isola-

mother explained that because of Mary's passion for great art, she had

tion and leisure that every other creative author in the history of the

decided it was better to quit than risk turning out inferior work.

world has required in order to turn out works of comparable genius.

Aunt Mary aborted her career without even giving herself the

Moreover, if Marlowe did escape, it would explain the dramatists

chance to develop. I can't help wondering how much the censorship of

obsession with themes of traumatic reversals of fortune, betrayal by

information about women artists—and the inflated myths of male

trusted friends, life in exile and cases of mistaken identity. It would

artists, like the legends surrounding the actor William Shakespeare-

explain the repeated plot device in which characters fake their own

had contributed to her unrealistic expectations and subsequent

death in order to save themselves, as well as the playful gender-bend-

demoralization. And I also can't help wondering if her return so late in

ing that appears in so many of the plays, especially the comedies. It

life to academia, with her hopeless quest for the acceptance of her

would explain the sonnets about separation, and if Marlowe was indeed

heretical thesis, was not the final act of a tragic patriarchal drama, in

gay, it would explain the sonnets about gay love. The Shakespeare plays

which her own monarchy had been usurped by a pretender.

do not treat marriage kindly, and when there is a stable, loyal relationship, it is inevitably between members of the same sex, especially

Carolyn Gage (http:l I www.monitor.net/~carolyn) is a lesbian-feminist

between two men. (When camaraderie is depicted between a man and

playwright and author of Hike There's No Tomorrow: Meditations for

a woman, frequently the woman is passing as a male, or—as in The

Women Leaving Patriarchy (Common Courage Press, 1997).
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Rwanda:

JUSTICE
DENIED
Jan Goodwin

Amid the atrocities endured by
Rwandan women, the world's silence may be the worst crime
of all.

F

ebruary 1997: The heat, the fear and the sour smell of sweat that they triggered hung heavy in the stale air of the courtroom. Every window had
been bricked over because of the security risk. Witnesses and judges alike
knew they risked their lives by their very presence There was no air-conditioning, but then there was frequently no electricity, either. The reek in the courtroom mingled with the stench of the sole toilet, foulfromlack of water.
In Arusha, Tanzania, the Rwandan war-crimes tribunal was into the third year of its four-year term, and the first trial of genocide had only just
begun. In the dock, Jean-Paul Akayesu was charged with giving orders for, and participating in, "crimes against humanity" The woman nervously testifying against Akayesu was confronting him for the first time since she had allegedly witnessed the atrocities he stands accused of committing
Shetoldher story simply Her slow delivery gave her words even greater impact as she waited patiently for the interpreterstorepeat them in French
and English, the official languages of the court. She was seven months' pregnant in the summer of 1994, when she and her neighborsfledtheir village
Before the slaughter began, she had managed to hide in a tree, where she stayed for several days. She came down at night to look for food. What she
found instead were the bodies of her mother, her children, her sisters and brothers—their corpses thrown into a latrine pit. Then her father was killed
directly beneath the tree in which she was hiding. That night she came down again to bury him because dogs were eating the bodies.
She lost track of how long she stayed in the tree, but shefinallyjudged it safetoleave. It was then that she found her 6-yearold daughter, still alive.
Together they started to escape from the area, but didn't get far before they were caught. Her little girl was gang-raped by three men. Yes, she knew who
they were. Yes, she could name them. Her sworn statement taken before the hearing mirrored the evidence she gave in court, except for the gang rape
of her 6-year-old. It wasn't included in the indictment because the investigators hadn't asked the mother about rape
Another witness testified that she was taken into custody and held at the municipal offices, where Akayesu was in charge. He and the police stood
and watched, she said, as the armed militia dragged girls and women into the building and repeatedly raped them. In this case, two independent witnesses confirmed the sexual violence against the women, but Akayesu has not been charged with giving orders to rape as he was charged with giving
orders to kill. The bitter irony has not been lost on Navi Pillay, a South African Indian and the only woman judge among the six internationally respects
ed justices (from Sweden, Russia, Senegal, Bangladesh, Tanzania and South Africa) sitting on the Rwandan tribunal. "We have to try a case before us
where this person [Akayesu] has not been specifically charged with rape," she told On The Issues. "We're hearing the evidence, but the defense counsel
has not cross-examined the witnesses who gave testimony of sexual violence, because it is not in the indictment. I'm extremely dismayed that we're hearing evidence of rape and sexual violence against women and children, yet it is not in the indictments because the witnesses were never asked about it.
"I hope this matter will be investigated, particularly since evidence has emerged in sworn testimony/' Pillay said. "I have no idea if it will be. I don't
know what the prosecutor is doing about this."
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violence against women and ch
nesses were never asked about
Secrets and Lies
If the track record of the United Nations tribunal investigators thus far is
any indication, it is clear that the war crime of rape is not on the agenda.
The tribunal's first deputy prosecutor had originally set thetone.'It is a
waste of time to investigate rape charges in Rwanda, because African
women don't like to talk about rape. We haven't received any real complaints," he told Binaifer Nowrojee, a lawyer from the New York-based
advocacy organization Human Rights Watch (HEW).
The chief commander of the United Nations tribunal investigators, a Canadian, appears to concur. "There's a complete lack of political will on the commander's part to take the first step, to actually collect evidence of sexually violent crimes in Rwanda," Nowrojee said. A
Kenyan now living in New York, Nowrojee is author of the devastating HRW report Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence During the
Rwandan Genocide and Its Aftermath.
Finding witnesses and victims isn't hard. It's much tougher to
find Rwandans who don't fall into either category. Between April and
July of 1994, some 800,000 Rwandans—one in eight of the popula-

tion—were massacred; most, but not all, were part of the Tutsi minority. Until then, the tiny country of Rwanda, just twice the size of
Connecticut, had been known as the Switzerland of Africa, for its picturesque scenery of mountains and lakes. Now constant broadcasts
from a state-supported radio station both applauded and encouraged
the killings. "The graves are not full yet," the broadcasts proclaimed.
Tens of thousands of Rwandans were denied the speedy dispatch of a
bullet. Instead, they were hacked to pieces in frenzied bloodbaths by
machete-wielding men or women or children. (So far, one woman,
Virginia Mukankusi, has been sentenced to death by a local Rwandan
court—not the war tribunal—for her part in the killings)
Why did it happen? The too-simple, oft-repeated answer is ageold ethnic and tribal differences. Yet the Tutsi and Hutu labels indicate socioeconomic castes, not tribes. "The reality is," says the former
Nigerian head of state Olesegun Obasanjo, commenting on the
Rwanda genocide, "that most conflicts in Africa today are created by
political elites who use their power for one basic purpose: the appropriation of state resources and power for their personal, family and

RWANDAN WOMEN: VICTIMS STILL
Still reeling from the violence of the last three years, and having lost all their possessions, many women now find themselves head of the household for the first time. According to United Nations statistics, women now make up almost threequarters of the adult population of Rwanda. It is they who will have to rebuild the devastated country, yet they are poorly
equipped to do so.
VBefore the genocide, most girls were barely educated; consequently, the literacy rate of Rwandan women is extremely
low. They also lack marketable skills. Until 1994 a woman was expected to be docile; her worth was measured by the number of children she
bore. Rwanda had one of the world's highest birth rates, making It one of the most densely populated African states.
In addition to facing the acute poverty that ensued from the conflict, Rwandan women must confront problems that result from their secondclass status under Rwandan law. Not only are international aid organizations and the Rwandan government slow to recognize the situation, but
civil and customary law also "profoundly discriminates against women in Rwanda," according to Human Rights Watch (HRW). Women may
not inherit their husband's property, and in fact may themselves be considered part of their husband's belongings and therefore part of his inheritance. After a man dies, his widow is often forced to leave the house. Traditionally, women also may not inherit from their fathers. Even widows applying for their husband's pensions or bank accounts are being denied both.
"As a result of past and current discrimination, many female-genocide survivors have been reduced to an even lower standard of living now
that they are widowed and orphaned," says an HRW representative. When international aid such as food is available, men are usually put in
charge of its distribution, and women frequently receive inadequate or inappropriate rations, charges the Women's Commission for Refugee
Women and Children. Reports have documented how Rwandan women and their children in Congolese refugee camps have succumbed to malnutrition, while frequently the male heads of families are relatively well fed. Domestic abuse is also on the rise, notes the commission, in a
country where one proverb states: A woman who is not yet battered is not yet a woman.
The facts could not be more depressing. But Rwandan women, knowing they have no other choice if they are to survive, are beginning to
form grassroots organizations. Groups are working together to construct simple homes; others have established microenterprises funded by
tiny loans. These organizations also function as support groups, enabling women to discuss atrocities they've witnessed or experienced, to
share the terror. In this way they may eventually be able to heal their psychic wounds, which while perhaps not as visible, are just as devastating as their physical ones. —J.G.
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"I'm extremely dismayed that we're hearing evidence of rape and sexual
ildren occurring in significant numbers, yet it is not in the indictments because the witit."
kinship interests, to the exclusion of all others."
Rwandan survivors carry gruesome scars that often include
amputated limbs or missing ears, like 13-year-old Valentina, whose
head bears deep machete gashes and whose hand was chopped in half.
She was left to die, but lived for 43 days among rotting corpses. Too
weak to stand, she was convinced the world had come to an end. The
machetes were invariably aimed at breasts and genitalia, a savage
postscript to days or weeks of repeated rapes by the women's captors.
It was not uncommon for battered and bleeding women to be passed
from one group of armed men to another. And no matter how severe
the women's injuries, the sexual assaults would begin all over again.
The gender violence was encouraged in part by propaganda that
described Tutsi women as being tall and lithe, with Caucasian features.
"They were white women in black skin, who considered themselves too
good to sleep with Hutu men," it was frequently said. "Because of their
arrogance they needed to be humiliated." In reality, Tutsis and Hutus—
who share the same language and religion and commonly intermarried—
frequently look alike.
The butchery was so swift, the carnage so complete, towns of 80,000
were left empty. Great parts of the country were described by aid workers
as open graveyards. The violence was facilitated when the United Nations
and international community chose not to recognize what was happening.
Thirteen days into the genocidal violence, the UN. cut its forces in Rwanda
from 2,500 to 250 after ten Belgian soldiers were killed. Two months later,
the UN. was still dickering over who would pay for the deployment of
mainly African UN. troops. The U.S. government, which had forbidden its
spokespersons to use the iermgenocide, also delayed the decision by arguing with the UN. over the cost of providing heavy armored vehicles for the
peacekeeping forces.
While much of the world looked the other way, the slaughter
continued unabated Later, the respected New York-based Women's
Commission for Refugee Women and Children reported cases of infants
still suckling the breasts of their headless mothers. One orphanage contained 485 infants and children, every single one of whom had been discovered living among the corpses of their families. A hungrytoddler,his
family's sole survivor, had been observed chewing on a human body as he
had seen dogs doing. John Shattuck, the U.S. assistant secretary of state
for democracy, human rights and labor, was stunned by what he wit
nessed in Rwanda. 'It was like the machetes were one big neutron bomb
that devastated the land," he said on his return.
In the hundred days of genocidal nightmare, an estimated 250,000
women were raped or forced into sexual slavery. Human-rights investigators and aid workers reported how women told them that almost all the
rapes occurred after the victims had been forced to watch their entire fam-

ilies cut down "You alone are being allowed to live," women were frequentlytold,"so that you die of sadness." Many ofthe victims died because
their bodies were so badly torn after repeated rapes in which sharpened
sticks, gun barrels or boiling water often replaced peruses. Women in latestage pregnancies or those who had recently given birth did not escape
Others died because their attackers tried to gouge out their genitalia or
otherwise sexually mutilate them with machetes after raping them. Still
more will die later of AIDS. (Rwanda had an extremely high AIDS rate
before the conflict; many raped women havetestedHIV-positive.) An additional cause of death was the botched and primitive abortions Rwandan
women resorted to when they learned they had been made pregnant by
the enemy. In Rwanda, a predominantiy Catholic country, abortion is illegal. (See "Birth Control in the War Zone" on page 32).

Children of Bad Memories
The children born of rape, dubbed enfants mauvais souvenir, or children of bad memories, were often abandoned by their mothers. Some
pregnant women committed suicide rather than give birth to "a child
ofhate."
"For me, being raped was like death," says 35-year-old Godarive, who
was assaulted repeatedly "When people kill your family and then rape
you, you cannot love the child, you do not want it." Yet this was an issue
that clearly many had to confront. A UNICEF survey of 304 raped survivors showed that 35 percent had become pregnant after being raped Dr.
Catherine Bonnet, a French physician who completed a study of the victims, concluded "The psychopathy of pregnancies resulting from rape in
Rwanda is the same as that which has been observed in the former
Yugoslavia: These pregnancies are concealed often denied and discovered
late. They are often accompanied by attempted self-induced abortions or
violent fantasies against the child; indeed e v e n infanticide. Suicidal ideas
are frequently present. Some women probably committed suicide without
revealing the reason when they discovered that they had become pregnant by their rapist-tormentor."
Twenty-year-old Perpetue survived three months in which she was
repeatedly raped and her vagina mutilated. The young woman was at
home with her husband child and sister when the violence began. A member of the militia captured her; hetoldher he knew the best waytocheck
whether Tutsi women were like Hutu women. "For two days, nine of us
were held and raped, one after the other, by the militia Perhaps as many
as 20 of them. All the young women killed later were rapedfirst.On the
third day, I couldn't walk any more, there was blood everywhere. They let
me go because they said I was already dead" she told a Human Rights
Watch investigator.
Perpetue did not go far before she was captured again by a different
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rape indictment handed down by the U.N.
militia group that was "burning people to death." For two days again, she
and 17 other women and young girls were raped. "Then, one of them [the
militiamen] sharpened the end of a hoe. They held open my legs and
pushed the stick into me. I was screaming. They did it three times until I
was bleeding everywhere. Then theytoldme to leave. I tried to stand but
kept falling down. I was naked, crawling on the ground, covered in blood."
Perpetue was abletohide for a week in the bush but was picked up
by yet more soldiers, who took her to a mass grave for women and girls.
'It was being organized by a woman with a long knife. She cut me behind
the knee. One militia saw me and took me aside with four other women.
He raped me. I cried out because I was still wounded from before and it
was opening all my wounds again. He beat me for crying and gagged my
mouth. Hetoldme that I was forbidden to cry because Tutsi women had
no rights at that moment." Once again, she was left to die; once again, she
survived.
The young mother required six months of medical treatment.
French physicians offered to fly her to France for reconstructive surgery,
but Perpetue longs only to go home. "Since that time, I have not had my
monthly period. My stomach swells up and is very painful. I think about
what has happened to me all thetime,and at night I cannot sleep. I even
see around here some of the men who did these things to me and to others. When I see them, I think about committing suicide."

A Powerless Tribunal
Despite the enormous numbers of women raped—often as brutally as
Perpetue was—and the thousands of infants fathered by their attackers,
there has not yet been a single rape indictment handed down by the UN.
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda Nor is there likelytobe, say
international observers. Then again, the number of the tribunal's genocide
indictments is scarcely better.
The tribunal was established in November 1994. Since then, 21
indictments have been handed down and 13 people are in custody—12 in
Arusha, one in the United States. The latter, Elizaphan Ntakirutiiriana,
has been in custody in Texas for two years, but the American judicial system is moving at such a snail's pace, the war-crimes tribunal may end
before he is extraditedtoTanzania. Eight indictees are in Zaire. The warrants for their arrests were handed over to the authorities in 1995, but
thus far Zaire has refused to cooperate.
Court hearings in Arusha didn't begin until this year, and of the first
four trials started, two were adjourned indefinitely in May, with no explanation. The others don't have court dates set. With each case expected to
last at least four months, it will take at least four years for the indictees to
be tried. The tribunal, however, is scheduled to end next year, unless its
mandate is extended, and this is thought unlikely
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Part of the problem, says May, is the tribunal has just one courtroom, so only a single case at a time can be heard. This is but one of the
many logistical difficulties facing the war-crimes court.
The tiny town of Arusha, in a remote part of Tanzania, is clearly a
poor choice for the site of the third war-crimes tribunal held since World
War II. Thetownis hard to reach, and basic services either do not exist or
rarely function. The court has neither the global gravity and respect conferred on Nuremberg nor the international focus and access of the former
Yugoslavian tribunal in the Hague. Arusha appears to symbolize the
Rwandan war tribunal itself: poorly located, poorly equipped and poorly
managed, but out of sight and therefore forgettable, particularly by the
international community and the UN., which established it.
In additiontothetowngoing for days with no running water or electricity, there are no proper medical services or indeed security despite
death threats against witnesses and judges. U.N. guards are armed with
radios, not guns, which accounts for the windows of the court being sealed
with bricks, turning the courtroom into an oven by the afternooa The
judges have been instructed not to leave their homes except to attend
court, resulting in a situation tantamount to house arrest, particularly
since they have no phone service in their homes.
It took three years for the U.N. to assign legal assistants to the
judges, and to this day they have neither legal researchers nor a legal
library. "These things are essential to any court," says Pillay, who was
the first woman of color to sit on South Africa's Supreme Court. Legal
research is made even harder by the fact that the court has one fax—
which, like the phones, constantly malfunctions, or has reception so poor
it is rendered all but useless. Six months ago the U.N. finally sent a huge
satellite dish to better facilitate international communications. The dish
sits unused because the Tanzanian government has yet to assign it
appropriate frequencies.
Communication with the outside world would seem necessary for
any international tribunal, but in the case of the Rwandan court it is vital
because all indictments and many other decisions are made by the chief
prosecutor, Justice Louise Arbour of Canada, who is shared with the former Yugoslavian tribunal and based with it in the Hague. Both tribunals
also share the same Appeals Court, which is in the Hague, too. Critics
charge that Arbour's role is clearly too large for one individual, and her
performance thus far would confirm that.
The Rwandan court has no running transcripts of the hearings and
no computers. Two stenographers are in court all day taking notes and
consequently have no opportunity to type transcripts. "This is a severe
handicap," says Pillay, who like the other judges must rely on her notes
and hope they are sufficient. Another problem that could shortly bring the
court to a complete halt: Any judge who signs an indictment is not per-

Despite the enormous numbers of women raped there has not yet been a single
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Nor is there likely to be.
mitted to sit on the trial of that individual. "So it won't be long before we
find ourselves lacking sufficient judges to hear trials," she says.
When the Rwandan government complained last year about the
molasses-like pace of the court, two senior tribunal officials werefiredand
have not yet been replaced. The UN, in what was seen as a public-relations gesture, threw money at the problem. The tribunal's budget this year
is a surprisingly large $46 million, which is now more than the former
Yugoslavian tribunal receives, but no one seems to know how the funds
are allocated or whether they have even been made available. Previously,
only six percent of the funding allocated was spent, one of the reasons less
than a third of the number of investigators requested have been hired.
Certainly the UN. offices in New York are notoriously slow in paying up.
For the first 12 months of the tribunal, for example, none of the six
justices received their salaries because there was "insufficient funding" to
pay them. Three letters from the justices to then UN. General Secretary
Boutrous Boutrous Ghali outlining the problems did not even receive the
courtesy of a response.

Prisoners of Fear
Perhaps the most egregious omission concerning the Rwandan tribunal is
the shockingly poor security offered to witnesses of the genocida "Not a
single country, not even any of the African states, has offered these wit
nesses safe refuge after they testify/' says Pillay. 'Yet by testifying, they
may be signing their own death sentences." (Fear has already had an
impact on the Yugoslavia tribunal, where a rape charge was recently withdrawn because the victim, too terrified to continue, refused to testify.)
You can see it in the eyes of Rwandan witnesses, says Pillay. "They
are very, very afraid. And they are at risk We are dealing here with witnesses who have usually never left their little square inch ofterritoryin
Rwanda Ifs extremely rural. Most Rwandans were subsistence farmers
before the conflict. Many have never worn shoes before, let alone spoken
to strangers, been driven in vehicles, or flown to a foreign country in an
airplane to speak in a strange courtroom. That in itself is a frightening
experience. But after they testify, they say they're afraid to go backtotheir
villages and face now-hostile neighbors. Some witnesses have reported
that their homes have been destroyed. At least one has been reported
killed. Yet several have said in court that though they risk death, they
want the world to know what happened in Rwanda."
Human-rights lawyer Binaifer Nowrojee has twice traveled to
Rwanda to document the atrocities. "I wouldn't want to testify" she says.
"Since the beginning of this year, genocide survivors, potential witnesses,
are being killed off one by one—200 people in the first four months of this
year, according to the UN. Human Rights Field Operation. Thafs frightening. The Rwandan government needs to augment police protection in

these areas, or they need to relocate the people involved and their families, but they haven't done so."
Nowrojee also castigates the lack of services offered to rape victims who come forward to talk. "They need adequate counseling and
support to help them overcome the stigma of rape or their fears for
lack of safety if theytestify,but that support doesn't exist either. It was
taken for granted that everything in the Yugoslav tribunal would be
translated to the Rwandan tribunal. This included the fact that rape
was a crime under international law, that it should be recognized and
investigated in a way that yields results so that it can be prosecuted.
Yet none of this was translated to the Rwandan side," she says.'lt was
a mistake on our part to assume that we had made permanent gains
in the recognition of rape as an international war crime."
Nowrojee says she believes that the problemsfirstoccurred with the
UN. investigation teams. They didn't think they had to do anything differenttoelicit rape testimony, she says. Instead, they sent outteamsoftwo
men, all foreigners, with another male, a Rwandan interpreter. "They'd
show up at a site, and according to their guidelines, they'd ask, "Has anybody here been raped? Even in the West, women find it difficult to talk
about being raped. In Rwanda it is considerably harder because of the
tremendous cultural stigma attached to sexual assault." As of last year,
there were only four women among the investigators, so teams were
invariably made up exclusively of men. Compounding the difficulties was
the fact that none ofthe investigators was trained in gathering gender-violencetestimony.Clearly, many teams didn't even bother to ask
Says Pillay, "Speakingfrommy 30 years as an attorney and humanrights activist, I know that rape survivors find it extremely hardtotalk to
men, especially men who don't speak their language, about this kind of
violence."
There is a view at the UN, says Nowrojee, that rape is not a crime
of genocide. "They [UN. investigators] think they should be concentrating
on the killings or genocide crimes. These are crimes against humanity, and
their opinion is, rape, well, rape is, you know, unfortunate, and sad, but too
bad. Ifs not really an international crime," she says.

The Death of Credibility
Late last year, after the UN. started taking someflakfor this attitude, the
Rwandan Tribunal Sexual Assault Committee was formed. "They met
once or twice, never did anything. They were not given any authority and
couldn't intervene in regional investigations. Now the committee is being
dismantled. It was just a public-relations ploy/' says a disgusted Nowrojee
The attorney doesn't understand why the Rwandan investigators
did not take a lesson from their Yugoslav tribunal colleagues. They, at
least, had one specially trained team in investigating sexual assault, she
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errors, omissions, and delays add up to the U.N. Security Council's total lack
says. She points out that the sole workshop held on sexual violence for the
Rwandan court (which was attended by Hillary Clinton earlier this year)
was a closed session intended only for the prosecuting team.
Chief Prosecutor Louise Arbour claims that the workshop last
March was thefirstin a series of such meetings. "I plan a second meeting
on crimes of sexual violence with the staff of my two offices for September
1997," she says. Ibo little, and very much too late, blasts attorney Jessica
Neuwirth, founder of New York's Equality Now, an international humanrights organization for women. By then, the tribunal will be almost over.
"These meetings should have taken place several months ago, before the
war-crimes investigations began," she says. "If they had, we might be prosecuting rape right now.. .and rape in Rwanda, where the numbers are so
staggering, and the victims so outspoken.. .it is not as if the women victims have been inaccessible. The delay is inexcusable."
It is especially disappointing, says Neuwirth, when the tribunal has
a woman prosecutor. "Arbour has, in fact, been less diligent on this issue
than her male predecessor. Evidence of sexual assault has come up in the
trials, and indictments should be amended to include the rapes."
It is clear, charge the growing number of critics,

that the errors, omissions and delays add uptothe UN. Security Council's
total lack of will and interest in the Rwandan tribunaL If the reason the
tribunal was established were not so grave, its ineptitude and oversights
would be farcical. As it is, the court has become a war-crimes tribunal in
name only
The same charge has been levied against its sister tribunal in the
Hague. In mid-May, the former Yugoslavian court's president, Antonio
Cassese of Italy, a world-class legal authority, was so distressed by the
European tribunal's lack of effectiveness that he spoke of asking the
Security Counciltoterminatethe court's mandate. In its four years ofexistence, the Hague court has indicted 72 people, but only two minor figures
have been tried.
"As a lawyer and a judge, I have long been aware that you must have
justice before you can have peace," says Pillay. 'It shocks me that the
international community established the Rwandan tribunal, yet is not
doing enough to enable us to carry out our functions. In our darkest
moments, I think we judges wonder, Well, do they want this tribunal to
succeed, to do its work, or not? Because surely, if you set up something,
you should see that the support is there to enable it to work "

BIRTH CONTROL IN THE WAR ZONE
Sex, either voluntary or involuntary, tends to increase during war. Lovemaking is often the only comfort left when you no
longer know if you'll survive another day, and even the most basic services: food, water and shelter disappear or become
uncertain. In the refugee camps in Pakistan, for example, where 3.5 million Afghans struggled to survive abysmal conditions after fleeing the Soviet invasion of their country, fertility rates in the 1980s were among the world's highest. As far as rape is concerned,
ever since there have been armies, women and young girls have been viewed as spoils of war.
When women become the key figures holding families together, the lack of reproductive services during armed conflict can take as great
a toll as bullets and bombs. Whatever happens to women in such situations immediately has an impact on their children as well. "Vet women
and cliildren are generally overlooked in a war," says one United Nations report, "the forgotten victims, while attention is focused on stopping the fighting or providing food."
So stunning was the gender violence in Rwanda three years ago, however, that it triggered a pilot U.N. program to supply emergency reproducrive-health-eare kits in times of crisis. The kits are being sent to Rwandan refugees in camps in the Congo. "Its the first time reproductive health care has been included in emergency assistance at the outset of a crisis," says a spokesman for the United National Population
Fund (UNFPA), referring to the current Rwandan refugee crisis, not the genocide of 1994.
Progressively and pragmatically, the kits contain postcoital contraception, as well as oral contraceptives and condoms; midwifery and selfuse infant-deliver}1 kits; medical equipment for incomplete or postabortion complications; and HTV-testing kits.
Instead of applauding the move, U.S. Congressman Christopher Smith (R.-New Jersey) angrily denounced the program, telling Congress
that the UNFPA was killing Rwandan babies by encouraging abortion in the refugee camps. Smith has long felt that too much money is spent
on international population-control programs. He was one of the main sponsors of die bill that slashed American funding for family-planning programs around the world because he feels they carry out or could carry out abortions. The congressman's position is particularly
offensive considering the level of sexual violence perpetrated against Rwandan women.
For UNFPA's executive director, Dr. Nafis Sadik, the issue is simply one of human rights. "UNFPA recognizes that refugees and people in emergency situations have the same vital human rights, including the right to reproductive health, as people in any community," she says. —J.G.
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It is depressingly clear, charge the growing number of critics, that the
of will and interest in the Rwandan tribunal achieving much of anything.
"Again and again, we judges—via our Judge President—have
addressed the world community at the UN. General Assembly and
appealed for assistance. We've addressed a conference of
Parliamentarians for Global Action. Everyone is very supportive and says
they are going to start some kind of action to get more cooperation. Then,
as always," she says, "no action is taken."
Asked whether she thought the lack ofinternational action was rooted in racism, Pillay promptly dismissed the suggestion. "Coming from
apartheid South Africa, I would be the first to sniff out racism," she said.
"We're not even getting support from African countries! I think it is a particular attitude toward the developing world, that whatever is happening
in developing countries is somehow not news; it doesn't receive serious
world attention. You have a black tribunal versus a European tribunal,
and the latter is receiving a lot more attention, media and otherwise."
Based on the record so far, the question must be asked: Is the
Rwandan war tribunal little more than a morality play? Is this what it
was intended to be? Is the time—and millions of dollars—involved being
well spent?
"No, it is not," says Nowrojee, referring to the thus far multimilliondollar expenditure. She feels we need to question whether the Rwandan
tribunal is for the genocide survivors or for those of us in the international community. "Lets not fool ourselves. Ifs very marginal that this is turning out to mean something to those who survived the genocide. And it is
making itself more marginal as time goes on," she says.
After WWII, at the first international war-crimes tribunal at
Nuremberg, one had the impression, says Nowrojee, that great legal

minds cametogetherand prosecuted Nazi war criminals. "There was a lot
of gravity and weight in the way that it was done. And here, instead, you
see a relatively inexperienced prosecutorial team.. .and ineptness, and
mismanagement. Is this is the best the world can givetoRwanda?'
That doesn't mean the tribunal is completely useless, she says, tryingtofindat least one positive note about the proceedings. Nowrojee says
she believes that even if it is simply a morality play, there's some merit in
it. "In and of itselfthat's not a bad thing. There is, after all, an international
forum that says to the world that genocide is wrong.. .that rape is part of
genocide and is also wrong under international law. I think there is something valuable about that. But as far as making this a meaningful reconciliation and giving justice to those who survived, I think we shouldn't be
overly optimistic. The way this court has been run is having very little
effect on people's lives in Rwanda."
As this article is being written, Rwandan women and young girls
continue to be raped. Rwandan citizens of all ages continue to be hacked
to pieces—this time in neighboring Zaire, where they fled in search of
refuge from their own country's bloodletting. Many ofthe killers fled along
with them and continued the violence. And as Mobutu's Zairean government collapsed this past May and the country was renamed the Congo,
local soldiers demonstrated with their guns that foreign refugees were
unwelcome. Reportedly, more than 40,000 Rwandan refugees have been
slaughtered there so far.
Jan Goodwin is a contributing editor to On The Issues. She wrote most
recently about women in Bosnia (Winter 1997).

What You Can Do to Help:
Support Equality Now and Human Rights
Watch, both international human-rights
organizations that are campaigning to
ensure that the Rwandan war-crimes tribunal prosecute crimes of rape. For more
information contact:
Equality Now
226 W. 58th St.
New York NY 10019
(212) 586-0906

To support American relief agencies that are
working with Rwandans, contact:
CARE USA
151 Ellis St., N.E.
Atlanta GA 30303
(404)681-2552
Oxfam America
26 West St.
Boston MA 02111-1206

International Medical Corps
10880 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 606
Los Angeles CA 89924
(213)937-8180
Sole Providers is an agency dedicated to furnishing shoes for Rwandan children, many of
whom have lacerated, infected feet. For more
information, contact Susan Dunigan, Sole
Providers, 71 North St., Shelton CN 06484;
(203)925-1889.

(617)482-1211
Human Rights Watch,
Women's Rights Project
485 Fifth Ave.
New York NY 10017
(212) 972-8400

International Rescue Committee
122 E. 42nd St.
New York NY 10168-1289

(212)551-3001

Avega is a grassroots organization working with
women in Rwanda. Write them at the
Association for Widows of the April Genocide,
B.P. 1535 Kigali, Rwanda, Attn: Annonciata
Nyamirmo.
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The Matriarch Project
SUZANNE

FIOL

A feminist artist transcends the biology of
motherhood and redefines creativity.

I

remember one of my colleagues in graduate school missed a
class, and the professor asked where she might be. Someone
said, "She's pregnant and hasn't been feeling well." His reply
was "Oh well, there goes another artist lost to motherhood." I
felt sick and angry at his response. What was all this nonsense? I knew I wanted to have a child. I wanted to feel all of it. I
wanted my body to experience being filled with life. I wanted to
rear a child and all that goes with it.
In 1991 Sarah Ana Victoria was born. The moment she came
out of my body I was a new person. So many of the things that had
been important to me no longer held any weight. All I did Sarah's
first three years was stay home with her and make art. As a feminist artist, I created works that shifted in content from issues of
sexuality and identity to the connection of motherhood and feminism to relationships we hold with our friends and family and
nature. Sarah was a huge inspiration to my creativity, and I'm
sure a part of my prolificacy was my proving to the ignorant that
motherhood wasn't ever going to stop me from doing anything. My
lifestyle had changed, but the intensity of my work remained with
a new life force at the wheel and many new questions to ask.
Motherhood seems to have gotten lost in the shuffle of the feminist movement. I looked around me and so many of the women
who have influenced me as a woman and an artist were mothers,
but few seemed to share that part of their life. It almost seemed
as if we kept it hidden so nobody could exclude us. I started thinking of the many women who have made an impact on my life and
work; Patti Smith, Louise Bourgeois, Sally Mann, Deb Katz,
Phyllis Chesler, Faith Ringgold, Carolee Schneeman, Z. Budapest,

Alice Walker, Jayne Cortez. All mothers. I began to think about
the place of women. All the groundbreaking work created by these
women—fighting, changing, creating, giving birth, not just to
children but to political movements, generations, communities.
Matriarchs. The perfect word to describe these women and their
contribution to culture. And through my painting and photography, I wanted to record them and their creativity.
My work for a long time has been directorial. I have been painting on photographs since 1982, and the painting has always been
a reaction and enrichment to the content of the photograph. The
paint oftentimes reveals more of the inner self of the subject or
some aspect that cannot be transferred onto the film. Real experiences and real images are what make the photograph expressly
important in my work. The paint merges with the picture as part
of its expression, adding another level of reality.
There is a very special connection among all the people I photograph. Something brings us together—their physical presence
or what they are experiencing emotionally, politically or creatively. During the photo session I try not to interfere with the energy
being created. I must relinquish a portion of my control and allow
a collaborative element in. I want to create a mutual sense of play.
I am a participant to this process, not an outsider. With this, The
Matriarch Project, the connection is through the influence of the
women's work, whether on me, my work, or universally, on the
women's movement.
Before the shoot, we talk and I ask a lot of questions. If children
are in the photograph, I ask them questions, too. This information
gives me an emotional connection to their work, a firsthand

Kumiko Hahn with Mia and Reiko
As I write this, I still demand your attention, mother.
And now that she's gone, how do we find her?
Especially my small daughters who will eventually recall their grandmother, not as a snapshot in the faults of the mind,
but as the incense in their hair long after
the reading of the Lotus Sutra.
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understanding of their path, and with it I can make my painting.
Sometimes I am caught by a quality that Ifindin their creations.
As I get to know them I find that same quality in the artists as
individuals, and that becomes my point of reference for the piece.
With Jo and Lucien Andres's portrait, like mother, like son. They
are both such dreamy creatures. It's as if they can almost see
through things. The depth of their connection is poetic, ethereal,
layered. That is what I want to show. In Sally Mann's portrait I
wanted to show the strength of Sally as the point of reference. The
energy that she has created with her children is unique in many
ways. Regardless of the controversy around her work, she is on the
pulse of a number of family issues that are finally being
addressed. She is the artist who has given us a visual dialogue of
childhood.
There is nothing self-conscious about these images or the contributions in this book. They are not propaganda. As a result, this
project will show us our importance to humanity as artists and
how the work being made by women helps to dictate our existence. This book is being made to make this visible and to honor
this level of womankind.
fall 1997 - 36

Z. Budapest (above)
"What do you mean you create like gods? What about us men? We had
a little something to do with it, didn't we?" I hear my critic's voice.
"Sure," I answer, "but there is a long road to travel from the naked little sperm that provided the impetus for the egg to divide to a mature,
tax-paying citizen. This adult, in the end, is woman's product. We
women are the people makers who create the economy. We're the
ones who create countries, villages, communities, families. We are
humanity. Even in the Christian creation story, giving life to Jesus is an
act that takes place between God and a woman; man has nothing to do
with it."
Jo and Lucien Andres (opposite)
I close my eyes. The darkness is different than when there is a bit of
sun. In the sun, bright red dominates, then yellows. In the darkness
black is the background and the red yellow blues oranges purples flash
and change in an ever-moving parade of images. Mostly faces of people and creatures I don't know. They advance out of a far vanishing
point, present themselves, and recede, floating. Not happy, not sad;
sometimes in great crowds, sometimes alone. It is endlessly fascinating as I drift asleep. My son recently discovered this phenomenon. He
came full of excitement into my room, jumping on me in bed. "Mom!
I can see inside my mind!"
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Deborah Katz with Esther and Rebecca (left)
We live in a time when human action will determine whether or not we
have clean water to drink, air to breathe or land to inhabit for our children and future generations. Waste and contamination are low priority
in patriarchal society, while women are at the forefront of the grassroots movement to end toxic contamination. Women's work entails
garbage and cleanup. We spend our lives cleaning up after others. In
our society it is the work of the least educated and the most discriminated against. My community was chosen for nuclear sacrifice because
it was poor, rural and redundant—citizens with the least power chosen
for defilement. Women are fighting the wars worldwide to protect children and the earth.

Sally Mann with Jessie, Emmett and Virginia (above)
Jessie: Mom has a different way of seeing things. She always jokes
about things and these jokes get her in trouble with reporters. People
are saying she's crazy, and we are abused children and we have ice in
our veins, which isn't true. They can't know. They've never met us. We
are fine.
Emmett: A lot of people believe that Mom makes us take off our clothes,
and that's not true. A lot of people think when they see the pictures
where Jessie's eyes are puffy that Mom's done that. That's not true. It's
just that she's a photographer and a mother, and those are two different things. When she's a mother, she takes care of us, just like every
other mother. And then when we're doing something and she's in a photography mood, she's a photographer and she takes the picture.
Virginia: What I want the people to know about my mom is that she isn't
just taking pictures to show off our bodies. She takes the pictures
because she thinks they're beautiful, and I believe in that, too.
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"THE WELFARE BILL IS.
UR BOSNIA

AN INTERVIEW WITH
ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN
BY ON THE ISSUES EDITOR
ROSEMARY L. E RAY
About Elizabeth Holtzman
Liz Holtzman burst into public view at age 30, when she won an upset congressional primary victory against longtime Democratic-machine politician Emmanual Cellar of Brooklyn. She went on to serve three terms in the U.S. House of Representatives and was a member of the House
Judiciary Committee that investigated Watergate. She subsequently served as District Attorney of Brooklyn from 1982 to 1989 and as controller
of the City of New York from 1989 to 1992, a post she left to make a second unsuccessful bid for the U.S. Senate. She is currently an attorney at
Herrick, Feinstein in New York City and hosts a weekly radio call-in program on New York station WBAI. Her book Who Said It Would Be Easy?
was published last year by Arcade Publishing.

Bray: There's a sense that welfare reform is an example of the way

us—the elderly, the blind and disabled legal immigrants—and take

Democrats and other so-called progressive people folded on an issue

away every prop beneath them. It is horrifying to think that a coun-

that affects a lot of very vulnerable people. A lot of women who've

try that talks so much about caring for children will substantially

prided themselves on their feminist credentials folded right along

funds for support for disabled children in the so-called welfare-reform

with everybody else.

bill—children from impoverished families.

Holtzman: I find the legislation absolutely horrifying. It is awful to

The welfare-reform bill was sold to the American people as a way

think that the United States of America, the richest country in the

of moving the able-bodied (primarily single mothers) from economic

world, could single out some of the most vulnerable people among

dependence to independence. That rationale, even if you agreed with
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it, does not apply to the legal immigrants who are over 65, blind or

and will never work. To help poor women become self-supporting, you

disabled. We are talking about people who cannot work. So what is

also have to have day care. How can women work without someone

the reason for destroying their safety net? The only rationale is that

to take care of their children? Either they will leave the children

they are foreigners. So, I think the welfare-reform bill is, in a way, our

home alone—with all the dangers that poses—or they will simply not

Bosnia—our turning as a society against those among us who are dif-

abandon their children to go to work.

ferent. Ifs our turning against poor legal immigrants. It's our turning

We also need job training, but even the job-training programs leave

against poor disabled children. It's our turning against poor women.

a lot to be desired. In New York City, one of the ridiculous things is

It's our turning against the poor in general.

that women on welfare can't use their benefits to obtain a college edu-

The part of the welfare-reform bill that deals with AFDC isn't

cation. They're forced to take a dead-end job instead of putting them-

much better. Although the ideology of the bill is to move women from

selves in a position to raise their standard of living for the rest of their

welfare to work and end their financial dependency, in practice there

lives. In the long run, this society would be much better off if these

are gaping holes. First, the ideological underpinnings are suspect.

women could get a college degree and a better job, instead of raking

This is a country that is still very ambivalent about independent

leaves or something like that.

women; the thought that the government really wants to take poor,

The whole welfare program was originally based on the idea of a

dependent women and transform them into career women is not fully

woman's dependency. If she couldn't depend on her husband for sup-

credible. Look at the facts: Not enough is being done to train or edu-

port (if, say, he died or left her), then she was entitled to depend on the

cate or provide the wherewithal for women to get jobs. If you're real-

government. Now people want to take away the ability to depend on

ly serious about alleviating the plight of poor women in this society,

the government, but they're not supplying the means by which

one of the things you have to do is emulate what we've done abroad.

women can become truly economically independent.

We know that the best way to raise the standard of living and to

The bill is extremely harsh and inhumane. I think elderly, blind

empower poor women in foreign countries is to educate them. But

and disabled legal immigrants will die, poor disabled children will be

what are we really doing about seriously improving the education of

relegated to the trash heap, and poor mothers and their children will

poor women in this country? Recent studies have shown that expec-

suffer.

tations of performance by girls in schools across America is much

Bray: You believe it will have fatal consequences?

lower than expectations for boys. We're not expecting as much of girls

Holtzman:. There's no question about it. Elderly legal immigrants

in schools and we're not teaching them as well.
Bray: Even when these programs are supposed to be training these

have already been denied admission to nursing homes. Some have
talked about committing suicide. Unless states pick up all the costs—

women, ifs not about educating them at all. Its really about training

and we have no idea whether they will—elderly legal immigrants are

them for very specific low-level jobs that don't allow them to move any-

not going to be automatically entitled to any benefits. Although they

where.
Holtzman: Well, that's at a later stage. I'm talking about elementary

couldn't get any SSI benefits under the original welfare bill, they can
under the revised proposal if they prove they are disabled. Just think

school. I'm focusing on the beginning of this process as well as high

of it. Poor elderly people over 65 even those who are 80 or 90—are pre-

school, where the expectation for girls' educational performance is

sumed to be able to get a job. But it is absurd to force them to try to

lower than for boys'. We have to change our educational system and

enter the labor force. Now they will have to prove they are disabled.

make sure that we give girls every possible opportunity to perform

But many elderly people, even those in their eighties and nineties,

well and give them the same kind of education that we're giving boys.

may be able to think and walk and talk fairly well and are not dis-

We have to have the same level of expectation about their perfor-

abled. I think about my mother who is going to be 90 shortly. She still

mance. That means teacher training. That means gender-sensitive

teaches in a program for retired professionals at Brooklyn College. I

textbooks. That means improving our school system. That means

say to myself, Thank God she is not impoverished, because she could

rebuilding our schools. Not enough money to do that, they say.

never prove she is disabled.

Bray: They just took increased education funding out of the [federal] budget.

You ask me why women didn't stand up to protest this law. I
believe that it's because of all these divisions between us, the idea is,

Holtzman: Five billion dollars was taken out of the budget to

Ifs someone else who will be hurt, not me. It's mothers on welfare,

rebuild our schools, even though we are spending more than that

thafs not me. We've created in this country a tremendous gulf

amount on Star War-type military programs that are unnecessary

between the "me"s (those who are in government and those who are
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head. Instead of the clash he wrote about, pitting the poor and the middle class aga\
relatively well-off and the "them"s (the poor people). But the poor are
human beings, too.

They won't be able to feed themselves.
As I said, this is our Bosnia. We saw in Bosnia the atrocities that

The welfare bill was the biggest assault on women's rights in a long

people committed against each other. They looked alike—you could-

time in this country. And it succeeded, hi a way, it's not very different

n't tell by appearance whether people were Serbs, Croats or

from what happened in the abortion debate. Poor women were sepa-

Muslims. They had the same ethnic background, but their religions

rated out and victimized. The right to choice was preserved, but fund-

were different. So they killed each other. We've created our own

ing for poor women to obtain abortions was stopped. Who cares about

Bosnia here, except its based on economics. It's based on infirmity.

poor women? That had to be the thinking. But when we begin to cre-

Ifs based on being foreign. It's based on being poor and minority.

ate these divisions and dehumanize sectors of our society, it diminishes all of us.
Bray: Have you spoken to any of the women who were part of this
debate in the Senate or the House?

Bray: Do you think the 1994 elections helped to fuel this sort of
ruthlessness?
Holtzman: I think the elections brought into power some very
extreme right-wing ideologues. Of course, their budgetcutting ideol-

Hottzman: No, I haven't. I can't understand their rationale. I think it

ogy extended primarily to poor people and immigrants, not to the

would be hard for them to explain it to me, but I'd love to know what

defense budget, the Star Wars program and the like. The President's

was going on in their minds. It may very well be that they were afraid

leadership on this was key, and unfortunately he caved in and people

they wouldn't be reelected if they opposed the welfare bill, that their

around him caved in.

political future would rest on how they voted on this. Well, I think that

Bray: The 1998 elections are coming. Is there anything in particu-

everybody in government needs to have a bottom line. Why get elect-

lar that progressive women should be thinking about, talking about,

ed to Congress or the Senate if you don't really stand for anything?

organizing for now?

And if you're not going to stand for protecting the weakest of the weak

Holtzman: I think women who really care about this [issue] ought

and you only want to give opportunity to the strongest of the strong,

to be contacting their congressional representatives and their sena-

then what are you about? The purpose of our government is to try to

tors about the need to eliminate the harshest and worst aspects of the

create an equitable situation, to create opportunity for everyone. But

law. Then there are other opportunities to soften the law. The regula-

there are people who will never be able to take advantage of that

tions that are put into place to carry out the law can be written with

opportunity; they are too old, or too infirm, or too disabled or too

a little humanity. Take the aid cutoff to poor disabled children; if the

young. What are we going to say to these people? "Tough"? Are we

regulations are written leniently, fewer children will be hurt. The

going to put them out on the mountainside to die? I don't think that

same holds true for elderly immigrants. Perhaps the rule could be

really, in the end, this is what the American people would support. I

that everyone who is over 65 is presumed disabled for the purposes

think it's the responsibility of leadership to explain the horrors of this

of getting SSI. These are some things that can be done right now.

bill and to try to rally public support against it. The President vetoed

There should be tremendous pressure applied to help children and to

it twice; he should have vetoed it a third time.

help the elderly immigrants who will be the first victims of the bill.

Bray: But he signed it. And then gave a party on the White House
lawn.

But I think women also need to be fighting on the state level, to try
to get money to replace desperately needed federal funds and to

Holtzman: Right. And it's not much better under the most recent

increase support for programs such as day care. For welfare mothers

version. What they are going to do is restore SSI payments for cer-

we need day care, education programs, real job training and jobs. We

tain categories of people, but they're still not going to restore food

also need vigorous enforcement of antidiscrimination laws.

stamps. It's pretty hard to survive on SSI without food stamps. And

That's another thing people don't want to think about. Women will

elderly legal immigrants will now have to prove they are disabled to

be forced to take jobs, but they can be victims of harassment on these

get SSI. People will have an apartment or some type of shelter, but

jobs. They can be victims of abuse. They can be victims of discrimina-

they will not be able to pay for electricity or the telephone. They

tion. Where is the government apparatus to protect women in these

won't be able to pay for heat. They won't be able to pay for clothing.

cases? These are some of the things that need to be addressed to try
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A terrible class war is going on in this country. It's turning Karl Marx on
nst the rich, it's the rich and the middle class against the poor.
to make the welfare program work. Of course, I don't think it is going

Actually, it is not only poor people who feel they can't influence the

to work, but I do think we can rectify some of the worst aspects of the

system. But my answer is, You have a vote at the ballot box, just like

law. We also need to try to build bridges between different economic

everyone else. If every welfare mother voted, that would make a huge

and racial groups. We can't cut off poor people in the nation and expect

difference.

to survive. We're all in this together.

I remember when I was a member of Congress. Very few people in

Bray: Don't you think people have blown off this idea?

my district wrote to me. Very few people called me. They had the

Holtzman: Some have, but I think there are some people who are

same attitude: What difference can my letter or call make? But the

enlightened and understand that the consequences to the nation are

fact of the matter is that they could and did make a difference. I

very grave if we don't reach out a helping hand to everybody and try

learned about important problems from my constituents and was

to give everybody who's got the talent and potential the opportunity to

able in many instances to help them. Sometimes because so few peo-

develop. We have a terrible class war going on in this country. It's turn-

ple contact their elected officials, a small but vocal minority can have

ing Karl Marx on his head. Instead of the clash he wrote about, pitting

a disproportionate influence. An official may say, after getting a hun-

the poor and middle class against the rich, in America it's the rich and

dred letters on a subject, "Oh, my God, everyone in my district feels

the middle class against the poor.

this way about that subject." That may not be true, particularly when

Bray: Might we be in better shape if we could get more women with
progressive attitudes into Congress, or will it not do any good because
when they get there, the system will overtake them?
Ho Itzman. I don't think the system necessarily overtakes you. I think

the district has a population of 400,000.
Silence is misinterpreted; it's taken to mean that people don't care
or aren't interested. So thatfs why it is so important to write, call or
visit your elected representatives. Work through your church. Work

you can stick to your beliefs. I've always tried to do that. I ultimately

through your synagogue. Work through your community groups.

paid the price for it here in New York City, but looking back I would not

Work through other kinds of social institutions. But don't sit silently

change the stands I took. Sometimes the votes I cast or the positions I

by while the weakest and most vulnerable among us are preyed upon

espoused were unpopular. But I believed they were the right ones.

and victimized.

I remember once voting against one of Jimmy Carter's budgets—I

Bray: Do you ever plan to run for public office again?

was on the House Budget Committee—because it took money away

Holtzman: I don't know. The voters retired me, so I don't know if

from domestic programs and gave it to the military. I said, "We don't

they want me back. But in or out of office, I want to continue to fight

have adequate housing. We don't have adequate day care. We don't

against injustice. All of us can. I feel very, very deeply about the

have enough job-training programs." I couldn't justify taking money

tragedy of this welfare law. I know how as a country we understood

away from these programs and putting it into the military. We already

the value of social security. Years ago, the elderly were the poorest sec-

had the biggest, strongest military in the world. Well, I got attacked by

tor of our society. Social security changed that. We lifted elderly peo-

everybody, including major union leaders. But I said, "No, I am not

ple out of poverty. And we're proud of that. We're proud that our old

going to change my mind."

people aren't looking for food in garbage cans. Was that effort only for

Did I pay a political price? Yes. But I don't regret it. You can stick to
your principles. The real question is, Do you have principles to begin

the elderly? Don't we want to ensure that nobody has to look through
a garbage can to survive?

with and what are they? What principles do we want our elected offi-

Social security worked. Other programs to help the poor can work.

cials to have? Another problem is that too many poor people don't vote.

Unfortunately we've been subjected to a barrage of propaganda say-

Too many poor women don't vote. A major effort has to be made to reg-

ing that people are poor, it's their own fault. If they don't have a job

ister the poor and encourage them to vote. If we could get the people to

it's their own fault. If they can't make it, it's their own fault. We have

vote who are really going to be victimized by these laws, then laws such

to stand up to the propaganda. We have to care about the weak and

as the so-called welfare-reform act would never be adopted. People in

the needy. If we don't, we are part of the problem. It's in the Bible.

office would pay attention to the victims if they exercised the political

Cain—the murderer—is the one who asks: "Am I my brother's keep-

power of the vote, hi the end, we live in a democracy and votes count.

er?" The rest of us know we are—and have to be.
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IN THE BATTLE OVER A FEMINIST MONUMENT, 150 YEARS OF RACIAL TENSION
JANICE

K. B R Y A N T

A

statue of three suffragists, created more than 70 years ago, has
been the focal point of anger, confusion and controversy since its
conception. Now in the latest chapter of the saga involving the
artwork known as the Portrait Monument, a minor war has erupted
around issues of feminism, race and how best to represent history. On
one side are traditional feminists determined to commemorate three
of the nineteenth-century activists who helped win women the right
to vote. On the other, a group ofAfrican-American women—some feminist, some not—who regard the efforts of the first group as the most
recent example of the disregard, even the racism, that has plagued the
American feminist movement since its first wave.
The statue, also known as the Woman Suffrage Statue, was a gift
from the National Women's Party, which had commissioned the sculptor Adelaide Johnson to create the work. It portrays the likeness of
three women whose dedication to woman suffrage was born in the
crucible of their antislavery activities. Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906),
an abolitionist and temperance worker, served as president of the
National Woman Suffrage Association. It was she who proposed the
constitutional amendment that gave women the right to vote, though
it did not pass until years after her death. Elizabeth Cady Stanton
(1815-1902) also served as president of the National Woman Suffrage
Association, from 1865 to 1893. Stanton was the author of the
Woman's Bill of Rights, which she made public at the 1848 Women's
Rights Convention in Seneca Falls, New York. Lucretia Mott
(1793-1880) was a Quaker preacher and activist whose work spanned
the abolition, peace and suffrage movements. She was the primary
organizer of the 1848 Seneca Falls Convention, generally regarded as
the formal start of the movement to gain women's rights.
Few people can deny the importance of these women in the history of the women's movement and the history ofAmerica; a statue in
the Capitol Rotunda to honor them seems appropriate. So why has
the Portrait Monument been such a problem? As far as the National
Political Congress of Black Women (NPCBW) is concerned, the issue
is who is missing from the group: Sojourner Truth, the nineteenthfall 1997 - 44

century African-American activist.
Born into slavery in approximately 1797 and freed in 1827 when
slavery was abolished in New York State, Isabella Baumfree changed
her name to Sojourner Truth after a vision from God that instructed
her to travel and preach. Active in defense of both abolition and suffrage, she was known as a powerful speaker, and gave her most wellknown speech, "Ain't I a Woman," at the Women's Rights Convention
of 1851 in Akron, Ohio.
In the spring of 1997, C. DeLores Tucker, the chair of the
NPCBW, objected that the women depicted in the Power Monument
statue were being touted as The Foremothers, yet Sojourner Truth,
who worked and traveled on behalf of woman suffrage as hard as any
woman, has not been included. Here, Tucker said, it is happening once
again. Black women were betrayed by white suffragists then, and now
white feminists are doing it again. Tucker was not alone in her outrage; a coalition of groups descended on Congress to ask that Truth not
be left out of the commemoration. Move the Portrait Monument to the
Rotunda without Sojourner Truth? The sisters were not having it.

A Tortured History
From the beginning, when the statue was derogatorily named "Three
Ladies in a Bathtub," this has been a star-crossed project. Dedicated in
the Capitol Rotunda on February 15,1921, the Portrait Monument
was promptly moved to a storage closet dubbed "the Crypt" in the
Capitol's basement. The space was renovated in 1963 and opened to
the public; the statue remained there until May 10,1997, when, at the
behest of Congress, it was returned to the all-male, statue-lined
Rotunda in place of the statue of Rhode Island's founder, Roger
Williams—but only for a single year, while a government commission
determines the statue's ultimate fate.
For a time in 1995, when the Senate approved a measure to have
it placed in the Rotunda, the statue appeared to be on its way to permanent display Enter Newt Gingrich and several Republican women,
led by Rep. Sue Myrick of North Carolina. It was Myrick who demand-

RESURFACES AND A QUESTION REEMERGES: IS HISTORY WRITTEN IN STONE?

ed that no public funds be used for the $75,000 project, in spite of the
reality that public funds had been used to create and maintain every
other statue in the Rotunda. Statue supporters persevered, however,
and formed a group called the Woman Suffrage Statue Campaign,
headed by Joan Meacham, vice president of the National Museum of
Women's History, in order to raise the money.

A Little Child Leads
A 9-year-old Arizona girl, Arlys Angelique Endres, listened carefully
one morning as her mother read an Arizona Republican op-ed piece
by Barbara Yost, which described the singularly peculiar attitude
Congress was exhibiting about the Portrait Monument. Surely, said
little Arlys, Susan B. Anthony shouldn't be in the basement. If people
knew about this problem, the youngster felt sure they would help. So
an agitated Arlys began writing letters; then she put notices in Coin
magazine. She even spoke before the League of Women Voters. And
soon her everybody-send-a-Susan-B.-Anthony-dollar-but-paper-dollars-will-do exhortations garnered enormous publicity and goodwill,
as well as $2,000 for the statue campaign and a $10,000 National
Geographic scholarship for young Arlys. It was with this kind of grassroots effort that the statue's supporters waged a nationwide "One
Dollar Campaign" and soon reached their $75,000 goal. In September
1996, the House finally passed the resolution for the statue's move. At
last, it seemed, the Rotunda would no longer be an all-male bastion.

More Than a Black-White Issue
But that was before Tucker's vociferous opposition. Once she and other
black women's groups were on record as being against the movement
of the statue until a compromise could be reached, Congresswoman
Cynthia McEinney (D.-Georgia) drafted legislation that would stop
the statue from being moved. And more than one person has suggested that a figure of Truth should be added to the existing statue, most
likely by using the fingerlike marble projection that is part of the
monument.

Yet not all black women were—or are—in agreement on the
issue. Some approve of the Portrait Monument and want it to stay just
the way it is. Adele Logan Alexander, assistant professor of history at
George Washington University, has conducted considerable research
on African-American women and their experiences in the suffrage
movement. Alexander has known of the statue for years. "I saw it in
the basement 25 years ago," she explains, "and I view it as a historic
piece." Alexander comes from a long line of African-American feminists. "I have a letter from my grandmother to Mary Church Terrell
encouraging black womentojoin the 1913 suffrage march, so that we
would be represented," she says. Calling herself "something of a
purist," Alexander believes "it is wrong to start trying to re-create a
piece of art—created in the past—into an image we have today.
"We don't want to look at Michelangelo's David' and say 'Let's
make him different' You don't change art to choose what you want to
say at a certain time."
On an April edition of the Pacifica Radio show Democracy Now!
the show's host, Amy Goodman, moderated an on-air conversation
between Meacham and Tucker in which Meacham also harkened
back to Michelangelo: 'You might think in terms of Michelangelo's
painting ofthe Last Supper,' and today we would say, a woman should
be there, and we can't really go back and place Mary there."
What about adding Sojourner Truth to the existing statue? "That
thin piece of unfinished marble that is there would definitely not be
large enough," Meacham said. "She would look too small and too out
of place." Adelaide Johnson left that unfinished marble as "the mark
of the woman of the future. All the other women that would help
women gain their right to equality, the unfinished portion, because she
[Johnson] realized it was not going to happen in her lifetime."
Dr. Janette Hoston Harris, president of the Sojourner Truth
Crusade Committee, has no qualms about correcting the record. "Our
mission should be to correct history," Harris says. "If we're not correcting history, what are we preserving for our future? That's why we have
black history books. The standard history books used to only show us
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Move the Portrait Monument
were betrayed by white suffragists then, and now, white feminists are doing it again.
with slavery. But we have done much more than that."
The syndicated newspaper columnist Dorothy Gilliam pointed
out that the conservative columnist George Will was on the same side
as Tucker. But Will was not so much in support of adding a statue of
Truth as he was against adding the monument in any configuration.
Apparently, he didn't like poor Roger Williams's being evicted from the
Rotunda to make room for a group of turn-of-the-century feminists.

it unless you women agree that black women will not be able to vote."
That was wrong—that these women stepped back then arid left that
principle, while Sojourner was out there speaking. In fact, at the convention in 1851, they tried to stop her from speaking because they didn't want it associated with the abolitionist movement.

Meacham cites a host of practical and logistical reasons that the
statue had to be moved: Contracts had already been signed, and "we
found that it was going to cost a lot of money in terms of hundreds of
thousands of dollars to return the $75,000 to all the members." And
because her organization had used the U.S. mail to solicit and receive
the contributions, there was the possibility of mail-fraud charges if the
statue didn't go up in the Rotunda as promised.

In some ways, the argument about the Portrait Monument has lesstodo
with whose image is displayed in the Rotunda than it does with the historic tension between black and white feminists, a tension that has surfaced periodically for more than a century It is difficult for many white
feminists to accept that, though Anthony, Stanton and Mott were progressives in theirtime,and even enjoyed good working relationships with
black suffragists, they remained captive to the racism and stereotypes
about black people common in the nineteenth century As Adele Logan
Alexander writes: 'Vocal members of.. .the National Woman Suffrage
Association (NWSA)—Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton among them—sometimes openly expressed their resentment at
black people, whom they considered
ingrates who once had welcomed their support on behalf of abolition but then ultimately deserted women in their own time
of political need. Stanton went so far as to
write almost approvingly of the lynching of a
black Tennessean accused of raping a
white woman. She implied that
granting African-American
men the right to vote essenI tiaUy gave them license to
rape and even suggested
that universal manhood
suffrage (meaning, in this
particular context, suffrage
I for black men) could 'culmi| nate in fearful outrages on
womanhood, especially in the southern
states.'"The disagreement symbolizes the schism
between black and
white feminists that existstoday,that existed after the
Civil War when Elizabeth Cady Stanton got angry
because she was told that black men would not support
woman's suffrage in lieu of blacks getting the vote

Meacham said in the Pacifica interview, and several other
venues, that the suffragists-statue organization hoped to work with
Tucker's group to find a compromise that would meet everyone's
needs. "In 1998, ifs the 150th anniversary of the first Women's Rights
Convention, which was in Seneca Falls, New York We would like to
put in the legislation immediately that the statue that would replace
this one in the Rotunda would be a new statue with Sojourner Truth
there... .The museum [National Museum of Women's History] has
commissioned a bust of Sojourner Truth... and we are in the process
of asking if it could be at all possible to have this bust next to the statue that will be moved into the Rotunda.
'We are also working on a plaque that will go next to the statue,
not only mentioning Sojourner Truth and recognizing her contributions and her work with the three suffragist leaders, but we could
also have this plaque right there about Sojourner Truth if
cannot place the bust next to the statue." At the rededication
ceremony on June 26, a female African-American minister
spoke of Sojourner Truth's accomplishments. Yet Tucker
has been adamant about wanting to keep the statue in the
basement, as this interchange shows:
Tucker: [Meachem] said that the three white women were the
first suffragists. Let me just say that I can't agree that they
were the first. I believe they were the first, yes, white
women, but Sojourner Truth was out trying to get registered, working with Ulysses Grant in his campaign.
But more than that—
Goodman: Trying to vote also—
Tucker: Yes, trying to vote, yes. But more than that,
Sojourner Truth stepped back. These three women
betrayed her because when the [suffrage] bill was in the
House, it was passed, and then when it went to the
Senate, the southern senators said, "We will not pass
fall 1997 - 46
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to the Rotunda without Sojourner Truth? The sisters were not having it...Black women
because they felt that "this is the Negro's hour." Stanton was so incensed
that "the vehemence and racial invective" of her arguments stunned the
audience at the American Equal Rights Association meeting in 1868.
Though it was a schism that was formally healed in the years preceding suffrage, many feminists of color have continued to feel ill at ease
with white feminists. "Sadly," says feminist and cultural critic bell hooks,
"the feminist movement did little to really bridge the political gaps separating black women and white women from one another."
A single peripheral issue, in particular, crystallizes all that is wrong
between the two camps. The NPCBW has compiled a document called "20
Reasons to Oppose Celebration of the Portrait Monument Without the
Inclusion of Sojourner Truth." One item in particular, reason number 12,
stands out: "The women's movement must make visible what has become
invisible today—the continuing exclusion and denial ofthe work ofwomen
ofcobr to women's suffrage. In 1995, the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
was refused permission to march in the 75th Anniversary recreation [sic]
of the 1913 suffrage march on the grounds that the Deltas had not
marched in 1913. In a humiliating effort to reclaim their
rightful place, the Deltas had to obtain prooffrom
\he National Archives to be permitted to march
in 1995... .In 1997—as in 1995 and 1913
marches and in the 1921 statue ded;
ication, the movement remains
stained with racism—this must
not be the legacy that we leave our
I children."
The Delta Sigma Theta I
Sorority, Inc., did make a con- I
certed effort to be sure they
were included in the
75th
Anniversary
march, to have their right
ful place—a place that many
black women assumed on
their own during the original
march. In fact, Paula Giddings's book, a study of the
Deltas, In Search of
Sisterhood: Delta Sigma
Theta and the Challenge of
the Black Sorority Movement, opens with a description of the women's participation in the 1913 march.
For the 75th
Anniversary

March, "I was there from the beginning to make sure that Deltas
weren't overlooked because of lack of knowledge," says program director
Ella McNair. She served on the parade committee. "Our mission was to
educate, in case there were those who didn't know the extent of our
involvement."
McNair concedes that in 1995 the Deltas did encounter a few logistical and communication problems: mainly lack of information about
their position in the march. When they couldn't find out where they
were supposed to go, "We decided where we were going to be. We decided where we would march and we decided we would take our rightful
place on the program." And no, there was no outward resistance, but
McNair says the Deltas had to be persistent and vigilant.

An Unresolved Dilemma
On June 26, the statue was rededicated and placed in the Rotunda,
without Sojourner Truth—and without a resolution to this continuing
controversy. At press time, the Florida Congressman Alcee Hastings
had entered thefraywith a bill to "procure a bust or statue of Sojourner
Truth and cause such bust or statue to be placed in a suitable location
in the Capitol, as determined by the Joint Committee," not to exceed
$50,000, which will be paid for by the House of
Representatives. Sojourner Truth Committee president
I Dr. Janette Hoston Harris says it's unfortunate that
Rep. Hastings allowed others to entice him into drafting the legislation. "It doesn't speak to the issue," she
says. The committee says it includes more than 120
black organizations, and they will not let this issue die.
They will continue to demonstrate against the statue,
and they want it draped in black until Sojourner Truth
is represented along with Anthony, Stanton and
Mott. "We feel very strongly about this," Tucker
says, "We're sorry that they don't want to go into
the twenty-first century in truth. The suffragist
name is a sham of history"
Both Tucker and Meacham have become
increasingly bitter as the disagreement has escalated. Each feels the other side has completely misrepresented their position. Ifs possible that the opportunity for reconciliation and compromise has passed.
If thafs true, the 150th anniversary of the first
Women's Rights Convention will come and go, and
the Portrait Monument will continue to enshrine an
incomplete vision of a great movement.
Janice K. Bryant is a writer and radio producer
in New York City.
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Beyond the Halsted Radical
Barbara Seaman

B

Always a Woman: What Every Woman Should Know About Breast Surgery
Patient No More: The Politics of Breast Cancer
To Dance With the Devil: The New War on Breast Cancer
Living Downstream: An Ecologist Looks at Cancer and the Environment
Breast Cancer: Poisons, Profits and Prevention
The Breast Cancer Prevention Program

reast-cancer
books
written by patients are
not entirely new, nor is
breast-cancer activism. I
should know, because it's been 32 years since
my own mother-in-law authored a slim volume called Always a Woman, which the New
York Times described as "the first breast cancer book by a layman [sic] and the personal
story of Sylvia Seaman's radical mastectomy."
Eight years later, the first trade edition of Our
Bodies, Ourselves was published. Its section
on breast cancer concludes on a note that
might seem humdrum to today's readers, but
was nothing less than a call to revolution at
the time: "Remember you have a choice about
having your breast removed. You don't have to
choose between immediate painful death and
breastlessness when you first discover a
lump."

It wasn't always so. In 1952 Terese "Ted"
Lasser, the soigne, energetic—and imperious—matriarch of an affluent, well-connected
family, unwittingly underwent the Halsted
radical mastectomy at New York's Memorial
Hospital. She'd been put to sleep for a "quicksection biopsy," with the assurance that her
breast lump was almost certainly benign, and
awoke to find herself 'Swapped in bandages
from midriff to neck—bound like a mummy in
surgical gauze." She describes her response to
this event: "Somewhere deep inside you a
switch is thrown and your mind goes blank.
You do not know what to think, you do not
want to guess, you do not want to know." Upon
awakening, Lasser could get no straight
answers to her burning questions, such as
how to reduce the pain and swelling in her
arm; if and when to resume sexual relations
with her husband; what to tell her children;
and how, where and when to obtain a pros-
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thesis. Lasser, who described her breast surgeon as "brilliant, but a very busy man," was
not accustomed to having her questions left
unanswered or her concerns dismissed, and
took it upon herself to investigate and inform
herself on the issues. After doing so, Lasser—
an unlikely activist in her precancer days—
was determined to teach others everything
she had learned.
Reach to Recovery (R2R), officially founded
in 1954, drew its name from the stretch exercises Lasser devised for new mastectomies to
forestall the permanent crippling of their
arms. She would tirelessly travel to hospital
rooms, teaching other women these exercises
which often proved highly effective. Lasser
maintained that her visits were at the request
of the patients' doctor or family, but according
to Dr. Arthur Hollub of the American Cancer
Society, Lasser was "often
escorted out the front door of
Memorial Hospital when she
was found visiting patients at
random and without the consent of the responsible surgeon." Lasser herself regained
the full use of her affected arm,
as did thousands of patients
she or her lieutenants counseled. The R2R volunteer visitors provided each patient
with a gift box that included a ball and string
to help with the exercises, a temporary "falsie"
to pin inside the hospital gown and letters of
advice to their husbands and children. In
1969 Lasser merged forces with the American
Cancer Society (ACS), but unfortunately,

according to Sharon Batt, author of'Patient No
More, "in packaging Lasser's concept of visits
from someone who's been there, the Cancer
Society lost most of the goodness at the core."
In fact, Batt continues, "certain attitudes of
the ACS have recently made R2R an object of
anger and ridicule among women with cancer." In a Canadian case that prompted widespread resignations from R2R, a volunteer
visitor was dismissed because she refused to
wear falsies. 'We like our volunteers to look
normal," her supervisor insisted.
But why had Lasser been subjected to such
extreme treatment in the first place? The
Halsted radical mastectomy is recalled in
Batts book as "the greatest standardized surgical error of the twentieth century."
Introduced in the 1880s by William Halsted, a
surgeon at Johns Hopkins (who, incidentally,
lectured his students that mastering his complex procedure
would set them apartfromgeneral surgeons and guarantee
them money and prestige), the
procedure was debilitating,
often crippling. It was based on
Halsted's conviction that
breast cancer was a local disease that could be fully—if bratally—excised before it spread.
Therefore if a biopsy was positive, the doctor, without waking the patient,
automatically operated. The patient was left
with loss of feeling on that side of her body, a
sunken chest, restricted movement and some
degree of "milk arm"—the painful, chronic
condition in which lymph fluid can no longer

circulate properly and thus accumulates. For
years the Halsted radical mastectomy was
unquestioned, and any failure to cure was
attributed to a woman's tardiness in acting or
a family physician's delay in referring the
patient to a surgeon quickly enough.
Unfortunately, the "quick-section biopsy"
was not only terrifying and demeaning to
patients, it was medically unreliable as well.
In the 1980's many false positives of previously frozen sections were discovered in a review
at the United States National Cancer
Institute (NCI). Upon this discovery, the
National Women's Health Network tried,
without success, to convince NCI of its
absolute obligation to notify the patients, who
were proceeding through life believing they'd
survived breast cancer when in fact they'd
never had it in the first place. It seems puzzling that a government institution would use
taxpayer money to do research and then fail
to inform the directly affected taxpayers of the
results, but this may help illustrate why most
feminists now support breast-cancer-patient
activism.
In August of 1996,1 attended a women's
health conference in Ottawa, the highlight of
which was my unexpected meeting with Batt,
whose Patient No More is the book against
which I predict all subsequent works on the
new politics of breast cancer will one day be
measured. It is reliable, thorough, honorable,
brilliant, balanced, darkly humorous and
compelling. So then, how come a savvy feminist like you hasn't heard of it?
The answer is, Patient No More, published
in 1994 by a small Canadian press (Gynergy
Books, PO Box 2023, Charlottetown, PEI
Canada CIA 7N7), has never been well distributed here in the States. The resulting
absencefromour libraries is a great loss, for in
the introduction, Batt details the pivotal role
that advocates can and do play: "Advocating
for ourselves means seeing our own interest
clearly—no easy task when others have spoken for so long on our behalf Initially the public, and many professionals, assumed advocates would simply lobby to increase funding
for breast-cancer research. Instead, women
with breast cancer began by asking why accurate information about the disease was so difficult to come by, and moved on to examine

how decisions are made and money is spent.
genetics and heredity, treatments and alterMany now question the premises of past polinative treatments, and prevention. She
cies, such as the emphasis on treatment
explores why the public's understanding of
rather than prevention, and
breast cancer diverges radically
the strictly biomedical
from the reality experienced by
model of cancer."
women who have the disease
Batt is one of these quesand demonstrates how informationing women. Now the
tion is systematically distorted
by cancer charities, cancer
president of Breast Cancer
industries and much of the
Action Montreal and a forNrWWAUON
press. Batt also addresses
mer editor of the consumeremerging cancer activism,
education magazine Protect
charting its goals, strategies, disYourself, Batt was in peak
appointments and occasional
physical condition (training
KAREN
S1ARINER
successes.
for a triathlon, in fact) when,
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at age 43, she discovered a breast tumor while
soaping herself in the shower. Not long after,
while heading into her third chemotherapy
session, and having read both Audre Lorde's
Cancer Journals and Rose Kushner's Breast
Cancer: A Personal History and Investigative
Report, Batt came up with a proposal for a
radio documentary on cancer (which was later
produced and awarded prizes).
hi her book, Batt takes on the many major
issues: Do the benefits of mammography
always outweigh the risks? Has the effectiveness of lumpectomy been discredited by faked
or flawed research? Are advances in chemotherapy saving more lives? Is tamoxifen
worth the risks and side effects? How valuable will identifying cancer genes likely prove
to be? Which so-called preventive measures
have been proven effective and which remain
theoretical? Why is the cancer establishment
generally unsupportive of the research on
environmental and pharmaceutical carcinogens that many advocates deem to be urgent?
Batt, a superb medical reporter, supports conventional medical recommendations—when
the suggested treatments have been substantiated by sound research results. She also
advocates political action and truth telling,
and laments that simple lifestyle changes,
such as joining a support group (which has
been shown in studies by Stanford psychiatrist Dr. David Spiegel to significantly extend
life expectancy), are often overlooked by establishment physicians.
Batt competently navigates a course
through many of the controversies about cancer, tackling issues related to early detection,

In Batfs concluding section, she describes a
cancer conference at which she encountered
Dr. Susan Love clad in jeans and sneakers, sitting on the floor consulting with activist
patients. Shortly thereafter, she spied Love
again, this time presenting at a panel: "For the
Patients' Role in Research' panel, Sue Love
has done a Clark Kent transformation, shedding jeans and sneakers for a skirt and boldly
checked jacket. She is now Dr. Susan Love,
M.D., Director of the UCLA Breast Center.' I
watch, fascinated, as she walks the tightrope of
surgeon-activist before this mostly medical
audience." During that panel, Love posed the
question "Is breast cancer a political issue?"
And then she continued on to answer, "Yes.
Women want prevention. They are worried for
their daughters. They don't want chemo... .
The cure for breast cancer is political action."
Dr. Susan Love's Breast Book (written with
Karen Lindsay) helped establish Love as the
most esteemed and trusted breast surgeon in
North America. As an activist, she has also
played a key role in getting the U.S. federal
budget for breast-cancer research increased
from $90 million in 1991tothe $550 million it
istoday.For these reasons, Love's colleagues in
the old-guard cancer establishment tend to go
easy on her, even when they disagree with her.
Love goes out of her way to make herself
accessible. When approached by Karen
Stabiner about writing the book To Dance
With The Devil: The New War on Breast
Cancer, Love immediately agreed. Stabiner
writes, "She never asked for any editorial
input or control; she had her work, I had mine,

and for a

- continued on page 56
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ometime in my very
early adolescence, I

acquired, while living in the
very heart of Appalachia, a
land of lazy Southern
drawls, a British accent."
Daniel Harris's brilliant

Readers will find neither speculation on
of the gay rights agenda. Harris's study is pure cultural criticism.

Ascent,
Assimilation,
and the Selling
of a Subculture:
The Rise and Fall
of Gay Culture

study, The Rise and Fall of
Gay Culture, begins with this

satirize her unsuccessful attempts to

culture has been the heterosexualization of homo-

cling to youth and glamour. The secret

sexual romance, a trend which Harris analyzes,

language assimilated from the speech

primarily through scrutiny of gay personal ads.

and gestures of the Hollywood diva is no

The early gay personals had the quality of a mes-

longer necessary; the subculture has

sage in a bottle, a call for companionship from a

begun to assimilate.
The Rise and Fall of Gay Culture
chronicles this assimilation process

Jaclyn Geller

telling personal anecdote. In
the 1950s, a precocious adolescent living in a

lonely and disenfranchised figure. Such nondescript statements as "Will write to anyone who
writes me" and "Will respond to all men within a

through the examination of a series of

radius of 100 miles" attest to the deprivation of

cultural phenomena. Gay personal adver-

homosexuals, when isolated gays advertised in

tisements, gay pornography and gay underwear

search of a figure whom Harris terms the "Man

small North Carolina town begins to emulate the

are among the unlikely subjects that make their

Without Qualities."

patrician accents of film actresses, thereby par-

way into Harris's study. Readers will find neither

ticipating in an important form of early gay self-

speculation on the origins of homosexual identity

replaced, in gay personals, by a "Mr. Right,"

identification: diva worship. The homosexual

nor an articulation of the gay-rights agenda.

identical to the idealized male partner of hetero-

obsession with and imitation of glamorous

Harris's study is pure cultural criticism. It docu-

sexual romance fictions. Current personals, writ-

actresses such as Bette Davis, Katharine

ments the emergence of a discrete gay sensibili-

ten in an atmosphere of unapologetic homosexu-

This featureless individual has now been

Hepburn and Grace Kelly, Harris argues, did not

ty denoted as the political response to oppres-

ality, contain lengthy lists of prerequisites. The

stem from the furtive desire to be a woman, as

sion and not as an innate predisposition to the

advertiser's correspondent must meet certain

has commonly been supposed. Rather, it

arts and to aestheticism.

physical, emotional and financial requirements if

expressed the rural gay man's alienation from his

Harris demonstrates how the ostracism of

provincial surroundings and the yearning to trans-

gays in the 1930s and 1940s was followed by a

addition, he plays the same redemptive role as

port himself to the genteel Manhattan apart-

wave of mutual recognition and solidarity in the

the modern-day husband, who offers to simulta-

he is to be considered a candidate for love. In

ments where he would relax, with other "uncon-

1950s, with such milestones as the formation of

neously fulfill the single girl's emotional, sexual

ventional" types, in an urban environment free of

the moderate gay-lib organization, the Mattachine

and financial needs, while granting her the social

sexual shame and judgment. In addition, the

Society. The 1960s saw increasing dissatisfac-

prestige of sanctioned partnership.

steely Machiavellian personalities of such female

tion with what was perceived as an apologetic

film stars as Joan Crawford and Marlene Dietrich

brand of political activism. In 1969, on the

Unitarian marriage of Bob and Rod Paris-Jackson,

empowered the insecure gay man by offering a

evening of Judy Garland's death, a group of drag

documented in the 1994 memoir, Straight from

vision of power based on verbal facility and psy-

queens took up arms against police who were

the Heart, gay courtship imitates convention-

chological toughness rather than muscle. The

attempting to shut down a popular New York City

bound heterosexual romance in every detail.

film diva, Harris argues, "provided the psycholog-

gay bar. The Stonewall riots, which have achieved

Such unions, Harris argues, comprise a form of

ical models for gay militancy that helped radical-

legendary status in the gay community, began

ethnic self-nullification which, in mimicking the

ize the subculture."

the merger between gay activism and radical poli-

luxuriousness of the majority, de-eroticizes the

tics. The 1970s, 1980s and 1990s witnessed the

gay relationship.

As the homosexual community has
achieved a collective identity and come together

widespread acceptance of homosexuals, precipi-

with an agenda of specific demands, the diva's

tating their assimilation and the loss of those fea-

role in gay culture has waned. Today, in the post-

tures distinctive to gay men: aestheticism and

Stonewall era of gay pride, there is no longer the

camp humor. Harris does not bemoan the decline

need for telltale signs and gestures that commu-

of gay-male sensibility; he admits that homoge-

nicate one's sexual identity to a furtive cohort.

nization is an inevitable by product of the admis-

Harris observes that many young gay men today

sion of gays into the American mainstream.

have never watched a Joan Crawford film and are

However, he surveys the complexities and ironies

only vaguely familiar with the careers of once-

of the assimilation process in brilliant detail.

revered divas through the mockeries of the dying
art of camp, drag and other forms of kitschy
humor which punish the diva for growing old and
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Sometimes, as in the much-touted

Female readers will be particularly interested in Harris's account of the co-optation of homosexuals by corporate America—what he terms
"the commercialization of the subculture." As an
early, invisible minority, gays did not represent a
significant consumer force. When gay men
emerged as a visible sector of the consumer population—trendsetters with expensive tastes and
$500 billion of annual spending power—corporations were quick to cash in.

The Thrill of Romance
One of the signature features of the "fall" of gay

A strong undercurrent of gay self-perception within a homophobic culture is the sense of

the origins of homosexual identity nor an articulation
In Brief
When Madness Comes Home:
Siblings and Partners of the Mentally El
By Victoria Secunda
(Hyperion, $23.95)
one's body as weak and unattractive—the vessel

Readers of this book may object to what

Reviewed by Mahin Hassibi, M.D.

of shameful impulses. This has caused a distort-

seems to be an overly optimistic interpretation of

ed and unstable physical self-image similar to

recent history. Are gay men and lesbians really

Of all the misfortunes that may befall a family

gaining rapid acceptance by the American pub-

none is more certain to tax its psychological and

that held by many American women. The gaymale beauty industry, charac-

lic? State after state rejects

spiritual resources than the chronic mental illness

terized by such self-help man-

antidiscrimination bills; homo-

of a member. Even when divorce or the dissolution

uals as Charles Hix's 1977

sexuals are still excluded

of the relationship seems to end the sense of

Looking Good, capitalizes on

from the United States mili-

entrapment, the weariness, feelings of guilt and

this sentiment, codifying

tary. Enclaves of social scien-

emotional fatigue may last for a long time. For chil-

what Harris terms the homo-

tists still labor to understand

dren, parents and siblings, the burden is lifelong.

sexual "bourgeois body," an

the "nature" of homosexuali-

In this comprehensively researched and well

instrument that must be sub-

ty and to isolate the distinc-

written book, Victoria Secunda, an award-winning

jected to rigorous routines of

tive traits of the gay male,

author and journalist whose sister is mentally ill,

exercise and skin, hair and

suggesting that his activities

describes the trials and tribulations of those who,

nail care, all of which are

are symptoms of pathology.

by choice of partner or accident of birth, are thrust

intended to stave off

In a talk that he recent-

encroaching old age.

into the whirlwind of mental illness. Patients and

ly gave at New York's

their families speak openly about the unpre-

Lesbian and Gay Community

dictable nature of the emotional storms; the spec-

nowhere more evident than in

Center, Daniel Harris

tacular behavioral expressions of the breakdown;

contemporary homosexual

addressed the issue of his

the fear, embarrassment and alienation engen-

This gay cult of youth is

glossy magazines such as Genre, Out and the

book's apparent optimism, claiming that his

now defunct 10 Percent, which omit photographs

study is more a projection than the description

of anyone over the age of 40 featuring "a racially

of a fait accompli. The assimilation of homosex-

pure group of young, prosperous beauties." Such

uals into mainstream American life, he stated, is

magazines, Harris argues, combine social pre-

well under way. As it intensifies, gay men will

scription with wish fulfillment, catering to gay

gain greater personal liberty and lose the fea-

male fantasies just as ladies' fashion magazines

tures that once distinguished them as a unique

create a dreamworld into which the dowdy

minority that made remarkable contributions to

housewife can step while remaining tormented

theater, literature and the visual arts.

by her own physical inadequacy.

The twentieth-century art collector Isabella

Yet Harris's discussion of the commercial-

Stewart Gardner retaliated against the Boston

ization of the gay subculture is refreshingly free

Brahmins who rejected her by amassing one of

of paranoid conspiracy theories. His study

the most extraordinary private art collections in

emphasizes the complicity of homosexuals in

the nation. Similarly, Daniel Harris asserts, disen-

their own manipulation as a purchasing group.

franchised gay males of the pre-Stonewall era

Feminists justifiably frustrated with the traps set

built their self-esteem on the foundation of aes-

by Madison Avenue to ensnare the female con-

thetic elitism. As cultural and legal prohibitions

sumer will be sobered by Harris's analysis of the

lift, the "artistic" gay temperament will lose its

way the legal progress and economic abuse can

once-distinct shape. The Rise and Fall of Gay

go hand in hand. He points out that no group of

Culture claims that the demise of an oppressed

sinister executives has ever conspired to destroy

but unique and productive subgroup should not

the self-images of gay men: "We invited corpo-

be lamented as a tragedy; it should be acknowl-

rate America into our lives, begged and pleaded

edged and understood.

dered by living with a mentally ill person; the guilt
of not being ill; and the terror of the illness running
in the family Secunda mentions biological and
genetic risk factors in mental illness, but her discussion is meant to explain the additional impact of
these factors on the siblings and children of the
mentally ill. As she points out, 'Its difficult to imagine a more shattering experience than living with
chronic mental illness, or to envision a silver lining."
Referring to mental illness as a brain disorder, as the author does, may be the paradigm shift
that the U.S. Congress needs to receive parity from
health insurers. Such a name change may even
lead to the allocation of more money for basic
research into the etiology of some illnesses. Sadly, it
does not add any more pressure to the much
neglectedfieldof preventive medicine in the United
States. Just as unfortunately, Secunda's book contains no strategies for collective social and political
action—strategies needed to lighten the burden,
provide help and reduce the stress placed on the
nearly 100 million Americans who are related to a
mentally ill person.

with it to recognize our economic potential, to
Jaclyn Gelkr is a doctoral candidate in English liter- Dr. Hassibi is professor ofclinical psychiatry at New

harness our tremendous buying power and pay

ature and an instructor in New York University's writ- York Medical College

homage to our political strength. The selling of
gay culture was a synergistic arrangement

"

ing program.
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The decision to write a novel about a nintha woman who had previously built her careei
In Search of Pope Joan
An interview with
Donna Woolfolk Cross

hile the Pope is a
role in which wearing a dress is de rigueur,
everyone knows that the
Margaret
Vatican's glass ceiling
(not to mention its stickyfloor)has always precluded a woman from serving in the position.
Or has it? The ninth century found itself in the
unusual situation of having a Pope who gave
birth to more than just religious understanding. Although we've become accustomed to a
long line of Pope Johns, Pope Joan was a
woman who, having disguised herself as a
man, became a Catholic Pope during the ninth
century. In a twist of fate, she died in childbirth
while still serving in office.
Unable tofindconclusive evidence that a
biography on this fascinating figure would
require, author Donna Woolfolk Cross instead
opted to create a historical novel, Pope Joan
(Crown, $25, Ballantine, $12.95), about her.
While Cross was originally unconcerned about
whether 'Tope Joan" was afigureof fact or fiction, over the course of her research she came
to believe that Joan did indeed live and serve
as Pope. The author provides significant evidence in support of her existence.
The decision to write a novel about a
ninth-century woman who cross-dressed for
survival was an unlikely choice for a woman
who had previously built her career upon writing humorous word books. "My word books did
well, especially Word Abuse. I was on Johnny
Carson regularly. But humorous books about
words reach a narrow audience. My husband
said to me after I finished Mediaspeak, Why
don't you write the kind of book that would
appeal to a broader market? Why don't you
write something that you'd love to read?' I love
to read well-written historical novels—by writers like Mary Renault, Cecelia Holland and
Gore Vidal." Cross describes historical novels
as "painless history."
Shortly after making the decisiontohead
in this direction, Cross, who is fluent in several languages, was struck by a passing refer-
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ence to "Pope Jeanne"
while reading a book in
French. "I thought, how
interesting, there's a
R. Saraco
typo in the book." In
French, "Jean" means John, but "Jeanne"
translates as Joan. Upon discovering that this
was no typo at all, Cross found herself setting
forth on a seven-year quest to discover Pope
Joan's identity and the story behind her
unusual achievement.

those of the other Popes in Siena, until 1601,
when it was "metamorphosed" into a bust of
Pope Zacharias. And note the church'sinstitution of the so-called chair exam. In the notes
accompanying Pope Joan, Cross writes, "Each
newly elected Pope after Joan sat on the seUa
stercoraria (literally, dung seat), pierced in the
middle like a toilet, where his genitals were
examined to give proof of his manhood." Why
would this unusual inspection, implemented
immediately after the time of Joan's suspected
papacy, be necessary if there had never been
any doubt about the gender of the officeholder?
Cross's representation of the Catholic
Church is not flattering. She is quick to make
the careful distinction that her book should
not be read as being antifaith, only as
anti-organized religion. She
explains, "I don't like any
institution that organizes
humans against humans
and makes someone the
Other. This is the W are
right therefore everyone else
is wrong1 belief.

Consulting the Catholic Encyclopedia,
Cross found that Pope Joan was cursorily dismissed as a figure of folklore. But this discovery in no way deterred Cross; if anything, it
spurred her on. She explains, "It didn't matter
if King Arthur was a legend or not. Our sons
and daughters are enriched
by his story. When I first read
Joan's story... I was interested in what her story had to
tell us about the role of a
woman in the medieval
world." As Cross scoured historical records, it became
apparent that not only had
I believe that goodness
Joan been overlooked, histoand altruism are human
rians had in fact made a contraits. Buddhists don't kill
Donna Woolfolk Cross, author
centrated effort to erase any
anyone because of their
of Pope Joan Photo: ©Jules
references to Joan's papacy
Fried
beliefs. [Buddhism is] a tolerand her life. "It struck me that she has been
ant religion. Some religions are intolerant. It's
obliterated from our myths. And this was
identifying a single truth which makes everyastonishing considering that her legend conone else [either] wrong or worse, bad and dead.
tinued for several centuries."
This doesn't help us advance as a species."
Cross attributes the dearth of existing
Ninth-century Europe was a difficult
information about Pope Joan to the fact that
time in which to live, especially for women.
the patriarchal papacy has never acknowlWomen accused of witchcraft were flung into
edged women as acceptable appointments for
water; if the suspect sank to the bottom or
its highest position. To this day, the Catholic
drowned, she "successfully" proved she was
Church continues to deny Pope Joan's exisnot a witch. Rape and murder almost always
tence, crediting the legend as an invention of
went unpunished. Ignorance, religious fear
Protestant reformers. Yet there is significant
and paranoia contributed to the atmosphere
evidence to the contrary. For starters, she was
that spawned the senseless and vicious masborn hundreds of years prior to the
sacres that define the appropriately named
Protestants' break from the Catholic Church.
Dark Ages.
For centuries, a statue of Joan stood among
Cross portrays Joan as one of three chil-

century woman who cross-dressed for survival was an unlikely choice for
upon writing humorous word books.
dren raised during this bloody time by
Gudrun, a "heathen" woman and a survivor of
the brutal Saxon massacre, and her husband,
an overzealous Christian priest. The only
female child, Joan is cruelly mistreated by her
father for her attempts to utilize her active
intelligence. Despite the abuse to which she is
subjected, she refuses to take on the role of the
submissive wife and mother.
After Norsemen savagely attack the village, Joan, the lone survivor, adopts the identity of her younger brother, who had been
killed in the attack. She becomes Brother
John Anglicus, a healer and learned man
ostensibly from Fulda, and travels on to
Rome, where she proves herself to be an
invaluable asset to the papal regime with her
medical skills and wisdom.
Joan's path diverges in a radically different way than that of traditional women in her
time. Cross-dressing opens up an entirely new
aspect of existence for her, and she refuses to
return to her woman's role even after she falls
in love with an intelligent and honorable
knight, Gerold. Joan realizes that her life's
work, which she would never be able to complete were she to reveal herself as a woman, is
what matters most.
Cross is witty, optimistic and energetic in
discussing her life and work. It is interesting to
hear the contrast in her voice when she speaks
of the cycles of despair and elation she experienced over the course of the many years of
research and writing it took to create her
novel. Cross characterizes herself as an imitative reader who is strongly influenced by the
style of what she is reading. As such, she read
only medieval books for the last year of working on her novel in order to completely
immerse herself in a "brutish and cruel" world.
Her ability to capture the vernacular of her
characters can be credited to her intimate
knowledge of the world she portrays.
Reading some of the original medieval
documents felt like "reaching across time and
touching a human being." She delighted in dis-

covering specific details, such as a monk's journal entry noting that "the cell is so cold my
hand can hardly hold the pen." It
was these minor but meaningful
details that provided insight into
the authentic atmosphere of the
period. Despite the specific context Cross seeks to convey, she is
quick to point out that figures
such as Joan supersede any singular situation. "Joan transcends
her own age and societal beliefs,"
says Cross. Joan's unhappiness
with her circumscribed role as a
woman in a misogynist world and her decision
to creatively circumvent her societal boundaries resonates with women today, and her
example can inspire and empower us all.
Perhaps the greatest credit to the powerful portrait of Pope Joan that Cross has created is conveyed by the warm response of literary audiences and critics alike. The book has
already been translated into 12 languages,
and international sales have been excellent; in
Germany, it has been tenth on the best-seller
list for a year.
Cross herself is achieving international
fame with her work, and has been invitedtobe
one of the two headline speakers—the other
being Joyce Carol Oates—at the prestigious
Cologne Book Fair in Germany this fall.
Furthermore, Pope Joan may be coming
soon to a theater near you. New Lane Cinema
purchased the rights, and a screenplay is currently being created. Cross is enthusiastic
about the project and optimistic about the cinematic team's ability to effectively convey the
book's vision to the screen: The screenwriter,
Andrew Davies, wrote the PBS television
adaptations for Middlemarch, Emma and
Pride and Prejudice, and the producer is
Harry Ufland, who produced The Last
Temptation of Christ. Cross characterizes
these men as "intelligent filmmakers of
integrity" who are not afraid to confront controversy.

Her success has this former humor-book
writer laughing all the waytowardfuture projects of historicalfiction.Tm
drawn to women [in history]
who are strong persons, wonderfully defying... their cultural norm," says Cross.
Cross is awed by individuals
who manage to strategically
subvert the conventional
constraints that would otherwise squelch their passions and pursuits. In the
notes that accompany Pope
Joan, she denotes a diverse list of women
throughout history who had the courage to
cross-dress as men in order to lead more exciting or fulfilling lives, or both: Eugenia in the
third century, who became an abbot; St.
Hildegund, in the twelfth century, who
became a brother of Schnau Abbey and lived
undiscovered among her "brethren" until she
died; Mary Reade, a successful pirate of the
seventeenth century; a woman who went by
the name James Barry and became full
inspector-general of British hospitals in the
nineteenth century; and Loreta Janeta
Velaquez, who served as a Confederate soldier. A stunningly recent example is
Teresinha Gomez, who spent 18 years rising
to the rank of general in the Portuguese Army.
Her masquerade was only discovered in 1994
when, arrested for fraud, she was forced to
undergo a physical exam.
Cross writes in the book, "The light of
hope kindled by such women shone only flickeringly in a great darkness, but it was never
entirely to go out. Opportunities were available for women strong enough to dream. Pope
Joan is the story of one of those dreamers." In
writing this book, Cross is giving voice to a lost
dreamer and lighting hope in the hearts of
voiceless others.
Margaret R. Saraco writes frequently on books,
musk and women's issues.
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companion pieces of how the once-stalwart
Visiting With The
Wasps, '90s Style

Coast. But with the philandering and wife-swapping couples of The Ice Storm, which opens this
year's New York Film Festival, we are a long way
from the relatively innocent, good-time swinging
of Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice which, as it
happens had also opened the Film Festival. Like
the 1994 book on which it is based, The Ice Storm
is set in 1973: Watergate is on television,
waterbeds are upstairs, and Ben Hood (Kevin
Hine) is having halfhearted assignations with
his next -door neighbor (Sigourney Weaver) while
his wife, played by Joan Allen in yet another variation of her pinched and perpetually miserable
Pat Nixon, reads books on sex and mysticism.
The point of view in Bob and Carol was that of
the adults, gigglingly self-conscious, desperate to
get in on the fun, heedless of the effect of their
desires on anyone but themselves. Here we see
the dashed hopes and soured marriages of the
Victoria is known as a great queen in many
East Coast version of once-hopeful adults
ways, but a side of her that has escaped public
through the eyes of the children, in particular
notice is the subject ofMrs Brown, the charming
Paul Hood (Tobey Maguire), a teenager who goes
story of her litUe-known and unlikely friendship
to college in the city, and might be a stand-in for
with a Scottish servant. In the film, Albert has
the novelist-to-be.
just died, the Queen is inconsolable, and affairs of
Paul wants to score with the class beauty, a
state are left hanging as she withdraws into a
poor little rich girl whose parents leave her for
state of near-paralysis. Hopingtoreignite her will
weeks alone with only drugs, TV and their vast
to live via horseback riding, a pursuit she and
Park Avenue apartment to keep her company.
Albert shared in happier times, Victoria's desperThe Ice Storm, Ang Lee's adaptation of a Kick Paul's younger sister Wendy is having bodyate staff summons from Scotland the man who Moody novel, and The Myth of Fingerprints, by exploring trysts in an empty swimming pool with
managed the horses the couple once rode.
newcomer Bart Freundlich, might serve as com- Mikeyfromnext door while bullying and sexualStarring the great Judi Dench, this British panion pieces in a demonly challenging Mike^s younger
film is as discreet as any Victorian would be about stration of how the oncebrother. Wendy is played by
What Actually Happened. For all the inhibitions stalwart suburban family
Christina Ricci, who was so
observed in this story of a queen emerging from has drifted into dysfunction,
wonderfully creepy as the
her cocoon of mourning, there's also a tremen- its affluent parents and chilAddams Family's daughter.
dous, transcendent sense of commutation—of a dren now staring at each
Older now but no less creepy,
rapport between a man and a woman which other over an abyss created
her black hair and black-glare
changed not only their lives but the course of his- by the sexual revolution,
malignancy seem a shade too
tory The staff, which hopes only to divert the drugs and the search for
dark for what is already a
The Myth of Fingerprints with
morose queen, get more than they bargain for in personal fulfillment.
nasty portrait of life-as-hell-inJulianne Moore and James LeGros
the person of John Brown. Played by Scottish
In the 1970s, Cheever
a-suburban-handbasket.
comedian Billy Connolly, Brown is a charming, and Updike defined the turf hard-drinking comPortents and foreshadowings leave us in no
straight-talking Scot, not afraid to say what he muters yearning for something more, or yearning doubt that Something Terrible will happen to a
thinks within the oppressive atmosphere of merely for the wife next door. But the discontentmember of this depraved community before the
Windsor Palace and Balmoral. Yet Brown proves ed were a minority who abandoned old-fashioned
ice storm—the movie's governing metaphor—
to be exactly the medicine Victoria needs, and the Wasp values only by taking on a truckload of oldruns its course. This natural cataclysm halts
desired transformation is achieved. By degrees fashioned Wasp guilt. Then came the sexual revPaul's Connecticut-bound train en route to
Judi Dench brings the Queen to life much as the olution, promising guilt-free sex and no-fault
Thanksgiving with the family, leads into the
widow herself was brought back into the world of divorce.
flashback that constitutes the film and concludes
politics and decision-making, responding not so
Est and hot tubs were importedfromthe West with Paul's arrival in poskstorm sunshine to be

V

ictoria Regina gave her
name not only to an era but
Molly
to a set of strait-laced social
and sexual values that became
synonymous with the dark ages from which we
had happily emerged. Yet where once we of the
late twentieth century looked pityingly back at
the poor priggish Victorians, congratulating ourselves on our sexual gusto and our taboo-shatr
tering search for the ultimate orgasm, in recent
years the atmosphere has somewhat changed.
For one thing, revisionist historians have suggested the Victorians weren't as clueless about
sex as we like to think, just less inclined to blab
and brag about it. For another, we now see—in
rampant amorality and a surfeit of porn—the
fallout from too uninhibited an embrace of Eros.
Were the prim Victorians really so pathetic compared to, say, the philandering Clintonians?
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much to the appeals of her
ministers as to her beloved
Haskell
public finally resuming the
full weight the monarchy.
Dench is one of those wonders of the British
theater who periodically get a movie role tailormade to her talents. Though in her widow's
weeds she appears as unassuming as a charwoman, Dench gradually gathers force from
within and, under the probing open-air companionship of Brown, is transformed into a radiant
presence both real and womanly. She manages to
suggest, through this well-drawn relationship,
the great and glorious paradoxes of Queen
Victoria, and why a man such as Brown would
give his life for her.
One might think that New England, the part
ofAmerica closesttothe Mother Country in spirit and bloodlines, would have retained virginal
vestiges of its Victorian sobriety. But according to
two newfilms,the well-heeled Yankees have been
no more successful in resisting the sexual meltdown than the rest of the country. Interestingly
enough, bothfilms,which deal with the buzz of
cultural pedigrees, have as their centerpiece that
echt-Wasp metaphor, the Thanksgiving dinner, at
which no one gives thanks and emotions congeal
thicker than cranberry sauce.

The Ice Storm and The Myth of Fingerprints might serve as
suburban family has drifted into dysfunction...
greeted by his family, a tiny nuclear cluster shriveled by tragedy
The hollowness of the adults has infected the
children, but it has infected the movie as well. The
script by James Schamus, who worked with the
Taiwanese-American Ang Lee as producer on
The Wedding Banquet, Eat Drink Man Woman
and the glorious Sense and Sensibility, is evenhanded. It does not exalt the kids at the expense
of the adults, making them martyrs to their parents' sins of self-indulgence. They are difficult,
not-very-sympathetic characters in their own
right. But this leaves a gaping hole: There is no
one with whom we can identify, no one whose living or dying makes the slightest difference to us.
Sigourney Weaver is in some ways the most
interesting character—an embittered woman of
frustrated talents who long ago decided her best
defense was simply not to care. But we are given
only intimations of what she once might have
been behind a mask of nastiness. Kline, nudging
the audience that he is playing a suburban stiff,
lacks any charm and some of his scenes—a postcoital rumination on his golf game, a thought
lessly delivered lecture on sex to his son—are just
excruciating, not convincing on a realistic level
and not sharp enough for satire.
Ang Lee as an outsider doesn't feel anything
for these characters, and hasn't found a tone that
might register pain and loss within the cosmic
absurdity of their situations. He follows Moodys
cinematic device of cutting back and forth
between the generations, but these rather obvious parallels don't enrich the narrative or reverberate emotionally Moody has been called the
new Cheever or Updike, but there's never any
sense of why these suburban Connecticut and
New Jersey people have come here in the first
place, what stability and elegance they might
have sought and found, what standards they
might have first upheld then abandoned. The
wife-swapping party doesn't fit the milieu; the
participants—couples who presumably have
lived and partied together, commiserated and
cried over their children together—seem to have
been coughed up from an ill-assorted casting call.
Lee is not the first to have fallen into the
trap—the pathetic fallacy—of treating boredom
boringly, or unpleasant people unpleasantly. (One
who solved the problem brilliantly, incidentally,
was firsttime director Shirley Barrett who, in

Love Serenade, turned
is a bailing cipher, a selfthe Australian backwaabsorbed bore who seems
ter of Sunray into an
to feel threatened by his
uproariously funny and
entire brood. When he
original portrait of desgoes out to "shoot" a
perate lives.)
turkey and comes back
Extend this lesson in
with a store-bought bird,
Dramaturgy 101 a little
are we supposedtothink
Sigourney Weaver on the set of The Ice
Storm with the director Ang Lee
further and you will
this is something he's
have The Myth of Fingerprints, whose pathetic done every Thanksgiving or just this one? Is he a
fallacy istotreat Wasp repression in a repressed fraud? An Oedipal ogre determined to screw his
manner. Bart Preundlich's film about a New son's girlfriend or just a pathetic womanizer?
England Thanksgiving en famille features a
Of course, if it weren't such a glittering lineup
sumptuous cast—more delectable than the meal of talent, and such a promising setting, we woulditself and certainly more worthy of giving n't be compelled to ask so many questions, nor
thanks. Gathered round the dining room table dissatisfied at having so few answers! Also, thinkare parents Roy Schneider and Blythe Danner ing of bothfilms,isn't it too late in the day just to
and their four adult children with assorted sig- show The Angry Woman as a symptom of whatnificant others, all with gripes, grievances and ever—changing roles, patriarchal indifference,
long-buried resentments. The oldest and bitter- the time warp—and leave it at that? We want to
est is Julianne Moore, the youngest and most know more, understand the contours of her
vulnerable is Noah Wyle. The refreshingly shy anger, have some sense of how different forces—
Dr. Carter from ER wins my vote for most personality, social context and life choices—have
appealing newcomer and movie heartthrob of interacted and brought her to this point.
tomorrow. Maybe ifs because I can't imagine
Whatever the successes and failures of the
him chasing down a terrorist or a tornado or threefilms,taken together they offer a fascinatstrutting his stuff in a rubber bat suit.
ing group portrait of unhappy women, some irreAfter introducing us, via a home movie, to a trievably lost, others with at least a glimpse of
group of happy, playful infants, thefilmmoves to possibility and purpose. In The Myth of
the present where, in ironic counterpoint, these Fingerprints only the very young women seem
same children have become embattled adults whole, abletoexpress their appetites directly and
who display their wounds and pathologies like without bitterness. The hardbitten misery of
war medals. But we never really get the war sto- Joan Allen and Sigourney Weaver as the two
ries, never find out why one child (Moore) turned housewives in The Ice Storm: All these are
into an enraged harpy while her teenage sister images of women in deepfreeze,desperately out
shows every sign of developing a healthy ego. Or ofjoint, but without the means of imagining life
otherwise or effecting a transformation.
why the father is so universally resented.
Even the great Victoria lost her footing when
The famous Wasp stoicism, their inability to
talk about anything that matters, makes them she lost her man. She, however, at least had a job
unpromising material in a medium that requires she couldn't quit, a calling mandated by God and
dialogue and externalization. Addtothis the cur- country. She rosetothe occasion like the authenrent vogue for the cryptic, the horror on the part tic queen that she was. A model for us all, perof writers andfilmmakersof including anything haps, but alas, not a situation we are likely to
so vulgar as motivation or explanation, and the encounter.
penchant for psychoanalytic monologues minus
the analysis, and you have a movie in which a Molly Haskell's latest book, Holding My Own in
bunch of seductive actors sit around madly "act No Man's Land (Oxford University Press), is a
ing out," feeling pleased with themselves but collection of pieces written since the publication of
never communicating.
her landmark Prom Reverence to Rape: The
As the pivotal figure in the drama, Schneider, Treatment of Women in the Movies (University
an actor who normally projects great intelligence, of Chicago Press).
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while we did

them in the same place."
In addition to spending nine months shadowing Love on a daily basis (even into the operating room), Stabiner also followed seven of Love's
patients, as well as a number of other specialists
at the UCLA Breast Center. She intimately captures Love's devotion to patients, her dedication
to her cause and her difficulties with some colleagues. Stabiner also interviewed scores of government health officials, researchers, political
activists and lobbyists, covering many of the
same issues and controversies as Batt but with
a perspective that is somewhat more sympathetic to the establishment: Most of Stabiners
doctors come off as quite likable; many of Batt's
seem ridiculous. As a whole, To Dance With the
Devil is a fine complement to Patient No More.

pharmaceutical companies: Parke-Davis, Forest
Laboratories, Organon, Eli LOly, Ortho, WyethAyerst, Rhone-Poulenc Rorer,
Upjohn. Love has so much credibility that even her moderately
conservative position could
dampen sales in the menopause
market.

It's evident that cancer books
written by survivors often provide the most punch, poetry and
power. Sandra Steingraber's
Living Downstream: An Ecologist
Looks at Cancer and the
Environment is an absorbing, heartbreaking
book, which meets high standards in both science and literature. A human-rights advocate,
poet, naturalist, scholar (she has a Ph.D. in biology from the University of Michigan) and surIn the end, when Love tells her patients she
vivor of bladder cancer, Steingraber shows in
is leaving the breast center, many show up in
this moving book that she is a sublime inheritor
the waiting room without an appointment,
of Rachel Carson's mantle. Interestingly
determined to see her one last time. The daughenough, for decades it was a well-kept secret
ter of one of the patients Stabiner followed durthat Rachel Carson herself was diagnosed with
ing her research appears in Love's office, anxbreast cancer in 1960, in the thick of researchiously inquiring about what her mother should
ing and writing Silent Spring. Carson died in
do if someday she should again need surgery.
1964 at the age of 56, having widely concealed
"She won't," replied Love, "but if she does, just
her
illness, fearing that it could make her work
drop by my house. Fll set up in the garage."
seem less credible. Even with her considerable
hi February 1997 Love (again with Lindsay)
published Dr. Susan Love's Hormone Book. The achievements and acumen, Steingraber draws
the line at any in-depth consideration of pharbook has drawn intense fire from the
maceutical and veterinary estrogens. She
menopause industry, along with its defenders
reports that elevated breast-cancer rates on
and apologists, simply for maintaining that—as
Long Island may be linked to proximity to
noted in the Random House press release—"the
chemical plants, and also postulates that some
benefits of hormones have been overstated, and
chemicals, such as DDT, which may mimic
their risks have been either underresearched or
estrogens in the body, appear to be carcinogenic
underreported. While many women can be
for that very reason.
helped by using hormones, they should make
that decision only after being properly informed
Unfortunately, she doesn't take her exploof the limitations of hormone therapy and its
ration into this important arena any further. I
possible side effects."
find this to be an uncomfortable, and ongoing,

So great is the vested business interests'
power over the media that even some publications with fine reputations for objectivity and
fact checking seem to have joined in the "open
season" on Love. For example, prominent among
Love's critics is hormone enthusiast Trudy
Bush, who was misleadingly identified as merely "an epidemiologist at the University of
Maryland" in a June 9 New Yorker article entitled "The Estrogen Question: How Wrong Is Dr.
Susan Love?" In fact, accordingtothe Journal of
the American Medical Association, Bush has or
has had financial support from the following
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omission, hi 1978 I served on the U.S. Surgeon
General's Task Force on DES, which discovered
that women who were prescribed obstetric DES
a decade or two earlier were already evidencing
breast-cancer rates of up to 50 percent above
comparison groups. Despite the fact that this
was reported close to 20 years ago, and despite
the fact that Long Island (birthplace of Judith
Helfand, who made the acclaimed DES documentary A Healthy Baby Girl) was a hot spot for
DES use in pregnant women, the linkage is
largely ignored by environmental activists and
writers, including Steingraber.

Liane Clorfene-Casten's Breast Cancer:
Poisons, Profits and Prevention provides a rousing,
wide-ranging display of good oldfashioned muckraking. It also provides a practical introduction and
overview of many of the most contested cancer issues. ClorfeneCasten already proved her mettle
when she won the prestigious
Project Censored Award for her
memorable expose—published in
The Nation—of the Environmental
Protection Agency. Describing herself as "an investigative journalist
and community activist," Clorfene-Casten in her
new book takes readers on a pharmaceutical and
environmental exploration of sorts, investigating
chlorinated pesticides, dioxin and DDT, PVCs,
radioactive wastes and other environmental
issues. She also covers such medical-pharmaceutical controversies as tamoxifen, mammograms
and silicone implants. Along the way, ClorfeneCasten documents the improper relations conducted between government regulators and those
they are charged to constrain. They are considerable, and worrisome.
Despite the "message of hope" campaigns that
the American Cancer Society and its predecessor
organizations have been systematically issuing
since 1913, we are losing the war on breast cancer,
as documented by Dr. Samuel Epstein, David
Steinman and Suzanne LeVert. In their forthcoming book, The Breast Cancer Prevention
Program, the authors inform us:
• Breast cancer is the leading cause of death for
women between the ages of 35 and 54.
• Breast cancer is the second-largest cause of
cancer deaths (after lung cancer) among women of
all ages.
• hi 1971, when President Nixon declared a
war on cancer, a woman's lifetime risk of contracting breast cancer was 1 in 14. Now it is 1 in 8.
• American women are now twice as likely to
develop breast cancer as they were a century ago,
and most of this increase in incidence occurred in
just the last 30 years.
• Since 1960, more than 960,000 American
women—double the number of Americans (male
and female) who died in World Wars I and II, and
the Korean, Vietnam and Persian Gulf Wars put
together—have died from breast cancer.
Following her mastectomy in the mid-1950s,
Sylvia Seaman continued to lead a healthy
activist life until the age of 94. A suffragette who'd

inarched in 1920tocelebrate votes for women,
she was one offivefeminist veterans who led the
1970 Fiftieth Anniversary March down Fifth
Avenue. She again led the Sixtieth Anniversary
March, and succumbed to cancer just a few
months short of giving the speech she'd prepared
for the Seventy-fifth Anniversary. While taking
full advantage ofmedical treatment, she also took
high dosages of vitamins C and E, following such
nutritionists as Carlton Fredericks. She walked
fourtosix miles each day
It's a pity, if not a crime, that we have no idea
of the extenttowhich Sylvia's diet and daily exercise was—or was not—what held her cancer at
bay for 40 years.
Ifs been a quarter of a century since Our
Bodies, Ourselves informed us that we "have a
choice" about how we handle breast cancer. Batt,
Stabiner, Steingraber and Clorfene-Casten, as
well as Epstein, Steinman and LeVert, each
extend that advice by exploring what those choices are, and the complexities and controversies
that they entail. Each of these writers embody the
best of author activism, by making important,
even lifesaving, information accessibletoindividuals and by simultaneously attempting to influence and alter the way our society deals with
breast cancer.

Booklist
Always a Woman: What Every Woman Should
Know About Breast Surgery, by Sylvia S. Seaman.
(Argonaut Books, 1965); Reach to Recovery, by
Terese Lasser and William Kendall Clarke
(Simon & Schuster, 1972); Patient No More: The
Politics of Breast Cancer, by Sharon Batt
(Gynergy Books, 1994); Tb Dance With the Devil:
The New War on Breast Cancer, by Karen
Stabiner (Delacorte Press, 1997); Living
Downstream: An Ecobgist Looks at Cancer and
the Environment, by Sandra Steingraber
(Addison Wesley, 1997) Breast Cancer: Poison,
Profits and Prevention, by Liane Clorfene-Casten
(Common Courage Press, 1996); (With a preview
of the forthcoming The Breast Cancer Prevention
Program, by Samuel Epstein, M.D., and David
Steinman with Suzanne LeVert (Macmillan
Books, Fall 1997).
Barbara Seaman, co-founder of the National
Women's Health Network, is the author of the classic women's health trilogy The Doctors' Case
Against the Pill, Free and Female, Women and
the Crisis in Sex Hormones. She is also the author
of'Lovely Me: The life of Jacqueline Susann.
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Norcroft: A Writing Retreat For
Women in Lutsen, MN offers
residenciesfreeof charge to feminist
writers, May-October, on the serene
and spectacular North Shore of
Lake Superior. All genres and levels
of experience welcome. Applications
for t h e 1998 season m u s t be
postmarked by October 1,1997. For
more information: Norcroft, 3 2
East 1st Street #330, Duluth, MN
55802, 218-727-5199.

The Redemption of the
Feminine Erotic Soul
"Dr. Rachel Hillel brings women's private sexual
experiences and fantasies into the area of public discourse, impelling women to question traditional, ingrained taboos and to claim the desires of their bodies."
—Dr. Betty De Shong Meador, Uncursing the Dark
Foreword by Alice Johnson. Introduction by Nancy
Qualls-Corbett, The Sacred Prostitute. Paper $16.95

Sophia
Aspects of the
Divine Feminine, Past and Present
Dr. Susanne Schaup explores how Sophia—the
feminine aspect of God—has been lost within the
Christian tradition. She searches for Sophia in the
Old Testament and throughout Christian history, as
well as in Eastern religions. Paper $16.95

Nicolas-Hays Inc.
We prefer that you support your local bookseller. If
you are unable to locate our titles, please call our
distributor: Samuel Weiser, Inc., 800/423-7087.
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"Warning!
When I Am An Old Woman
I Shall Wear Purple!"

$2300*

Handmade
beanbag dolls
dressed in purple
with a red hat.
Black or white Old
Woman; gray, or
gray with red,
brown or blond
hair. Includes full
color calligraphy
copy of original
poem.

Phone: (719) 522-1740
Fax:
(719) 522-1976
Send check or phone/fax MC,
Visa, Discover info to:

Out Of Focus
8031 N. Academy Blvd. #507, Dept. OO-2
Colorado Springs, CO. 80920
\

-All onto aid 10% S&H ami Colorado residents add 4% sales la

Help us rebuild
America's
inner cities...
and we'll pay you
back with interest!
Your South Shore checking, savings,
time deposit or IRA account directly
targets the inner-city neighborhoods
we serve. Plus, you earn an attractive, guaranteed
return that helps

continued from page 3 -
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designed to

control or guide a people. Judaic sexual repression
is an example of both of these latter aspects, an
overcorrection of Canaanite licentiousness. The
worship of Mammon in twentieth-century United
States is another, an overreaction to the dire
poverty experienced throughout Europe in the
previous centuries and the abundance of wealth
to be found in the New World. The pendulum's
swing is a physical law well be hard puttooverthrow.
Feminist spirituality (should it evolve into an
actual religion) will be another response to and
correction of what has preceded it. That it is using
a previous religion as template is but a first step
in the process. That feminism has the freedom
and intelligence to discard the negative aspects of
that template is already well evidenced in the
writing and research of such women as Antonelli
and the ongoing practice of feminist spiritualists.
That it is an important, necessary component of
the feminist movement in its questtodeliver society from the abuses of patriarchy and realize our
human potential, I accept. That mistakes will be
made along the way is a given.
Holding faith with neither gods nor goddesses, I do have faith in feminism. At least it hasn't
told me (yet) to don a wig, lest I tempt my brothers with my genetically endowed head of hair: To
use a Dalyism, I am encouraged.
Janis Grant
Alrnont, M
Judith Antonelli said, "The Torah began to
improve women's status ... it was only meant as
a start." Ancient understanding of the Goddess
was also only a start. The Divine is not limited by
our choice of words.

Eleanor Richards
Sturgis, SD

build cities today.
Contact John
Houghton
for details:
800-669-7725,
ext. 5636,
deposit@sbk.com.
MEMBER FDIC

South Shore Bank
Where Amaica hanks its values.
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Judith S. Antonelli responds: Claims that I
am inaccurate are specious when no example is
cited. The origins of a religion are extremely
important, especially to women who derive spiritual satisfaction from it but want to reject its
misogyny. If the misogyny is not inherent (as with
the Torah), taking the good and dismissing the
bad is both possible and desirable, not apologetic.
Women in any field or profession, as well as the
Big Three religions, must do this. All feminist
women are not goingtobe pagans.
That male supremacy was a reality by 2800
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B.C.E. is correct; that was a full millennium before
the births ofAbraham and Sarah, as I pointed out.
Judaism is not responsible for sexual repression,
nor does the issue of women wearing wigs diminish my argument—that's a man-made sexist law,
not found in the Torah. That modern Goddess
worshipers bear little or no resemblance to
ancient Goddess worshipers is certainly true, and
rejecting male imagery of the Divine remains an
important form of resistance in our society.
High Praise...
This is the first time I have read your magazine; I
am very impressed with the clarity of the reporting and the tackling of difficult subjects. The most
wonderful feature is the excellent writing. I only
wish that you could extend your excellent reportingtofeminist literary criticism, a convoluted, esoteric and elite language. We need more [magazines] such as yourstoshow the issues, regardless
of the views held, in the wonderful voice of clear
and literate prose. Thank you; you renew my faith
in writing and feminist writers.

Kathleen Carlton Johnson
E-mail
I am a 28-year-old feminist living in Orange
County, CA (yes, land ofthe conservative yuppies).
I live with my husband and 16-month-old son. We
liketothink we can change the world one child at
atime!We are always seeking ways to communicate the importance of progressive issues to our
friends and family in a nonthreatening manner.
Although we are Christians, we are embarrassed
by the actions and behavior of the church and
right-wing leaders, and do not affiliate ourselves
with their social or political judgments. We are registered Democrats, and support a more liberal and
fair agenda Women's issues have been very
important to me for years, and I want my son to
grow up in a country that can walk the walk of
fairness and justice, not just talk the talk We look
forward to reading On The Issued.

Kristina Beth Vinas
Monarch Beach, CA
And Challenges...
Editor Merle Hoffman's "Fatal Denial" [Spring
1997], which is about the tragic case of Amy
Grossberg and Brian Peterson and their pending
trial for the alleged murder of their newborn, raises issues that are well-taken. There is one point
that needs revisiting.
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Hoffman wrote that the couple "shared a
state of mind that knows no boundaries of race,
class or socioeconomic status—the state of denial."
That is oxymoronic by every parameter by which
we measure society Our reaction to this tragedy is
being exposed in part because this is a white, at
least middle-class, Anglo- and Jewish-sounding
couple who are "supposed to know better," where
such behavior is considered—by our racist thinking—less of a contretemps in America's underprivileged classes.
Aristotle put it this way: There is a condition,
a situation and a cause to every event. Yes,
Peterson and Grossberg, if its true, are the causes
ofthis horror. But they acted out of a situation that
was anxiety ridden, and a condition of
abortion-choice denial in our present atmosphere
that had them likely think their "choices" were
limited. As we examine the tree, we must also
save the forest.
Don Sloan, MJ).
New York, New York
Regarding Merle Hoffman's comment that "antiabortion conservatives are manipulating the
Grossberg-Peterman case to create a rhetorical
smog that posits a slippery slope with no differentiation between" killing a newborn and abortion.
ni tell you what a slippery slope is: starting
with a devaluation of life that begins with killing
the unborn, then extending that to devaluation of
newborns by reducing penalties for killing them.
Where is the line finally going to be drawn?
Whats next, reducing the penalty for killing children of all ages?
Jeffrey Jeffords
E-mail

Educating About Rita
Tn "Biology and Destiny: The Feminist Reawakening of Nobel Prize Winner Rita LeviMontalcini," [Spring 1997] these false or misleading statements were made under my name:
1. "The Feminist Reawakening of Nobel
Prize Winner Rita Levi Montalcini." Rita has been
a feminist since early childhood. She rejected marriage because she believed it reduced a woman to
an inferior status.
2. "Rita had never firmly identified herself as
Jewish; her father had notified his four children,
before they could even read and write, that they
were freethinkers and could choose or refuse a
religion when they reached the age of 21." This
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statement is false. Rita's father was probably a
Freemason, but he attended the family's celebrations of Passover and the High Holidays. After
being thrown out of her job at the University of
Turin, after being prohibited from practicing medicine, after living underground, after refusing to
Mow advice she received in the United States to
drop Levi from her name, all because she is
Jewish, there is no question about Rita's firm identification as Jewish.
3. "Depressed by the impotence she experienced with the service, she decided never again to
practice medicine." Rita was both doctor and
nurse with the Allied Medical Service in Florence.
The impotence she experienced was not with the
service, but with the many whom she could not
help and who died because of the abdominal
typhoid epidemic that resulted from contaminated water and the lack of antibiotics.
4. "The volume of the sensory and the sympathetic ganglia was much larger than normal,
that sympatheticfibershad invaded the organs."
You didn't describe the functions of the sensory
and sympathetic ganglia, and of the sympathetic
fibers; you didn't explain how the much larger
volume of the sensory and sympathetic ganglia
"confirmed her hypothesis about the humoral
nature of the substance." You rejected my clear
explanations of simpler processes.
These were only the worst of the errors
made under my name.
Ruby Rohrlich
Washington, D.C.

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
It was with pride and grief that I read Phyllis
Chester's powerful article "The Mystery and
Tragedy of Chronic Fatigue Immune Dysfunction
Syndrome" [Spring 1997]. Pride in seeing Chesler
"ouf the anguish of her illness without apologies
or appeals for pity but rather rage and frustration.
Grief, thinking of all the anguish this illness has
caused and continues to cause for its victims.
AvivaRahmani
Vmalhaven Island, Maine
On The Issues welcomes letters and considers them for publication in the magazine and on
its website, unless otherwise specified. Letters
may be edited for clarity and space. Send to On
the Issues, Choices Women's Medical Center, Inc.,
97-77 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY 113743317, or email to onissues@echonyc.com

There may be
hidden ingredients in the
products you
use... cruelty,
pain, suffering.

Rabbit with burned back from a skin
toxicity study at a product testing lab.

Let us send you a free Cruelty-Free
Shopping Guide so you can make
compassionate choices on your next
trip to the store. To receive a copy
call us toll free at (800) SAY-AAVS or
write to The American AntiVivisection Society, 801 Old York Rd.
#204, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

CJodciess
C o CT-r-eCe

Join us in search of ancient mysteries.
Transform the way you feel about women, yourself.

Goddess Pilgrimage Tours
1306 Crestview Dr.» Blacksburg, VA 24060
Phone/Fax: 540-951-3070

Someday a woman
be PRESIDENT!
Adults:
S, M, L,
Ex-L $15
Youth:
2-4,6-8,
10-12,
14-16 $12
Visa/MC 1-800-891-2126 10% discount with ad
Mail orders: Add $3 for shipping

The Elizabeth Stone House
A Feminist Health Alternative
The Elizabeth Stone House is known
internationally for its innovative ability to
empower women in emotional
distress as well as their children.
Residential and Non-Residential Programs
Resources and Training Available.
Call for information

P.O. Box 59 Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-3417
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WHAT

IS ENLIGHTENMENT?

Magazine

THE MODERN SPIRITUAL PREDICAMENT
An inquiry into the popularization of Eastern spirituality in the West
ANDREI CODHESCI!

Featured in our current issue:
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ENLIGHTENMENT?

KEN WILBER, widely acclaimed author
and pioneer in the field of transpersonal
psychology, speaks out on the "crisis in
American spirituality."
Former NPR commentator, poet and
social critic ANDREI CODRESCU
talks about consumerism, spiritual subversion and the danger of the seemingly real.

THE

MODERN
SPIRITUAL
PREDICAMENT
An inquiry into
the popularization of
Eastern spirituality
in the West

Scholar of Eastern religions GEORG
FEUERSTEIN questions popular
attempts to commercialize esoteric spiritual teachings in the West.
Spiritual teacher A N D R E W C O H E N
illuminates the uncompromising demand
and explosive potential of genuine spiritual pursuit.
A challenging dialogue with new age icon
DEEPAK CHOPRA on his bestselling
brand of East-meets-West spirituality.

KEN WILBER: Authe.., c spirituality

is revolutionary. It doe not
console the world, it sh tters it.
FEUERSTEIN: Genuine teachings
'are being'blJtchercjj[,so, that they
i suit our consumerist mentality.

DR. LAURA SCHLESSINGER,
America's fiery # I talk radio therapist, on
the erosion of ethics in the age of pop
psychology.

On the cutting edge of contemporary spirituality,What Is Enlightenment? brings a fresh perspective to the most challenging and important spiritual questions of our time. Inspired by the
passionate inquiry of spiritual teacher and author Andrew Cohen, What Is Enlightenment?'s
dynamic forum brings together pioneering thinkers from a broad spectrum of paths and disciplines. Its thoughtful and engaging essays, dialogues and interviews are a thrilling exploration of
the fundamental issues at the heart of the spiritual quest.

AVAILABLE AT BOOKSTORES

NATIONWIDE

or by calling 800-376-3210
Subscription Rate (U.S.): 2 issues (I year) - $ I I; 4 issues (2 years) - $20; 6 issues (3 years) - $29

Website: http://www.moksha.org/wie

This periodical pulses with passion." -NAPRA ReView

Tell us if you
want it in a plain
brown wrapper
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he American Prospect wears

the word "liberal" right on our
cover. We're working to rebuild
a society where community,
government, and the market each have
a place—and benefit ordinary people.
Unfashionable, maybe, but enduring.
America's preeminent scholars and
journalists give you a refreshing new
look at what's making news on the
national policy agenda—from Social
Security to youth gangs, the
information revolution to the sexual
counterrevolution, school reform to the
politics of race, global trade to
campaign finance.

Recent articles: The Myth of the
New Democrat • Do Poor
Women Have the Right to Bear
Children?*The Strange
Disappearance of Civic America
• Does Liberalism Cause Sex?
Are Black Diplomas Worth
Less? • Is Everything for Sale?
• The Shaming Sham •
Who's Afraid of Michael
Jordan?*The End of
Unemployment?

Call 1-888-MUST-READ or fax this form:
• Yes! Please enter my risk-free subscription to
The American Prospectfor 6 bimonthly issues
at the rate of only $ 19.
• Check enclosed
Charge my • Visa • Mastercard

Founded in 1990 by Pulitzer Prizewinner Paul Starr, columnist Robert
Kuttner, and former Labor Secretary

Exp. Date .
Name
Address

Robert Reich, The American Prospect

Telephone.

is being read all over, from coffee
houses to statehouses. Including some
places where "liberal" is spelled with
only four letters.
Worth the risk? See for yourself.
_

Please return to:
The American Prospect
P.O. Box 383080
Cambridge, M A 02238
FAX: (617) 547-3896
E-MAIL: tap@epn.org
W W W : httpy/epn.org
PHONE: 1-888-MUST-READ
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